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_.. 

FACE 

Recent experience has shown that a plate-type load, 

suspended by a single cable beneath a helicopter moving in 

horizontal flight, has unstable characteristics in a large 

regime of forward speeds. These findings have prompted a 

theoretical analysis with a view to obtaining a stable 

system. Investigations are made into the original single 

upper cable suspension arrangement of the plate, together 

with two different forms of bifilar suspension, namely, 

(a) a twin strop arrangement and (b) a trapezoidal arrange- 

ment. 

Although the problem is strictly non-linear, the well 

known 'small perturbation' theory is adopted to obtain 

'linearised' equations of motion. These equations are then 

found to be separable into symmetric and antisymmetric forms 

for the three arrangements investigated. 

The aerodynamic derivative data required for these 

equations are derived, whenever possible, for the appropriate 

ranges of Strouhal and Reynolds' numbers. For the majority 

of derivatives, there is a paucity of available information 

and experimental static and dynamic wind tunnel techniques 

are therefore used to obtain certain terms. In addition, 
'lifting line' theory is adopted for the remaining derivative 
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terms. As an aid to representing this derivative information, 

a curve fitting method is used to facilitate their use in the 

stability investigations. 

Stability equations (with the complete aerodynamic 

derivative information) for the three systems are set up and 

solved on a digital computer, to give a direct indication of 

a stable or unstable system for a variety of physical para- 

meters. Furthermore, the modal forms corresponding to each 

mode of oscillation are obtained, together with an estimation 

of the important derivative terms pertaining to each mode. 

The adoption of either bifilar suspension would appear 

to confer stability on certain modes, which were found to be 

unstable with the single cable arrangement. Indeed, the 

trapezoidal suspension arrangement of a plate-like load is 

found to be stable at all practical forward speeds of the 

helicopter. 
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LIST OP SYMBOLS 

x, y, z Co-ordinates of body axis system (right 
handed) with the origin set at the centre 
of gravity of the body. 

mi Mass of lifting hook or bar, slugs. 

m2 Mass of pallet, slugs. 

d1 Length of upper attachment strops, ft. 

d2 Normal length between the pallet and 
lifting bar centres of gravity for the 
single and twin strop configurations. 
Also strop length for trapezoidal 
configuration, ft. 

d3 Length of lower strop of trapezoidal 
configuration. 

2a Length of lifting bar, ft. 

S Area of pallet, ft2. 

c Chord of pallet, ft. 

2b Span of pallet, ft. 

d Thickness of pallet, ft. 

Steady state strop angles w. r. t. vertical, 
rads. 

x1 , Y19 zj Incremental displacements of the lifting 
hook or bar, ft. 

X2, y2, z2 Incremental displacements of the pallet, 
fte 

es, e1, Olt *12 T) Incremental rotations of the lifting bar, 
rads. 

02,82,020 *a, ý, v Incremental rotations of the pallet, 
tads. 
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ai, a2 Steady state angles of the upper and 
lower strop arrangements w. r. t. vertical, 
rads. 

u, v, w Linear incremental velocity components 
along body axes, ft/sec. 

p, q, r Angular incremental velocity components 
along body axes, ft/sec. 

V Forward horizontal velocity of the 
helicopter and pallet, ft/sec. 

U, V, W Body axis steady state components of V 
for the pallet and lifting bar, ft/sec. 

V Potential Energy, ft, lbs. 

X, Y, Z Aerodynamic forces, lbs. 

L, M, N Aerodynamic moments, lb. ft. 

A, B, C Moments of inertia of the pallet and 
lifting hook about body axes, slugs fta. 

D, E, F Products of inertia of the pallet and 
lifting hook about body axes, slugs ft2. 

AX, OM, AN Incremental changes due to gravitational 
and steady state forces and moments. 

AX, AR, AR Incremental changes due to a change in 
the aerodynamic forces and moments. 

OX, V ZO VM Incremental changes in forces and 
moments used in the displacement method. 

Tag Tb, Tc, Td Steady state forces in the strops. 

VTa, VTb, VTc, VTd Incremental changes in the above strop 
forces. 

X8, Z E), Me Dimensional aerodynamic stiffness 
YO, L*, No derivatives 
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Xu, Zw, Mq Dimensional aerodynamic damping 
Yv, Lr, Np derivatives. 

CL, CD Lift and Drag coefficients i. e. 
Drag force 
j pV2S 

Xe, z0, ME) Non-dimensional stiffness derivatives 
y95,1*, no i. e. xe = 

X8 
me= 

Me 

2 2pV2 S IpV Sc 

yo 
JPV2S PVSb 

xu, zw, mq Non-dimensional damping derivatives 
yv. * lr' np i. e, xu = 

Xu 
,mq . 

ý, 
, yv = 

yv 
,np Sq PVSC PVS p 4PVSb2 

t Time, secs. 

or Non-dimensional time. 

µl Relative density parameter. 

P Froude number. 

R Reynolds' number. 

P Air density. 

71 Root of a polynomial equation. 

rl , r2, r3 Non-dimensional damping factor. 

SIP sa, s3 Non-dimensional frequenci 

Vcrit Forward velocity when rl 

Subscripts 

1 and 2 Refer to the lifting bar 
respectively. 

S Longitudinal (symmetric) 

A Lateral (anti-symmetric) 

r parameter. 

or r2 or r3 = 0. 

and pallet 

analyses* 

analyses. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

In the last twenty years a number of philosophies on air 

transport have gradually evolved. One concept that has 

emerged is the desirability of the use of the helicopter for 

military and civilian roles to which it is peculiarly suited. 

This is apparent from the increase in military undertakings 

alone. For example, in Vietnam the helicopter has become an 

important integral part of the fighting operations. The 

tasks performed by this machine include combatant duties, 

the transport of troops, artillery, tanks and trucks, 

together with medical evacuation, reconnaissance, courier 

services, guard duty and supply services for ships at sea. 

Such is the importance of the helicopter that between 1961 

and 1965, United States helicopters made over one million 

sorties, which included the transportation of more than 8L. 

million pounds of cargo and more than 1.5 million troops. 

Furthermore, by the year 1968, it is estimated that more 

than 7,000 machines will be in use in Vietnam. Similar 

trends are very apparent on a smaller scale in the British, 

French and German armed forces. 
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Civilian operations, in comparison, are still on a small, 

but increasing scale. Because of its versatility, the heli- 

copter is used in a number of important peaceful ways, only a 

few of which we have space to mention. A valuable commercial 

use of the helicopter is the transportation of equipment and 

workers to remote jungle or mountain areas (and less rugged 

locations), which would either take months to reach or are 

completely inaccessible by other means. For example, a 

Canadian company, Okanagan Helicopters Ltd, operate a fleet 

of 60 machines which are used to convey prefabricated 

buildings and powerline towers and are also employed in the 

laying of electrical transmission cables. Nearer home, the 

helicopter has been used in the construction of the pre- 

fabricated spire on Coventry Cathedral and has proved to be 

invaluable in large scale agricultural organisations (using 

the advantage of rotor downwash effects) to carry out crop 

spraying, dusting and seeding. Quite recently helicopters 

have been used, both by police and motoring organisations, on 

the reconnaissance of main roads where traffic jams are 

likely. The motorists can then be advised promptly of 

alternative routes. 

The use of the helicopter in the transportation of 

passengers has, however, not proved to be a very worthwhile 

economic proposition, either in the U. S. A. or Britain. As 
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a result there are only two regular helicopter services in 

this country, one of which is the B. E. A. route between 

Penzance and the Scilly Isles (which has to be subsidised) 

and the other is the Westland Heliport in London. 

In addition to the above tasks, one unusual but serious 

case came to the attention of the author quite recently. 

This concerned the use of a helicopter for the singular 

purpose of carrying a coffin (containing the body of an 

American governess) from Lahinch, Co. Clare, to the island 

of Inishmann. After a few minutes in the air, the suspended 

coffin had to be jettisoned into the sea because it began to 

swing (in a lateral sense) quite violently beneath the 

fuselage. This particular illustration does, in fact, have 

quite a bearing on the work investigated here, as will be 

discussed later. 

In the present work particular interest is shown in the 

transportation of cargo as a practical and economic 

proposition for both military and commercial operations. At 

the present time, three basic methods of load carrying are 

in existence: - 

i) Using the conventional helicopter internally loaded. 

ii) Using a special crane helicopter. 

iii) Using the conventional helicopter with the load 

suspended beneath the fuselage. 
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The first method is usually found to be adequate only 

when the cargo is small, both in quantity and size and/or 

when the loading and unloading time is considered to be 

unimportant. With the field of work of the helicopter 

continually increasing, this unfortunately places a severe 

limitation on the versatility of the conventional machine. 

Therefore, other methods of transportation are desired for 

the bulky loads and where the improvement on 'turn-round' 

time is extremely important. 

In the U. S. A. and U. S. S. R. in particular, the above 

problem has been solved by developing a special crane heli- 

copter (see ref. 8.2) in which the conventional fuselage is 

replaced by a rigid frame. This frame is so designed that it 

will rigidly support a pallet on which bulky cargo (e. g. a 

bus) can be safely mounted, If, therefore, the pallet can 

be pre-loaded with cargo whilst on the ground, it is quite 

an easy matter to land the helicopter, lock the pallet to 

the loaded frame and become airborne in a few minutes. Whilst 

these helicopters are familiar in the U. S. A. and U. S. S. R. for 

special operations, the vast percentage of machines used 

throughout the world are of the usual conventional type. 

Hence, for the latter type of machine, bulky cargo must be 

carried externally, suspended with the aid of a cable (strop) 

from the helicopter. 
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As with the crane helicopter, the external loading of 

conventional helicopters has one distinct advantage over 

internal carriage. The loading and unloading times of the 

former are clearly much smaller because the load can be 

winched to the ground and unhooked, without the necessity of 

landing the helicopter. This could possibly reduce the turn- 

round time from, say, 30 to 3 minutes, and would not 

necessitate the use of much handling equipment. Therefore 

more flying time would be available and what is at present 

an unprofitable operation could be transformed into a 

profitable mission. Because many types of cargo would be 

most conveniently transported on a pallet (in the form of a 

flat plate) suspended by cables (strops) from a helicopter, 

this form of transportation is investigated further in this 

work. 

Westland Aircraft developed a great interest in this new 

field of freight transportation and carried out a series of 

full scale tests on the single strop suspension (see fig. 3.1) 

of an unloaded pallet. (At this stage it must be appreciated 

that the profile and weight of the freight on the pallet vary 

considerably. Thus the initial full scale dynamic stability 

investigations were made with the unloaded pallet). It 

appears in practice that the recommended size of pallet 

should be in the order of 12 ft* span, 6 ft. chord, 3 inches 
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depth and a weight of 150 lbs. (as laid down by the armed 

services). Also, it was considered necessary to suspend the 

pallet at least 50 ft. below the helicopter in order that 

rotor downwash effects were not a potential source of 

instability. Hence, with the system as described above, full 

scale tests were carried out and rather alarming results were 

obtained. These showed the pallet to be consistently unstable 

at speeds of horizontal flight between five and sixty knots. 

Invariably the pallet diverged very quickly into a combined 

longitudinal-lateral motion and was jettisoned before the 

helicopter became uncontrollable. (Similar tests were also 

carried out on a single strop suspension of a rectangular 

box-shaped load and these resulted in laterally unstable 

motions. Presumably this was the type of instability 

experienced by the suspended coffin). 

With the instability developing so rapidly, it proved 

to be impossible to formulate any reasonable conclusions as 

to why the pallet was unstable. It was therefore necessary 

to resort to wind tunnel tests on a suspended model plate. 

These are fully discussed in Chapter 11, together with 

similar preliminary work carried out by the author. For 

reasons given in this Chapter, it is shown that the wind 

tunnel tests are not truly representative of the full scale 

tests and the results have only a very limited applicability. 
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Except for carrying out more expensive full scale tests 

on the suspended pallet (in the hope that the variations of 

certain physical parameters would furnish a stable system), 

it was apparent that the only alternative was to pursue an 

analytical course aimed at the study of the dynamic stability 

of the helicopter and suspended pallet. 

1.2 The Formulation of the Problem 

The majority of work carried out by the author has 

centred on the analytical investigation of the pallet 

stability only. This is because it became apparent, after a 

brief consideration of the problem, that the analysis of the 

pallet suspension system would, in itself, prove extremely 

lengthy. Therefore, the additional helicopter stability 

considerations would clearly make the analysis unmanageable - 

at least for a first treatment. 

The aspects of the current problem are later shown to 

render it unique, although this analytical investigation is 

not the first in the field of towed bodies. For example, in 

1915, Bairstow, Relf and Jones (ref. 1.1) carried out a 

'linearised' mathematical investigation to ascertain the 

dynamic stability of captive observation balloons. 

Unfortunately, immense computational difficulties thwarted 

their efforts and a practical use has not been found for this 

work in its original form. 
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A great deal of analytical work has been carried out 

since then for the general case of a body towed by a single 

wire. This is in connection with the towing of radio aerials, 

aerodynamic instruments, kites and gliders used in military 

activities (see refs. 1.2 .... 1.7). On a more recent 

commercial basis, lateral investigations have been made on 

the suspension of a bomb-shaped bucket towed by a helicopter 

(ref. 1.6) and, in addition to this, two very recent reports 

(refs. 1.9 and 1.10) have again considered the general case 

in a similar manner to Glauert (ref. 1.3). In all cases it 

has been necessary to resort to an analytical scheme, 

following broadly the lines of G. H. Bryan's 'linearised' 

approach to aeroplane stability work. Certain of the reports 

make sensible assumptions, such that the action of the wind 

on the cable(s) or the weight of the cables are ignored, and 

in all cases the cables are assumed to hold the same form in 

the disturbed and steady state positions. 

Although these reports have proved useful whilst 

becoming acquainted with the problem considered here, their 

results and conclusions are completely inadequate for the 

present purposes. This is because the towed bodies are either 

aerodynamically non-lifting and intrinsically more stable 

than the pallet (e. g. a glider), or because their physical 

dimensions cannot be compared with those of the pallet (e. g. 
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kites --box type). Hence, a unique analytical investigation 

into the stability of a suspended pallet is warranted. 

So far very little has been mentioned about the physical 

arrangement of the subject under investigation. Clearly the 

pallet can be suspended from the helicopter by various strop 

arrangements and in addition could be flying under normal 

conditions with, for example, gusts prevalent and rotor down- 

wash impinging on the pallet in a yawed position. A 

theoretical investigation would then be virtually unmanageable. 

Hence, for the investigations made here, it is necessary to 

limit the scope of the analyses. This is achieved by assuming 

the pallet to be towed in a horizontal forward flight path 

whilst in a position of equilibrium. Also, because the pa]let 

could assume an infinite number of shapes, it is necessary to 

consider a pallet of similar form to that used in the full 

scale tests, i. e. a flat rectangular pallet (or plate) having 

square edges and a 12 ft. span, 6 ft. chord and 3 inch thick- 

ness. The pallet is considered to hang from a lifting hook 

or bar by means of four strops attached to the corners of the 

pallet and finally the lifting hook or bar is connected to 

the fuselage of the helicopter by one or two upper strops. 

Strictly speaking, the rotor downwash effects should be 

considered in the stability investigations, as these could 

have a direct effect on the pallet stability. However, for 
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reasons given in Chapter 8, these are ignored in the present 

investigations. 

Two distinct analytical approaches to the problem are 

possible: i) To study more fully the mechanism of the 

instability encountered with the single strop configuration, 

or ii) To investigate the practicability of other suspension 

arrangements with a view to obtaining a 'flight envelope' if 

a reasonably stable configuration can be found. A compromise 

between these two lines of approach has been adopted, however, 

and stability investigations are initially carried out for 

the single strop arrangement (see fig. 3.1) of the pallet. In 

the light of the instabilities encountered with this arrange- 

ment (according to the analysis), further investigations are 

then made into two alternative suspension arrangements. These 

are the twin strop (bifilar) and trapezoidal strop arrangements 

(figs. 3.2 and 3.3). Both configurations replace the hook and 

upper strop of the single strop system with a lifting bar and 

two equal length strops respectively. Clearly, these are 

considered in the hope that the instabilities of the single 

strop system can be alleviated. 

It could be argued that the addition of aerodynamic 

devices to the pallet might prove to be a better proposition 

for obtaining a stable system, but from practical consider- 

ations, this would over-complicate the shape of the pallet. 
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The theoretical investigations of the three systems 

mentioned above are described in Chapter 2. Here a system 

of moving axes is employed and a resultant set of governing 

equations is derived, based on Newtonian Laws of motion. The 

procedure is essentially similar to that used in aircraft 

stability work. The equations of motion are, of course, 

'linearised' using the classical 'small perturbation' theory 

(refs. 1.1 - 1.10 for aircraft work) and only the incipient 

instability is considered here. The 'linearised' equations 

are further extended to a general form in Chapter 3 (applic- 

able to the three strop configurations) and are shown to be 

separable into longitudinal and lateral form. In all cases 

the aerodynamic data are assumed to be expressible in a 

linear static and dynamic aerodynamic derivative form. 

In Chapters 4 and 5, the longitudinal and lateral 

equations for the three strop configurations are developed 

in a non-dimensional form suitable for general solution. 

The above final sets of equations are assumed to have 

exponential forms of solution and in Chapter 6 the various 

stability investigations are discussed. These include the 

solution of quartic and sextic polynomial equations for the 

longitudinal and lateral equations respectively. In addition 

to this, the modal forms pertaining to each root are obtained, 

together with an approximate estimation of the important 
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aerodynamic derivatives (for each mode of oscillation) 

appearing in the theory. 

A detailed discussion of the aerodynamic derivatives is 

given in Chapter 7. As is usual for stability investigations 

in aeronautical engineering, the derivation of the derivative 

data proves here to be the stumbling block to progress because 

of the scarcity of information on low aspect ratio rectangular 

flat plates, or wings. This is overcome by sensibly ignoring 

certain derivatives, whilst the remaining terms, required for 

the longitudinal and lateral analyses, are determined both by 

theoretical (i. e. lifting line theory) and experimental 

(static and dynamic) techniques. 

As a continuation of the study of the aerodynamic effects 

on the pallet, it is necessary to discuss briefly the rotor 

downwash effects, since these have been ignored in the present 

investigations. An appraisal of the importance of these 

effects is given in Chapter 8. 

Further to the discussions of Chapter 7 on the stability 

derivatives, Chapter 9 discusses the extensive experimental 

wind tunnel work carried out (on an aspect ratio 2 flat plate) 

to obtain the aerodynamic derivative data. Similarly, 

Chapter 10 comprises discussions of further wind tunnel tests 

to obtain certain important dynamic stability derivatives 

which cannot be estimated with confidence by theoretical 

methods. 
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Because the majority of previous investigations on the 

suspended pallet have been in the form of model tests in a 

wind tunnel, Chapter 11 is devoted to a brief discussion of 

the merits of these tests, in addition to the preliminary 

tests carried out by the author. 

In conclusion, Chapter 12 covers the experimental static 

and dynamic wind tunnel results pertaining to the derivative 

data, whilst Chapter 13 consists of the results obtained from 

the stability investigations on the three strop configurations. 

Chapter 14 comments on the results obtained and, finally, 

Chapter 15 discusses further extensions to the work 

investigated here. 
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CHAPTER 2 

FORMATION OF THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS 

From full scale and wind tunnel investigations into the 

stability of a suspended pallet beneath a helicopter, it is 

found that either the pallet becomes unstable so rapidly such 

that the destabilising forces cannot be observed, or else the 

tunnel tests give an inadequate representation of full scale 

conditions (see chapter 11). Analytical methods are therefore 

resorted to in order to investigate the stability of three 

different suspension arrangements of the pallet; namely, the 

single, twin and trapezoidal configurations (see fig. 3.1,3.2, 

3.3). Although it is known from full scale tests that the 

single strop arrangement is. unstable, it is hoped that progress 

will be made towards obtaining a stable system with the latter 

two configurations. 

The investigation of the stability of the helicopter and 

the suapended pallet requires the setting up of equations 

(similar to aircraft stability equations given in reference 2.1) 

which represent the motion of the system based on the Newtonian 

laws. A theoretical analysis of the complete arrangement 
(helicopter plus pallet) however would be beyond the scope of 
this initial investigation. Also because most helicopter 
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control systems are designed only for the helicopter stability 

and are not adequate to compensate for external loading 

instabilities, it is justifiable to consider only the stability 

of the pallet and the suspension configuration, 

In the following analysis the governing equations of 

motion are developed using a system of moving orthogonal axes 

set in the pallet (the governing equations are later shown to 

be applicable to the lifting hook or bar (mi) in chapters 3.0, 

4.0 and 5.0). Moving axes are advantageous compared with 

fixed axes (i. e. earth axes) because the coefficients of 

inertia of the pallet do not change with disturbances of the 

axes. 

Most dynamical systems are of a non-linear form and the 

suspended pallet arrangements will be shown to be no exception. 

In their original non-linear form, the equations of motion are 

intractable. (Theoretical methods for dealing with multi- 

degree of freedom systems with non-linearities are still in the 

development stage, though analogue simulation is always a 

possibility). As a first approach to the solution of these 

equations, they are tlinearisedl using the classical 'small 

perturbation' method, usually adopted in aircraft stability 
investigations (see ref. 2.1). Further discussions on the 

adequacy of this method are given in chapter 6.0. 

'Linearisation' of the equations involves the following 

assumptions: - 
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(i) Disturbance angles about the mean position are assumed 

small (± 50) such that cos6 =1 and sine = e. 

(ii) With the deviations small, their time rates of change 

are assumed to be so small that their products and 

squares can be neglected. 

2.1 Deviations of theMovint Axes 

To develop the acceleration terms of the moving axes for 

the application of Newton's laws of motion, i. ©. 

mass x acceleration = force, it is necessary to determine the 

position of the disturbed axes (set in the pallet) with 

respect to fixed earth axes. 

Consider now the pallet, per se, (i. e. remove the strops 

and allow the pallet to be carried forward at a steady 

horizontal velocity in an unyawed position) and assume that a 

set of orthogonal axes x, y, z (moving axes) is rigidly set 

in the pallet with its origin at the pallet centre of gravity. 

Similarly consider a set of orthogonal axes x, y, z fixed 
000 

to earth, such that for the present, the origins of both sets 

of axis 0 and 00 are coincident. 

In the undisturbed motion, the moving axes are orientated 

so that they are coincident with the fixed axes. In the dis- 

turbed position it is necessary to refer the moving axes 
to the earth axes by specifying throe rotations O, 6 and ýr 
(see section 9.1) respectively. The order in which these 
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rotations are made is given because finite rotations are not 

usually commutative; although it is well known that the 

order is immaterial for small rotations, 

Take i, 5, k to be unit vectors in the x, y, z directions 

where the subscripts (shown below) indicate the order of 

rotations. The xi yo z axes are first rotated by a small 

clockwise positive angle 0 about the Ox axis to give the first 

`carried' position of the moving axes, " i. e. xi, y1, z1. (All 

positive rotations are in the clockwise sense about the 

respective axes). This can be represented by the matrix 

transformation: - 
I1 100 1101 a [X1] 

[! 

O 
0 cos0 sin¢ Jo Jo (2.1) 

k0 
-sinn 008 0 ko ko 

Secondly the carried xyz axes are rotated about the Oy carried 

axis through a small positive angle e-to give the second 

carried axes, i. e, xa$ yA0 z.. Hence 

is cosO 0 -sine i1ý _ [X2] is 

39 010 

k9 sine 0 cos 4 ks ki 

Finally the second 'carried' axes are given a small positive 
rotation 4- about the carried Oz axis to give the third carried 
axes. It is now assumed that this is the final position of 
the disturbed moving axes x, y, z. Hence 
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13 I riy r 
cos* sing 0 i21 [X, 

3 
] t2 

S3 =1 -sing cosh, 0 ja (2.3) 

k3 k'. Jk 
ýL001 L2i ' M 

and the final disturbed position of the moving x, y, z axes 

relative to the fixed earth axes xo, yo, zo can be specified 

by the relation 

1i, 3, k5 X3 Xa Xi 110r Sol ko1 13 X [lo. Jos k0 5... (2.4) 

costcos6, sin. VcosO+coslsinOsinc5, sinrsin¢-cosisinOcos¢ 
[X] _ -sinifcos6, cosVcosc6-sinisinesinc, cosysinc5+sinVsin0cos¢ 

sine , -cosesino , cosecoso 
Sin ce the above square matrices are orthogonal, the inverse of 

eac h matrix is its transpose, "thus 
X-i = /1r 

-I"% 1. 
h 

-1 
=x! 0% 

f 
.X = XI. 

12312ß 

With equation 2.1+ given, it is now possible to determine 

the velocity and acceleration deviation components of the 

pallet. Denote by Ea and E the co-ordinate vectors of a point 

P in the pallet (which for generality is assumed flexible) 

relative to the fixed and movinE axes respectively - where, 

for the present, the origins of both sets of co-ordinates are 

taken as being coincident. 

Then we have ý=XF. 
o""""""""""""""" (2.5) 

If the origin of the moving axes is displaced by TIo from that 

of the fixed axes then 

ro=X(O- ri, ) or X F, 
0 =X 10 +9......... (2.6) 
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Differentiation of both sides with respect to time (t) gives 

Xj =X (flo -o) +X; o + 
but since _ no + Xt 

, since X71 = XI 
_Fso 

we have X3 =- X1 
, 

+i + X; 0 .......... . 
(2.7) 

Now XX 1=I 

Therefore XX+' +X. (x-') 0 

Thus XX =-X A%: i =-E5 (say) 
dt 

Then cý =XXX (X tX !X, +X1X'X'+X'XX 3X2 11S312 
!) 

3iZ 3 

(X XXxX 'X xx), +X (X X 1)X f+XXJ.. 
. (2.8) 

a211as3asa33 

but XX 
I00 00 , XX 

10010 

00 -1 000 

Lo 10 -1 00 

and X X 
f=r0 

-1 a 3 
100 

000 

Thus it can be shown that 

0, -¢ain8-y , -4sin, cos8+6cos* 

sine +ýr 0, . 4cosicos8+8sinv (2,9) 
jainý 

cose. cosi(r, cos*cos6+8siniy, 0 

and with deviations assumed small (i. e. cosh = 1, sine = 0) 

0 -r q 

r0p................... . (2.10) 

-q p0 

where 6=q, ý=pand y=r 
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Equation 2.7 now becomes 

X io = (ID + w) +X 
;0= (ID +W )(I + X-q 

o) 
or v= vo + (ID + w) 

.................. 
(2.11) 

in view of the properties of 
v is the absolute velocity of P, vo =X ;o- (ID+w)% no 

is the absolute velocity of the origin and (ID + is the 

velocity of P relative to the origin of the moving axes - all, 

of course, being measured along the instantaneous directions 

of the moving axes. 

By induction we also have 

x ýa = (ID + w)(vo + (ID + w)ý) 

= (ID + -w)70 + (DW + W) 2".......... (2.12) 

where ä is the absolute acceleration of P, (w + ID)vo is the 

absolute acceleration of the origin and (Dw + w)2& is the 

acceleration of P with respect to the moving axes - all 

measured along the instantaneous directions of the moving 

axea . 

For the particular case of a rigid pallet 

vivo+4 
2 (2.13) 

ä= (ID + w)v0 + (Dw +w) 

With the pallet travelling of a uniform velocity, 

vo = [ü, V, W1, where U, V and W are the velocity components 

of the pallet centre of gravity and 

I= Ex, y, z; where x, y, z are the linear co-ordinates of P 

measured relative and parallel to the moving axes. 
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Now i a,,, ay., «= (ID + w) j U, It fl + (I) [ x, y, zI ... 2.14) 
when second order terms are ignored. 

Equation 2.4 can thus be given by 

rax' D -r q ffU 10 z 

ay rD -p V+ -z 0 

Laz- -q pDWy -x 

_Y ipT 
xq........ (2.15) 

0r 

2.2 Formation of the Equations of M otion 

The equations of motion of the pallet are derived in the 

manner adopted in aircraft work (see ref. 2.1). If the point 

P has mass 8mß the 

E Fm = 7, (8m. 3) (2.16) 

where Fm indicates the external forces acting on P and the 

summation extends over particles in the rigid pallet. 

Similarly the resultant zero couples acting about the moving 

axes are shown to be (see ref. 2.1) 

1-0 -z y- [z (Fm - bm ä)) =0 

z0 -x 0(2.17 ) 

L-y x00 

With the origin of the moving axes at the pallet centre of 

gravity Z öm. x =Z Sm. y =Z 6m, z=0 

Also the external forces and moments acting on the pallet can 

be reduced to forces X, Y, Z acting at 0 (i. e. the pallet 

centre of gravity), parallel to the moving axes and moments 

L, M, N acting about Ox, Oy, Oz respectively. Hence from 

equations 2.16 and 2.17 
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[z Fml = [z (sm ä)) = x 
Y 

. (2.1+3) 

and _ 0 -z y[Z Fm] =0 -z y[L( L 

z0 -x z0 -x M 

-y x0 -y x 0 IN) 
.0 S. 

-11 
To simplify the final equations of motion 

Z bm = m2 = Total mass of the pallet 

Q, =Z (y2 + z2)bm = moment of inertia about Ox 

=Z (z2 + x2)bm = moment of inertia about Oy 

=E (x2 + y2) bm = moment of inertia about Oz 

Z yz 8m = product of inertia about Oy and Oz 

Z zx öm = product of inertia about Oz and Ox 

F =1 xy bm = product of inertia about Ox and Oy 

The substitution of equation. 2.15 into 2.18 now gives the 

equations of motion 

X = m2 D -r q U 

Y rD -p V . 
(2.20) 

Z -q pD W 

and 

L FEP 

M = -F B -D q . (2.21) 

N -E DCr 
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While the above equations relate to the rigid pallet 

only, they will be used in chapters 3.0,4.0 and 5.0 to deal 

with the lifting hook or bar (mi) also. 

In this chapter the rigid pallet has been considered to 

move under the influence of external forces and moments. 

These terms are further discussed in the following chapters 

and shown to consist of structural constraining and 

aerodynamic forces and moments. 
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CHAPTER 3 

A GENERAL THEORY FOR THREE SUSPENSION ARRANGEr2NTS 
OP A PALLET 

A general theory applicable to the single, twin and 

trapezoidal suspension arrangements of the pallet is 

developed from the governing equations of motion given in 

section 2.2. Extensions to this theory, pertaining to the 

individual systems, are given in Chapters 4.0 and 5.0. 

Whenever possible, the Lagrange equations of motion are used 

to justify the correctness of the above 'linearised' equations 

of motion. 

Figs. 3.1,3.2 and 3.3 show that the usual load 

suspension arrangements consist of two sections: - (a) An upper 

section (one or more strops) tethered to the helicopter 

attachment point/s and carrying a hook or bar at its lower end. 

(b) A lower section (four strops) connecting the hook or bar 

to the rectangular rigid pallet (2b xcx d). All joints are 

assumed to have negligible frictional constraining forces. 

The structural constraining forces imposed on both the 

pallet and the lifting hook are difficult to represent 

accurately in the disturbed positions and it is therefore 

necessary to make certain sensible assumptions in order that 

the final equations of motion can be thrown into a manageable 

form. We therefore assume that the strops are inextensible, 
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massless and straight at all-times. This last assumption is 

open to criticism for the pallets of smaller weight (i. e, 

<50 lbs), because the strops would not remain straight when 

exposed to a moderate wind loading. Nevertheless, ref. 3.1 

shows this assumption to be valid in a wide range of cases. 

Alternatively, if the above assumptions were not made and the 

cables were assumed flexible, the complete suspension arrange- 

ment would have an infinite number of degrees of freedom and 

the resulting infinite number of equations would prove 

intractable. 

The equations of motion given in section 2.2 are derived 

for the pallet (m2) only. Similar equations could, however, 

be derived for the lifting hook or bar (mi). In the following 

analyses governing equations are given for both masses, where 

the equations are based on orthogonal 0x1, Oy1,0; axes set in 

the lifting bar and Ox2, Oy2,0z2 in the pallet. The origins 

of both sets of axes are assumed to be at the centre of gravity 

of the masses and the Ox, Oz axes set in the planes of 

symmetry. 

In the steady state position, the pallet and lifting bar 

are assumed to move at a horizontal velocity V in unyawed 

positions, Also, the pallet must be considered to be set at 

an incidence as for a forward velocity V, and as a result of 

the steady state aerodynamic forces acting on the pallet, the 
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upper strop section will subtend an angle u. to the vertical 

(see fig. 3.1). Because the axes are set in the planes of 

symmetry of both masses, the velocity components of V 

measured along Ox and Oz for mi and m2 are denoted by U1, 

W. and Ua, !2 respectively. (See section 2.1). V1 and V2 are 

zero, together with the angular velocities p, q and r in the 

unyawed steady state position. 

The steady state external forces and moments (X, Y, Z, 

L, M, N) measured on both sets of axes consist of gravitational 

forces and the aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the 

pallet. The aerodynamic forces acting on the lifting bar are 

assumed negligible in these investigations. 

In the disturbed condition, the steady state incidence, 

displacement, velocity and force terms change by small amounts 

and ai and as change to al - 81 and a2 - 62 say, respectively. 

Angular displacements 0 and * also occur about the Ox and Oz 

axes. Alternatively, the angular displacements can be given 

by linear displacements x, y, z (measured parallel to the new 

positions of the orthogonal axes). The generalised velocities 

U, IT, W also change to U+u, V+v, W+w and p, q, r act 

about the Ox, Oy, Oz axes respectively. Finally, the external 

forces and moments imposed on the masses mi and m2 have 

increments AX """" "AN and AX" """ "ATT, where, for example, AX 

is the change in force X due to the gravitational and steady 
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state aerodynamic forces and OX is the change in force X due 

to the changes in the aerodynamic forces. The aerodynamic 

forces acting on the strops are sensibly ignored as these are 

difficult to represent adequately and would be small in 

comparison to the aerodynamic forces acting on the pallet. 

The governing equations 2.22 and 2.23 with their second 

order terms neglected, can now be written 

D -r1 ql 0 0 0 miui Ay,, 

rj D -pi 0 0 0 m1 vi GYi 

a pi D 0 0 0 mew,, _ AZi 

0 0 0 D -r2 q2 mxu2 tXa 

0 0 0 r2 D pa mav2 ! 'Y2 

0 0 0 -l2 pa D maws 1tZ2 

and 

+ 

0 
0 
0 
ow xa 
N 

Y2 
N 

, Za 

..... (3.1) 

ALI, Ä1 -F1 -E1 0 0 0 p1 

AM1 -E1 E1 -D1 0 0 0 

ANl 
_ -Ei -T)1 'a,, 0 0 0 r1 

' L2 + AL 0 0 0 A2 -P2 IE2 D2 

sMx + A- M2 0 0 0 Pa E2 152 ETa 

AN2 + CN2 0 0 0 -E2 52 02 ra 

ý. ý3.2ý 

The subscripts 1 and 2 indicate the incremental changes 

with respect to the lifting bar (m1) and the pallet (ma) 

respectively. Also the 4ýX"2 ..... AN2 terms are later extended 
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in a linear series form and represented by aerodynamic 

derivatives. 

At this stage the equations 3.1 and 3.2 are simplified 

because with the Oxzl and Oxz2 axes set on the longitudinal 

planes of symmetry of both masses, the mass distributions 

will be symmetric about these planes and the product of 

inertia terms B12 Y19 r)a, P2 are therefore zero. Ri and Z2 

are not necessarily zero in the steady state condition unless 

the above axes are set on the principal axes of inertia of 

both masses. In the individual analyses for the three strop 

configurations, the axes are set on both types of axes, 

depending on their suitability for each analysis. 

The incremental changes in the aerodynamic forces and 

moments (included in equations 3.1 and 3.2), which are assumed 

to act solely on the pallet, are not conservative and depend 

strictly on the complete history of motion of the pallet. 

These forces and moments are represented by a set of deriva- 

tives given in a method introduced by Bryan (ref. 3.2) in 

1911. Great success has been obtained with this method in 

the majority of aircraft stability work. 

This method assumes the incremental changes in the 

aerodynamic components to be linearly dependent on the small 

deviations x, y, z, 6 etc. and their time derivatives. 

Although this is an approximate method, it is the only form 

available, except for the similar aerodynamic transfer 
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function technique (see ref. 3.3), whereby the incremental 

changes in the aerodynamic terms can be represented. 

Each aerodynamic term is usually expressed in the form 

of a Taylor series of the variables. Therefore, with second 

order terms, as usual, neglected: - 

o^ ax. e + ax. u. + ax.; + ax. q + ax. v. + ax. p etc. ... (3.3) 
15 az u a-rý q ev p 

where the terms aX etc* are partial derivatives evaluated at 
aü 

the steady state conditions and normally expressed by Xu etc. 

From equation 3.3 it can be seen that force in the longitu- 

dinal sense is dependent on disturbances in both. the 

longitudinal and lateral senses (i. e. q and v respectively). 

Because the Oxz2 axes-are taken in the longitudinal (symmetric) 

plane of the pallet, it is implied that the derivatives a X, 
ev 

aX etc. (usually named cross-coupling derivatives) are even 

functions which have zero values at the steady state condition. 

This is necessarily so because, for example, the X force is 

always positive regardless of whether v is positive or 

negative in magnitude. Hence, for small perturbation theory, 

the cross coupling derivatives are ignored, and the aerodynamic 

forces and moments can be expressed in two groups (see ref. 2.1) 
[x2 

00 Xe X2 Xu Xw Xq xa Xü A Xq xa 

'&Z2 =00 ZO Z2 + Zu Zw Zq za + Zu Zw Zq z2 

LM2 00 Me e2 r1u Mw Mq 02 
LM,. 

Mw Mq 8 
a- L_ 

i 
2j 

i. e. = [RS] [e) + [ss] [el + [it] [e] ... 0 .... 0 . (3.4) 
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t* 

20 Y2 pr y$ Yv ýY 
ý0 

YYLyy 

0t2 =0LL, a+ 
LP Lr 0a + Lv 

J 
LNv 

Np Ni:, 
t 
ýV 2J 

Nv ßßr 10 No Ný L* 
2 

i. e. =1 Al [01 + [uA, ] [; ] + [i5ß, 1 [0] 

YP Y; y2 

LF Lr Sb ß 
'i Nr *$ 

1 -4 _M 00"0004""0 %J SJ/ 

where the first, second and third 3x3 matrices contain 

stiffness, damping and acceleration derivatives respectively. 

The latter are usually small in comparison with the structural 

inertias of a system and are ignored (see chapter 7.0). Also 

the XQ, YP and Y. derivatives are assumed small enough to be 

neglected because they have insignificant effects on the 

stability of system in comparison with the other damping 

derivatives. 

As a result of the assumptions made in applying the 

governing equations to the three systems and representing the 

aerodynamic terms by the above method, it is possible to 

divide the governing equations into two exclusive groups (see 

ref. 2, l), where the structural constraining terms can be 

separated in a like manner. (This is shown to be possible in 

sections 4.0 and 5.0). The one group of equations is dependent 

on the longitudinal co-ordinates xp z, 8p up up q and are 

called the longitudinal (symmetric) equations, whilst the 

other group: of equations is dependent on the lateral co-ordinates 

v, O, 'V, v, p, r and are called the lateral (antisymmetric) 

equations. 
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Because these equations can be separated (to the first 

order of approximation), it is implied that unless the 

deviations are large, a pure longitudinal oscillation will 

not induce a lateral oscillation, or vice-versa. It is 

possible that coupling will occur, however, for large ampli- 

tude oscillations, as experienced in the full scale tests on 

the single strop suspension of a pallet. Alternatively, 

coupled small oscillations could occur in the accelerated 

flight of the helicopter (see Ref. 3-4). In both cases we 

then have to return to the non-linear form of equations 2.20 

and 2.21 for complete stability investigations. However, for 

the present analyses, the two groups of equations are given 

by longitudinal equations 

(ui + WW1)] AX, -I nil. 

MI (ýi ^ gis Us) A Zi 

Bj cj 
= AM, 

m2 (A2 + g2V`J2) '&X2 

m2(VV2 Q2112) AZ'2 

L 
B2 q2 -_ M2 

.. 

I $0 

SO 

o 
AX2 

6Z'2 

1 ýv 

E_ýM2 

and the lateral equations 

PjW: L + r1U1) 

- Eii-i - El pi + Cý ri = 

m2(V2-P2W2 + r2112) 

A2P2 - E, 
2: 

4 

L 2D2 + ý32N 

i 

........... (3.6) 

'Yi 0 

ALi 0 

ANi + 0 

'&Ya AY2 

AL2 r 
i 6L2 

AN2 J ßv2 
ý 

ý 

""""""(3"7) 
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3.1 The Longitudinal Equations 

The Longitudinal equations given by equation 3.6 are in 

the general form applicable to the three strop arrangements. 

They can also be expressed in concise form as follows: - 
. 

[AS][13] + [BS] [©] _1 F6] + [ZS] [0] + [BS][e] 
..,,. (3.8) 

where [e] = Ixl, zl, ei, x29 z2,821 9 
[AFS] 

_ (AX1, AZ1 ... 
AM21, 

[AS] = mi , 
[B 

S] =00 m1Wi 000 

ml 00 -mi Ui 000 

$1 000000 

m2 00000 m2W2 

m2 00000 -m2U2 
B2 

100 
0000t 

vWr 

The 6x6 matrix 
["BSI =I and [CSJ is null since moving axes 

00 are being used. 

Xu XW Xq 

0 zu ZVI Zq 

vw qi LuMM 

It can be seen that (BSS contains , -.... `"-inertia terms 

which are dependent on forward velocity. These are centrifugal 

force terms which occur when the masses are disturbed in an 

angular sense (i. e. q) whilst moving forward at a steady 

horizontal velocity V. 
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From a consideration of Figs. 3.1,3.2 and 3.3, it can 

be seen that for pure longitudinal disturbances, the three 

suspension arrangements have individually two degrees of 

freedom, and thus any deviation can be indicated by the 

,8, x, z or more conveniently 6 an(' increments x1, z1 
12221 

6. Similarly, the incremental changes in the forces and 2 

moments of a system can be represented adequately by two 

generalised moments - the one is measured about the helicopter 

attachment point(s) and the other about the pallet centre of 

gravity. Therefore, the six longitudinal force and moment 

equations given by eqn. 3.8 can be transformed to two moment 

equations with co-ordinates and 8. 
i2 

Now a relationship may be obtained for each suspension 

arrangement of the form 

Cal, zi, 0, x2! zd, e2) = 
[T8}1 

is 

U21 
........ 

(3.9) 

where. [T8] is a6 x9 transformation matrix between the two 

sets of co-ordinates. In the simple case under consideration 

this is a linear relationship because the second and higher 

order terms are neglected. Similarly the matrices [T5]and 

[TS1] (see chapter 4.0) are found to govern the relationship 

between the time derivatives of the two columns matrices in 

equation 3.9. 

By the principle of virtual work, the eqn. 3.8 can now 
be transformed to two linearized moment equations as follows:. 
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[TS]'[AS1[TS][ö1 [TS1'[BSJ[T8j[t1 = [TS]ý[Mis] LTý1'LýSILTS1Le] 
+[Ta1'[AS][T3 ][t] + L. T6]'[B31[TS ][8] +ITS]ýBSiLTS1[e] ... 

(3.10) 

where [S1, UI is denoted by [U] and the [tS] and [1ý. ] matrices 

contain stiffness and damping derivatives respectively, now 

defined on fixed axes. 

The [ TS] , 
[T 

S1 
J matrices, together with the [T 

S 
111AP8] 

matrix (which denotes the gravitational and aerodynamic steady 

state terms) are developed in chapter 4 for each strop 

configuration. 

3.2 The Lateral Equations. 

In a similar manner to eqn. 3.8, the lateral equations 

of motion are given in a general form applicable to the three 

suspension arrangements as followa: - 
[AAJ [0I + [BA] [cs1 = [CFA] + [A] 143 + [ý&ý [ýý 

""".. (3.71) 

where: [ý] _ {y1' 11syasoa, V' 
ai: 

[AFAI = JAY to 
i, ... AN ý 

[AAJ ml 00 000 [BA] 0 -m1VV1 m1U1 0 0 0 

0 Ai 
y 

000 00 00 0 0 

0 Ei Ci 000 00 00 0 0 

0 00 M20 0 00 00 -m W mU 

0 00 0X Ea 
2 00 00 0 0 

0 00 02 -Cad 00 00 0 0 

0 0 ý. ' 

Yv Yp Yr 

0 Lv LV Lr 
L 

Nv Np Nr 

and [CA) is zero since moving axes are being used. 
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The matrix [BA] has similar properties to [Ba] in that 

it represents the centrifugal forces acting on m: L and ma when 

disturbed by the small angular velocities p, r whilst moving 

forward at a horizontal velocity V. 

Az in section 3.1, the six lateral force and moment 

equations are reduced (by the action of the strop constraints) 

to three generalised moment equations based on the co-ordinate 

system rr, r. ,v 
(see Figs. 3.1,3.2 and 3.3). This trans- 

formation is brought about by using the 6x3 transformation 

matrix LTA] defined by 

Iyi' 011 11! 
. ya9 02 

, `Y 
21 

= 
[TÄ]iTl, Es v3 ...... """" 

(3.12) 

Similarly, [TA] & [TA11 are found to apply between the time 

derivatives of the displacements ('see chapter 5). 

By using the principle of virtual work, equation 3.11 

becomes, when linearised, 

LTA)z LAA)LTA)[ J+ [T ]JLBA][TA][ii = [TA]I[LrAJ + [TA]l['GAJ[TAJ[Tll 

+L TAJ'LA 
'A 
]LT. A. [ iJ +L TA Y[ B. k] [TA ][]. +[ TA]'L BA] [ TA ][1... (3-13) 

[CA] & [Bý] contain stiffness and damping derivatives 

respectively, now defined on fixed axes. 

The matrices [TA] 
,[ TA, 

1 
] and [TA]f[ tPA] are derived for 

the three strop arrangements under consideration in chapter 5. 

3.3 The Non Dimensionalised Equations 

In order that the longitudinal and lateral equations of 

motion, 3.10 and 3.13 respectively, can be used for comparing 
two similar suspension arrangements with different overall 

scale factors, it is convenient to non-dimensionaliee 
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these equations for all the stability investigations. 

Therefore, when the equations 3.10 and 3.13 are fully developed 

for each suspension arrangement in sections 4.0 and 5.0, they 

are non-dimensionalised using the following parameters: - 

t= myti where ti is non-dimensionalised time, 
pVS 

m2 = relative density parameter, 
pSd2 

-a 
Froude number, 

deg 

de = pVS 0 and d20 = 
(pVSIý 

d20 
dt ma 3T 

2/ d2 

The final equations of motion are then given in an appropriate 

non-dimensional form, amenable to stability investigations. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE LONGITUDINAL ANALYSES OF THE 

SUSPENSION ARRANGEIONTS 

It is shown in chapter 3.0 that'separate longitudinal 

and lateral investigations can be made for small disturbances 

of the three strop arrangements (shown in fig. 3.1,3.2 and 

3.3). Since the longitudinal equations (equation 3.10) are 

in a general form applicable to the three systems considered, 

it is only necessary to determine the [TS, ], [TS ] and [TS]'(LF3] 
s 

matrices. These are now considered in fuller detail for the 

single, twin and trapezoidal strop arrangements. 

4.1 The Single Strop Configuration 

For the longitudinal (symmetric) motions it is adequate 

to represent the single strop arrangement in a simpler form. 

The upper strop remains the sane, but the lower four strops 

are considered schematically as two support strops attached 

on the plane of symmetry of the pallet (see fig. 4.1). The 

upper strop length is denoted by d1 and the normal distance 

between the centres of Eravity of the hook and pallet is 

given by da. In the equilibrium (steady state) position, the 

angles ai and a2 give the position of the arrangement with 

respect to vertical and horizontal datum lines respectively. 

i 
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4.1.1 The Transformation Matrix 

In the steady state position the Oxzi and Oxz2 axes of 

the hook and pallet respectively are set on wind axes for 

this analysis (i. e. with the x axes set parallel to the 

horizontaal forward movement). In the disturbed position, 

however, it can be shown (with second and higher order terms 

neglected, cosh = 1-92 and sinO a' 6) that 
2 

xi d: 
L cos aL, 0; $1 

s [TS -W 0 
i 1 

z d sin a 01 ea 0 

e1 = 0 00 
a 

X d Cos 
i 

a d cos a 
a 

0 -W 

z d sin a, 1 
d sin a 22 0 

ea 0 1 0 Oa 
[e] _ [TS][8], [e] _ [TSI[e]+[Tg1][e] rtnd [e] ý [T8][e} +[Tg ][e] 

where, for example, 
i 

.... 4.1 1 

x= disin((xi+'Ga)+dMsin(a2+Ua)-dlsin(a1+6a--U1)-d2sinaa 

dicos aiZ, + d2cosa2'6 2+ second order terms 

4.1.2 The Constraining Forces and Aaoments 

. These structural constraining terms denoted by 

[TSII[APS]p include only the gravitational and steady state 

aerodynanic forces and moments actinG on mi and m2v because 

the incremental changes in the aerodynamic terms due to 

and 62 are accounted for by the 2x2 matrix [ Ta] '[ CC, ] [ TS] [8]. 
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CHAPTER 5 

LATERAL ANALYSES OF THE STROP ARRAI1? C N,: LNTS 

The final lateral equations of motion for the single, 

twin and trapezoidal suspension arrangements can be developed 

by a similar technique to that adopted in section L. O. With 

the general equation of motion given by equation 3.11, it is 

only necessary to determine the transformation matricos [ TAJ ,[ TAs ] 

and the structural constraints matrix [Ti)'[APAI for each 

suspension arrangement. 

5.1 The Single Strop Configuration 

The single strop suspension arrangement of the pallet 

can be represented by the schematic diagram fig. 5.1. This 

is similar to the figure used for the longitudinal case, 

except the q, F., v co-ordinate system is adopted when the 

arrangement is disturbed in its three degrees of freedom from, 

the steady state (equilibrium) position. 

5.1.1 The Transformation Matrix 

In the equilibrium position, defined by the incidences 

ai and as) the axes Oxyz: 
L and Oxyz2 are set on the principal 

axes of the lifting hook (m. ) and pallet (rn2) respectively, 

Therefore in the disturbed position it can be shown that with 
the disturbances measured with respect to the principal axes 

and second order terms neglected, 
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Y.: L" 1 0 0 11 .[ TAl I =W0 0 

1 0 0 E 00 0 

1ýf 
1 

0 0 0 v 00 0 

ya -d1 -d2 0 0W 
13 -1 

0a 0 1 0 00 0 

*a 
L0 

0 1 00 0 

i. e. [T] [TA] DO 
...... ....... .... 5.1 

where, for example, y2 a -dl sin F. + di sin (C-fl) - d2 sin 

= -d1 - d2 + second order terms 

Also [t] = [TA] [111 t J[T) and [TA L]= [TA][TO + [TA 3M] 
i 1 

5.1.2 The Constraining Forces and Moments 

The structural constraining forces and moments acting on 

the lifting hook and the pallet when disturbed from the 

equilibrium position, are similar to those mentioned in 

section 4.1.2. Hence they consist of the changes in the 

gravitational forces and the steady state aerodynamic forces 

and moments when based on the y, 0, jr frame of reference. 

However to comply with the general equation 3.11, it is 

necessary to obtain the constraining terms in the form of 

three moments based on the ii, C, V frame of reference 

(i. e. [TAPE FA]). These moments are resolved about the 

helicopter attachment point and the lifting bar as rolling 

moments and about the pallet centre of gravity as a yawing 

moment. 
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As an alternative to the displacement method given in 

section 4.1.2, the energy method is used here. In this, the 

partial differential of the potential energy V with respect 

to the co-ordinates r, C9 v can be shown to give the required 

+[ T., ) '[ AFa) matrix (see ref. 2"2). We consider the change 

in potential energy of m1 and m2 and the steady state aero- 

dynamic forces, for the incremental displacements TI, F., v. 

With the aid of fig. 5.1 and cos il =1- If and sin i- 
2 

it can be shown that 

(m1 + m2) g-LI dL cas a1. fl2 +D ds sin a142 
22 

+ (m2g-L) d2 cos aa. a+D da sin a2....... 5.2 
2l 22 

as it is necessary to consider the second order displacements 

only when obtaining a linear stiffness matrix. Thus 

a [TA] I[I FA] -- cosa 4 (m1+% )-LI d 0, 0 T1 
a'1 1 . -D d, sin ai 

0 cäsa2 -[+D -Lä 0 
d d2 a in 

0 0, 0v 
av 

... . 5.3 
Before the general equation 3.11 is reduced to its final. 

form, certain simplifications can be made. As a result of 

principal axes being chosen for the single strop configuration, 
the product of inertia terms E1 

U, =V cos ai , P. =V cos a2 ý V1 

and E2 are zero whilst 

= -V Bin % and W2 = -V Bin a2. 
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. so Aa and C2 are denoted by mk, 42 and m2k22 respectively 

and C1 is ignored because the lifting hook (m1) is assumed 

not to displace in yaw. Finally A, is assumed small enough 

to be neglected. 

It can now be shown that with equations 5.2 and 5.3 

substituted in equation 3.11, the following non-dimensional 

equation is formed. 
4* 0 IAA] 171 + [BA] [M +1 A] 

[M 
=0........ 5.4 

where AAC1.1- 
\s 11 :, - µd J2 ( mmý )v AA12 = X21 = 

122i2 

ßi13 AA31 - 01, ý2 
2=µ 

ý` + 
()2] 

2 
k LA23 = 

L"32 
0! A A33 

d2)2 
1\2 

_ 'd3. dj yv 2b ZR - yv 
li dd IliJ 12 d 

ýd 

il µ 22221s. 

Bg =d;., 2b "! r ds_ 2bl. y - yV- 
13 d2 

[d'2 

F6 21 µ1d2 d 
2 i1[ 

Bpa 
2= 

11 

2 

[d (yp+lv) - yV t_ b__2 " 1. p d 
z2J 

Biz 
3 

2b ýyr 
- 2blr] 

d2µ1 d2 

, 
B, A3 

ds 2b 
a 

nv' BAs 
2= 

2b nv-2b nP ' Bpi. = nr' 
d2 µi µid2ý d 33 .d2 

2 µs. 2 
Ail =d mit+m2 L cosas +D sinai ,=d: 1 yO, d2F. m 2. 

ýC 

g) g'2 2d 2 

d CA13 

2d 
Y* , 

CA 
1= _A31 -0 

222 _ _ý, _ý(m2-L) cosaý +D sin% +-b 10, 
F. m g2d a2 

CA23 2- 2 1*' CA32 
d 

no ' CA 
33 

b n*. 
2 d2 
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5.2 The Twin Strop Configuration 

The twin strop arrangement can be represented as shown in 

fig. 5.2. The two upper strops remain the same, but the four 

lower strops are simply reduced to two strops mounted on the. 

plane of symmetry of the pallet. This representation is 

adequate because there is no relative movement in yaw (about 

an axis normal to the surface of the pallet) between the 

lifting bar and the pallet. Hence the configuration will have 

three lateral degrees of freedom as shown in fig. 5.2. 

5.2.1 The Transformation Matrix 

In the equilibrium position, the Oxyz1 and Oxyz2 axes are 

set on the principal axes of both masses. Again the upper and 

lower strops are set at incidences a1 and % respectively. In 

the disturbed state, the position of the twin strop arrangement 

is defined by the co-ordinates 1, ý, v or y,, g1, *1, y2,029 *2" 

The linear relationship between these co-ordinates is given by 

y1 dl 00~ ý1 

250 00 
3 

dry =00 sec (c -avI 

ya -di - d2 -d2 tan ((x 
a- al) 

ý, 0+b tan 0 tan (aa - aý) 2 

1ji 
200ý. 

j 

i. e. [71 = [TA' Dil 5.5 
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Furthermore it can be shown that 

[TAy] 
=00- U1 sec (a2-ai) 

000 

000 

0Wcd2 tan 0 VVB tan (a2-a1) -U 
b 

'0 

0 

00 

00 

Also {ý] =[ TAJ [I+ [TA 
1I 

[] 

and [ 71 = [TAI [11+ LTA, ] IM 
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CHAPTER 6 

TIE GENERAL STABILITY INVESTIGATIONS. 

6.1 General Considerations 

As a first approach to investigating the stability of a 

pallet suspended beneath a helicopter, it is necessary to 

'linearise' the equations of motion (given in Chapters 3,4 

and 5) because they would be unmanageable in a non-linear 

form (except for simulation on an analogue computer). By 

using Liapunov's second method (see ref. 6.5) it may be 

proved, except for the case with a pure oscillatory solution, 

that when the 'linearised' system is 'asymptotically stable', 

i. e. the disturbed system tends towards the position of 

equilibrium as time increases, so is the non-linear system 

for small deviations. Alternatively, if the 'lineariseä. ' 

system is unstable, so then is the non-linear system. 

A number of theoretical methods-are available for 

investigating the stability of a linear system and a typical 

collection of these is given by Parks in ref. 6.1. From 

these methods a measure of the stability is obtained using 

a series of test functions, avoiding the task of finding the 

roots of the characteristic polynomial equation. In addition 

to the above 'stability criteria' techniques, the roots can 
be found and an examination of their real parts can be 

carried out to ascertain the nature of the motions. 
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On consideration of the two forms of investigation the 

latter method is found to be convenient, because, (a) the 

order of the characteristic polynomial is small and (b) with 

the roots for each mode of oscillation known, the modal form 

corresponding to each root can be found, together with the 

relative importance of the aerodynamic and other terms on 

the stability of the system. Therefore with the aid of an 

Elliot 503 digital computer, the latter technique is adopted 

for all the stability investigations. A brief outline of 

these investigations is now given and also a typical 

solution for a stability investigation is given in appendix 1. 

In previous work, the non-dimensionalised linear 

equations of motion with constant coefficients are given in 

matrix form for the separated longitudinal and lateral 

motions. The longitudinal and lateral equations are based 

on the Ute, 16 
2 and n, ý, V respectively for the various 

suspension arrangements. As is normal with linear 

homogeneous second order differential equations with constant 

coefficients, solutions are assumed in the form: - 
Sý =kIe and S$ = k2e for the longitudinal motions and 

AAt hAt %At 
k3e ,ý k&e and v= kba for the lateral motions, 

where k, k, k, k, k, XS and %A are constants. The non- 123 4r 5 

dimensionalised equations can then be reduced to the general 
forma: 

k 
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Aý Xe + Byl 7S, +02.1 -9 
Ala lýga + B12 I;, + C1a k1 

=0 
Aai X2+ jä 

et 
IS + Cas' Aal XSa + Baa ?+ Caaw 

_ 
ka 

i. e. [Be) [k] =0.. .. 6.1 
for the longitudinal equations, and 

-!. 
i%A' 

+B 
i1 

%A -11' A 7. AF+B 2 -11 
XA 

12' - 
A 

j3 
4B13%A 

13 
k 

3 

Ai12+B21 %A 
1, 

A213%Z B22 %A+C. 
22 

f k A23%A2+B23%A'4a 
23 41 

0 

A31? 
A, 2 +B31XAý3i' %A+G 

3a' 
A33ý1Aa-i-B33%11-33 Lkg+j 

i. e. (SA, ] 1k) = 0.... ... ............ 
6.2 

for the lateral equations. 

Except for the trivial case where kI* k2 =0 and 

kau k4p kb = 0; which is of no particular interest, the 

scalar equations comprising 6.1 and 6.2 are incompatible 

unless ISSIand ISA, I = 0. Therefore the expansion of these 

determinants gives characteristic polynomial equations of 

the usual form 

p4ýý4 + P. %a' +PX, + P1'%a + P° 0.. 
6.3 

P%A! + P8? 8 + pý' + P3XA + p$AP + p%A + po =0 

for the longitudinal and lateral equations respectively. 

The coefficients p contain various combinations of the 

Al B. and 0 terms given in equation 6,1. and 6.2. Because of 

the effort involved in determining the p terms and the roots 

of both polynomial equations manually, a number of ALGOL 

programmes (for use on an Elliot 503 computer) are developed. 

These are applicable to the separate longitudinal and lateral 

equations of the single, twin and trapezoidal suspension 

arrangements. 
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As anticipated, almost all the roots are found to be 

complex conjugate pairs r± is (on using the Bairstow method 

to obtain the roots of the polynomials), where r and s are 

the non-dimensional damping factor and frequency parameter 

respectively. As a result, sinusoidal oscillations with 

increasing or decreasing amplitudes are evident in each mode. 

The modes corresponding to each of the roots are determined in 

the following manner (see ref. 2.2). 

With, for example, the root %g = ri ± is= substituted in 

equation 6.1 (with I S2i = 0) the adjoint matrix adj[ SS] is 

obtained giving a2x2 matrix containing two columns of terms. 

The vector qs corresponding to the root ry + isi is then chosen 

proportional to a normalised non-vanishing column of adj[SS]. 

By repeating this procedure with the remaining roots 

substituted in turn, a full set of modes is obtained. 

The majority of derivative data required for the 

analytical work is difficult to obtain experimentally for the 

correct ranges of Strouhal and Reynolds numbers, Therefore 

theoretical methods (see chapter 7) are adopted to give values 

of certain derivatives. This unfortunately introduces errors 
into the analysis and it is therefore necessary to determine 

which derivatives have important effects on the stability of 

a system (i. e. on the damping factor terms). 
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Analogue simulation is a suitable means of examining the 

effects of derivative changes if, of course, the computer is 

sufficiently large to handle the equations of motion for 

either the longitudinal or lateral analyses. The analogue 

computer available was found, indeed, to be too small and an 

alternative analytical method was therefore sought. 

A straightforward step by step method can be considered, 

whereby a derivative is varied and the changes of the damping 

factor (r1, say) calculated, This would prove to be a rather 

laborious procedure for the many stability investigations 

undertaken in this research and is therefore not used. 

Instead, a method developed by Woodcock (see ref. 6.2) is 

used, this giving the rates of change of the roots with 

respect to a chosen parameter in the un, symm©tric lambda 

matrices [Si 
qor 

[GA]. (Other methods (see ref. 6.3 and 6. L) 

rely on the lambda matrices being symmetrical). This method 

is used to calculate the longitudinal and lateral stiffness 

and damping derivative effects on stability, 

Consider, for example, the lambda matrix Sg (ri + iai). 

The adjoint matrix adj. SS, (r1 + is, ) can be shown as 
t q. gj [pa ] where j qa] is the normalised column eigenvector 

and [pa I the corresponding row - both appropriate to the 

root ha = rL + ist. It can then be shown, knowing paI Sg, 

Sggg and ISS I are zero, that for a known ? and a variable 

parameter 6 (i. e. a derivative value) 

I 
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-[ISS] dA6.. Xga+ 
_OS 

Xs+dCS [QS] 

d dcS db d6J 6.4 
[PS] [2 ZS + BS] [CIS. ] 

similar procedure is also carried out for the lateral 

equations of motion. In both cases ax/do is calculated with 

6 taking each derivative value in turn, whilst the remaining 

derivatives are maintained constant. A more accurate prediction 

of the relative importance of each derivative can be made if 

axa/aoa and higher derivatives are determined using the 

formulae given in ref. 6.2. However, since we require only 

qualitative results here, this procedure is not used. 

In the investigations, an equal change is considered for 

each derivative in turn and an apparent change in a root 
(i. e. r± is) is obtained. The change in the root can only 

be accurate for small changes in the derivatives since, in 

most cases, the variation of r+ is with any derivative is 

non-linear. Details of these derivative effects for the 

unstable modes are given in chapter 13. 

With the above facilities written into the ALGOL 

programmes for the longitudinal and lateral analyses, it is 

possible to obtain automatically the results for a combination 

of independent structural parameters. The independent 

structural parameters are a., m1, m2, di, d2 and a for the 

single and twin strop configurations. For the trapezoidal 

configuration da must be replaced by d3. 
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For a completely automatic program e, it is necessary to 

have the derivative data in a form from which any derivative 

value can be obtained for a range of steady state incidences 

(aß) of the pallet. This is accomplished using the least 

squares method to fit polynomial equations to the derivative 

data (see chapter 7.0). 

The ALGOL, programmes fall into two general groups because 

different techniques are required to evaluate the equilibrium 

positions of the three configurations. The single and twin 

strop equilibrium positions are easily obtained whilst the 

trapezoidal equilibrium position proves more difficult to 

ascertain. 

6.2 Determination of the Positions of Equilibrium 

6.2.1 The Single and Twin Strop Arrangements. 

With the aid of fig. 3.1 and 3.2 it can be seen that the 

steady state incidences (ate and a. ) are dependent on the 

aerodynamic forces (i. e. on V) , the masses mi and rte , the 

area of the pallet (2b x c) and the normal length d2. If a 

steady forward velocity V is assumed initially, the incidence 

as would have to be determined from a polynomial equation 
(assuming da, b and c known). The order of this equation 

would depend on the size of the polynomials representing the 

aerodynamic force coefficient CL and CD and ec (the distance 

of the centre of pressure measured from the pallet centre of 

b 
E 
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gravity). Therefore an alternative method. is uaod whereby a 

value of a2 is chosen. Because the derivative polynomial 

equations are based on a2, together with the length ec, V can 

be determined from 

v 2m2g d2 6.5 
PS CD d2 - CL ec + CL d2 + CD ec 

tan a2 C 
Also it can be shown that 

a1 tan-" CD .)0....... 6.6 
ýmy r ma - GL 

pV2S 

Investigations into the stability of a pallet 12' sprin 

by 6' chord (i. e. i-,. R. = 2) are made for a practical range of 

the independent variables a2, mi, raz, di, da, a. The as range 

is limited however to pro-stall incidences (i. e. a2 2]. °, 

where 21° is given in chapter 9 as the incidence at stall) 

because the aerodynamic forces are grossly non-linear at and 

above stall conditions. Therefore the values of the variables 

Pre taken sse -- 
O 

a=0.25,0.625,1,3,5,10,15,21 a 
ra, = 0.5/g, 5.0/g, and 10.0/g sluga 

ma = 50/9,100/g, 200/g, Loo/g, 600/g, loon/g s1uga 

d,, and d2 = 25,50,100 ft. 

a=0,3.0,6.0 and 9.0 ft. 
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6.2.2 The Trapezoidal Arrangement 

The equilibrium position of the trapezoidal configuration 

can be shown to depend on a$ and V (independently) s m1, m2 and 

d3. Because similar difficulties to those in section 6.2.1 

are encountered when attempting to calculate a2, the only 

convenient method available is to choose a., d3 and a for a 

constant pallet area (2b x c). It can then be shown that 

1D (c, sina2 + d3 cos ) 
ýý (cosaa+sina2tanD) =0 

{+ 
(mag-L)(c. cosaa-2a-dasin) 

.. 6.7 
+ 2a + da sin 0-c Iosaa - tan 0 (c sina2+d3 cos, 0) 

where A/ _ (D sinaa -L Iosaa) (0.5-e) + 0.5 m2g Iosaa 

With the aid of Newton's method and a sensible starting 

value of 0, the correct value of 0 can be obtained from 

equation 6.7 by an iteration process, included in the automatic 

ALGOL programme. It is then a straightforward procedure to 

obtain O and d2 respectively from 

0= tan c cos as.. 2a -d ain Q and d2 =c sth 2+ d3 cos (o 

sina$ + d3 coo 

) 

Cos 0 

. 6.8 

The equilibrium incidence ai can then be determined from 

equation 6.7 (which, of course, is applicable to all three 

configurations). 

For a pallet size of 12' span by 6' chord, a range of 

independent variables (a2 # ram, m etc. ) to those given in 

section 6.2.1 are used for the stability investigations. 
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However a is now chosen from 0.5,1.5,3.0 and 4.5 ft. # 

da replaces d2 and V is included with the values 5, l0,20, 

4o, 55,75,90 ft. /sec. 

Although Woadock's method (ref. 6.2) can be used to 

obtain the importance of di , d2, mi , m2, etc. on the roots of 

the characteristic equations 6.3, the step by step method io 

used to provide more accurate results in view of the large 

variations in dl, dz, etc. studied here. These results are 

obtained, where necessary, in both numerical and graphical 

forms and a typical set of results is shown in chapter 12. 

Here the damping factors are plotted against forward velocity 

V for various combinations of the structural parameter and, 

whenever possible, plots are also given of critical velocity 

(i. e. when r= 0) against ma. Furthermore, the relative 

importance of each derivative on the stability of a system 

is given. 
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CHAPTER 7 

DETERMINATION OF THE 
AERODYNAMIC ATIVES 

7.1 General 

An accurate knowledge of the stiffness, damping and 

acceleration derivatives has proved to be the stumbling 

block to progress in the stability investigations. This is 

because research has not been carried out in the field of 

small aspect ratio flat rectangular plates. Furthermore, 

only a limited knowledge of derivatives is available for small 

aspect ratio rectangular wings and this is found to rely mainly 

on theoretical methods (i. e. lifting line or lifting surface 

theory), although recently a few experimental techniques have 

given reasonable results (see ref. 7.1). 

The majority of aerodynamic derivatives are shown in 

refs. 7.1 and 7.2 to be generally dependent on Strouhal 

number, mean incidence and plan form and to a lesser extent 

on Reynolds' number, amplitude of oscillation and plate 

thickness. The art of determining most of these effects on 

the derivatives is still in its infancy and even now some of 

the derivatives are still estimated on quasi-static 

assumptions. 

In aircraft stability work, some of the derivatives are 
determined on quasi-static assumptions even when the aircraft 

I. 
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is in unsteady motion. This is because the motion is usually 

considered to be in a Strouhal number range 0-0.1, where 

the changes in circulation around the disturbed aircraft are 

small and the trailing vortices are too weak to influence the 

aerodynamic forces appreciably (see ref. 2.1). Hence (as will 

be shown later for the pallet) some cf the longitudinal and 

lateral stiffness and damping derivatives are obtained from 

static wind tunnel data on the aircraft (i. e. CL, CD, Cm, etc. ) 

Whilst these quasi-static assumptions are valid for a 

plate (in an unsteady motion) in the Strouhal number range 

0-0.1, they are not considered applicable for values greater 

than 0.1. However, from the wind tunnel work (see chapter 

11.0) it can be seen that a Strouhal number range 0.5 - 1.0 

must be anticipated for the unsteady motions of the suspended 

pallet. Therefore it appears that quasi-static assumptions 

are open to criticism if used to determine the derivatives 

for the pallet in the present investigation. 

Refs. 7.2 and 7.3 show by experimental and theoretical 

methods that for the non-dimensionalized damping derivative 

rn , based on fixed axes ( known as mq in the theory) and 

measured about the mid-chord line at zero incidence, quasi- 

static assumptions are valid for a rectangular plate or wing 

A. R. 3 for the Strouhal number range 0-1.0. However, an 

increase of aspect ratio above three does bring about a 
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Strouhal number dependance for this particular derivative. 

These effects appear to be due to the strength of the 

trailing vortices suppressing the flow separation over the 

wing of small aspect ratio. For the larger aspect ratio wing, 

this vortex strength is not adequate and separation occurs, 

the extent of the separation being dependent on the frequency 

of oscillation of the wing. 

In addition to the constancy of m6 for a value of zero 

incidence, there is evidence (ref. 10.5) that extrapolated 

experimental values of me (fixed axis derivative) vary as much 

as 20% in a Strouhal number range 0-1.0 for mean incidences 

8° and 10°. Similarly, there is a variation of at least 8% 

at zero incidence. (The state of the art of measuring 

derivatives is such that, at present, derivatives with a 20% 

error are acceptable in aircraft stability work). 

Whilst mention is not made of the Ze derivative in 

chapter 10, it can be shown from the oscillatory experimental 

work (see ref. 10.5) for the correct Strouhal and Reynolds' 

number ranges, that this derivative is only 5% different to 

the quasi-static value obtained in chapter 9 for an incidence 

range 0- 15°. Similar evidence for the other longitudinal 

derivatives (i. e. Xe, r, etc. ) for unsteady motions is not, 

however, available, although from available lateral deriva- 

tive data, the stiffness and damping terms are not Strouhal 
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number dependent, even at high values of incidence. 

Since only limited information is available on the 

majority of aerodynamic derivatives for small aspect ratio 

wings, quasi-static assumptions are made for certain deriva- 

tives. In addition, an extension of the lifting line theory 

is used to determine some of the lateral derivatives. (The 

greater accuracy of the lifting surface theory is not 

warranted here because the lifting line and lifting surface 

theories are both open to criticism at moderate incidences). 

For those derivatives which are considered to be accurate 

on quasi-static assumptions, it is necessary to obtain static 

aerodynamic force and moment data for a rectangular flat plate 

of aspect ratio 2. Only a limited amount of data was 

available and it proved necessary, therefore, to carry out 

experimental work on the measurement of lift, drag and side 

forces in addition to pitching, rolling and yawing moments for 

a flat plate orientated in both incidence and yaw. Further 

details of this work are given in chapter 9.0. 

From the dynamic experimental work carried out on the 

suspended model plate (see chapter 11), it was apparent that 

a longitudinal oscillatory instability occurred. This was 

thought to be due to a lack of rotary aerodynamic damping in 

the system, i. e. mq was thought to be insufficiently large. 

A theoretical estimation of the q derivative was not 
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considered to be adequate and it was decided to obtain this 

derivative (together with zq) from experimental oscillatory 

tests (see chapter 10.0). Because of the limited time 

available, it was not possible to determine other damping 

derivatives experimentally, although the above oscillatory 

apparatus was suitable for the measurement of the rotary 

lateral derivatives. 

The stiffness, damping and acceleration derivatives are 

now discussed briefly with regard to their importance on the 

stability of the suspended pallet. 

7.2 The Longitudinal Derivatives 

7.2.1 The Stiffness Derivatives 

The aerodynamic stiffness derivatives are shown in 

chapter 3.0 to consist of X0 , Zap and Me. These terms are 

obtained using the quasi-static approach because there is 

evidence that they are independent of Strouhal number. 

Reference 7.2 shows Me to be independent of Strouhal number 

(in the range 0-1.0) for zero incidence and small aspect 

ratio. Also it has previously been mentioned that Ze is only 

5% different when determined from oscillatory tests or a 

quasi-static method. Hence from static wind tunnel tests 

(see chapters 9 and 12) carried out at the correct Reynolds' 

number, the forces X and Z and moment M are measured on wind 

axes for a range of incidence 0- 45°. Because 'small 
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perturbation' theory is assumed in the previous analyses, it 

is possible to obtain the above derivatives for a mean 

incidence value. For example, if a graph of a load against 

incidence is plotted, then a number of local slopes of the 

curve can be obtained for corresponding values of incidence. 

These slopes are assumed to be linear at each point for small 

changes of incidence and therefore values of Xe, Z8 and Me are 

obtained from graphs of X, Z and M plotted against incidence 

(6), 

From an inspection of the X, Z and M curves against 

incidence (see chapter 12) it is apparent that the process of 

local linearization is valid only when severe changes of slope 

do not occur. Hence the above Xe, Z8 and M8 values are only 

valid in the incidence range 0- 210 (where 21° is found to be 

the stalling incidence) because drastic changes of slope do 

occur above this incidence, especially for the Z force (i. e. 

negative lift force). However, for a stability investigation 

of the suspended pallet at an equilibrium incidence between 

0- 21° the values of Xe, Ze and M0 derived on the above basis 

are valid. 

7.2.2 The Damping Derivatives 

The longitudinal damping derivatives are usually denoted 

by the linear and angular terms Xti, Zu, Mu, XW, Zw, Mw and Xq 

Zq and Mq, as shown in chapter 3.0. These two groups are now 

I 
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discussed separately in fuller detail. 

The Xu ..... Mw linear derivatives are usually obtained 

for aircraft stability work using the quasi-static assumptions. 

These assumptions are considered to be valid for the usual 

'phugoid ' or 'short-period' motions since the Strouhal 

number is rarely greater than 0.1. It has been mentioned 

previously, however, that Strouhal numbers up to 1'O are 

anticipated for the suspended pallet. Clearly, if quasi- 

static assumptions are to be made here, justification is 

required. Unfortunately, this is not possible because very 

little information is available on these damping derivatives 

for unsteady motions of finite plates or wings (A. R. 2) about 

a mean incidence position. From ref. 7.4 it is suggested that 

Xu ..... Mw derivatives are virtually independent of Strouhal 

number (in the range 0-0.1) for two dimensional theory. 

Since most derivatives are less sensitive to frequency effects 

in three-dimensional work, (ref. 2.1), it is reasonable to 

assume that the above derivatives (for the Strouhal number 

range 0- 0-5) are adequately determined with quasi-static 

theory for small values of mean incidence. This reasoning is 

supported by the cork done to determine Ze (see section 7.2.1). 

Furthermore, quasi-static theory is also extended to higher 

value of mean incidence, although there is no information to 

support this procedure. 
A 46 cdaulakom äeacr bed bolo 

1, if is raft for The 5fbufial Number 
fö exceed 0 . 5. 
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The linear damping derivatives can now be obtained in 

the usual manner, for example as described in ref. 2.1, where 

they are shown to depend on lift and drag coefficients and 

their corresponding rates of change with incidence. As a 

result, the linear damping derivatives are given in a non- 

dimensional form by 

x=ý CD d=2 CL dCD 
B 

zu CL zw = -2 
`CD 

+ dCL 
me-) ...... 7.1 

e!!! 

M Cm 
2- 

where the derivatives are based on the required wind axes. In 

a similar manner to that discussed in section 7.2.1., CL, CD, 

CII, dCL, dCD and dCn can be obtained for various values of 
d6 d8 d8 

incidence (in the range 0- 210) from the static aerodynamic 

curves (see chapters 9 and 12). A plot of xu, zu, mu, xW, 

zw and mw can therefore be obtained against the mean incidence 

of the pallet. These are then in a form suitable for the 

longitudinal stability investigations discussed in chapter 6.0. 

The non-dimensional rotary damping derivatives Xq2 2q and 

nq are considered (for reasons mentioned previously) to be 

important in the longitudinal stability investigations of the 

suspended pallet. The experimental determination of these 

I 
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derivatives is therefore necessary in order that accurate 

stability predictions may be made. 

Existing information on the rotary damping derivatives 

for a rectangular wing shows the Xq derivative to be very 

small in comparison to the zq derivative, even at stall 

conditions, and it is therefore neglected (see refs. 2.1 and 

7.1). The zq derivative is, however, thought to be important 

in the stability investigations and because previous z 4 
derivatives were determined assuming a uniform rate of angular 

velocity q (i. e. whirling arm technique - see refs. 7.5 and 

7.6), it is necessary to obtain this term by the more accurate 

oscillatory technique. 

The rnq derivative appears to have been well investigated 

(because of its importance in aircraft stability work), both 

experimentally and theoretically, for unsteady motions. 

However, the majority of this work is carried out at zero 

incidence. Because Strouhal number effects appear to occur 

at large incidences (ref. 10.5), it is necessary to obtain an 

accurate estimation of mq for the correct Strouhal and 

Reynolds' numbers in the incidence range 0- 210 (see chapter 

6.0). Details of the experimental work on a freely oscillating 

flat plate are given in chapters 10 and 12. 

7.2.3 The Acceleration Derivatives 

The acceleration derivatives Xu, Z. &, Mý, XW, ZW, M, X., 
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Z4 and M4 are assumed to be small for the pallet of aspect 

ratio 2. In this first treatment, these derivative terms are 

ignored as their effects on stability are also assumed to be 

small (see ref. 10.6). Except for the M* derivative, the 

above derivatives are similarly assumed negligible in aircraft 

stability work. The M* derivative is significant because 

"downwash lag" downstream of the wings induces lift at the 

tailplane, (for tailless aircraft M, is thought to be 

negligible except at transonic speeds - see ref. 10.6). In 

the present application, the "downwash lag" across the chord 

of the plate is small and it is reasonable to assume M. 

negligible for these low speed stability investigations. 

Further justification of this could be furnished, however, 

using the experimental technique given in ref. 7.7. 

7.3 The Lateral Derivatives 

7.3.1 The Stiffness Derivatives 

The lateral stiffness derivatives consist of the 

following terms Yo, Lo, No, Y*, L,, Ni,, For the lateral 

stability investigations, these are required on both wind and 

principal axes of the pallet. From the limited evidence 

available (see ref. 7.8), the general impression is that the 

derivatives are independent of Strouhal number (in the range 

0 -- 0.1) for incidences 0- 30°. As there is no available 

evidence to the contrary for Strouhal numbers in excess of 

e 
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0.12, the above derivatives are derived from static aero- 

dynamic curves obtained from the wind tunnel tests as 

described in chapter 9. 

In the wind tunnel tests side force (Y), rolling moment 

(L) and yawing moment (N) are measured on wind axes and the 

plate (A. R. 2) can be orientated into various positions of 

combined incidence, 6, and yaw, *, (see sections 9.1 and 9.2). 

As a result it is necessary to transform the forces, moments 

and angular displacements onto both wind and principal axes 

of the pallet. This requires a considerable amount of 

manipulation of the static wind tunnel results. An ALGOL 

programme has been written in order to effect these trans- 

formations - details of which are given in appendices 3 and 4. 

The derivatives based on principal axes are most suitable 

for the single and twin strop lateral stability investigations, 

whilst those based on wind axes are most suitable for the 

trapezoidal configurations. Both sets of derivative data are 

given in detail in chapter 12. 

7.3.2 The Damping Derivatives 

The lateral damping derivatives consist of the linear 

terms Yv, L. and N. and the rotary terms Pj Lp, Np, Yr, Lr 

and Nr. Both sets are now considered separately because 

they are derived by different methods. 

The Yv, Lv and Nv are considered to have important 
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effects on the lateral stability of the pallet-strop 

arrangements considered here. A considerable amount of 

experimental and theoretical work has been carried out 

previously to obtain these derivatives, but satisfactory 

information is not available for a rectangular wing or flat 

plate of aspect ratio 2. However, it is apparent that Strouhal 

number effects are small in the incidence range 0- 30° (see 

ref. 7.8). Therefore a quasi-static approach is made to 

obtain YV, L. and N.. 

These derivatives with respect to sideslip velocity v 

are obtained simply from the static wind tunnel results given 

in chapter 12. For example, with the model plate yawed 

through an angle ß on tunnel axes (such that the starboard tip 

moves forward), the wind velocity has a component V sin ß 

(where ß=- c) perpendicular to the plane of symmetry of the 

plate. However, with the plate assumed to move forward in 

the stationary air, this is equivalent to a velocity of side-- 

slip v in the usual sense. With this procedure repeated for 

various angles of incidence (where forces and moments are 

measured at each incidence), Yv , Lv and Nv are obtained for 

a range of incidences (a2). 

From chapter 9 it is apparent that the above yaw angle ß 

followed by incidence a2 cannot be set on the pallet because 

the plate arrangement allows only 6 and ', in that order, to 
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be set on the principal axes of the plate. If, however, a 

displacement, 9, in roll is allowed to precede e and V', the 

equivalent position of ß and as can be obtained. With the 

amounts of rotation known for 0,6 and *pit is then possible 

to transform the wind axes forces and moments Y, L, N to the 

correct principal axes of the plate. The Yv, Lv and Nv 

derivatives can then be determined on principal axes for a 

range of mean incidences (a2). These transformations are 

given in greater detail in appendix 3. Alternatively, Yv, 

Lv and Nv are also required on wind axes and are obtained on 

the substitution of the above derivatives in a set of derived 

transformation equations given in appendix 1.. 

The rotary damping derivatives Yp, Lp, Np, Yr, Lr and Nr 

have been investigated extensively in aircraft stability work. 

Although information is not available for a wing or flat plate 

of aspect ratio 2, definite conclusions on Strouhal number and 

incidence effects are available for wings of higher aspect 

ratio (see refs. 7.8 and 7.9). It is apparent, for wings 

approximating to a rectangular form, that Strouhal number 

effects are small (in the range 0-0.24) for an incidence 

range 0- 201. Therefore quasi-static estimations of the 

derivatives are considered to be adequate for these stability 

investigations. 

The derivatives Yp and Y. for a wing are invariably 
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considered to be negligible in aircraft stability work. As 

there is no information available to the contrary, the same 

assumptions are made for the flat plate of aspect ratio 2. 

Because of the limited time available, it was not 

possible to estimate the derivatives Lp, Np, Lr and Nr by an 

oscillatory experimental method. Therefore a theoretical 

method is adopted to obtain these terms. From the experience 

of previous investigators it is assumed that the Lanchester - 

Prandtl theory of the finite aerofoil (lifting line theory) is 

adequate, at least for a first estimation of the derivatives. 

(The 'lifting surface' theory is not used because of the 

theoretical complications involved). Therefore an extension 

of the lifting line theory (with special reference to 

rectangular wings), developed by Lofts (ref. 7.11), is used 

to obtain an assessment of the Lp, Np, Lr, Nr damping deriva- 

tives. 

This method is considered valid for rectangular wings at 

small angles of incidence only, because the Fourier Series 

representation of circulation appears to break down at angles - 

of incidence greater than 10° for the plate of aspect ratio 2. 

(See ref. 9.2). This is due to a strong vortex action at the 

ends of the plate. 

Using Lofts' method it can be shown, after a great deal 

of simplification, that in a non-dimensional form 
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lp = -0007 1r = -0.222 CL 

... ". 7.2 
np = -0.01575 CL nr = 0.006 CLZ- CD 

for small angles of incidence. 7 

These terms are measured about the centre of pressure of the 

plate and based on wind axes. Therefore, using the static 

experimental results obtained in chapter 9 and a transformation 

matrix given in appendix 4, the derivatives are transformed 

to the principal axes of the plate. However, when required 

for the stability investigations of the trapezoidal 

configuration, the derivatives are simply transformed to wind 

axes and measured about the centre of gravity of the plate 

(see appendix 4). 

A set of graphs derived from equation 7.2 is given in 

chapter 12 (based on both wind and principal axes) for an 

incidence range of 0- 150, even though the derivatives are 

assumed accurate only up to 100 incidence. Despite the 

inaccuracies incurred in the derivatives at 150 incidence, it 

is considered to be advantageous to have a larger field of 

stability investigation. If 'derivative importance' tests 

show a rotary damping derivative to be of great importance at 

this incidence, then, if necessary, other means for accurately 

deriving the term must be explored. 

7.3.3 The Acceleration Derivatives 

The lateral acceleration derivatives Y., LV., N., Yp, LP, 
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NP, Y., Lr, Nr are considered to be negligible in these 

stability investigations. These assumptions are substan- 

tiated by ref. 7.1 and are invariably made for aircraft 

stability investigations. Also, as far as is known, no 

theoretical work on such derivatives exists. 

7.4 Curve Fitting the Derivative Data 

To accomplish the use of low storage space in the 

computer when using the derivative data in the stability 

investigations, it is convenient to express a derivative 

in a general form whereby a value can be obtained auto- 

matically for any value of incidence in a given range. 

Furthermore, it is useful to express the static wind 

tunnel results in a form which will be suitable for 

transformation to the required stability derivatives (see 

section 7.3.1). 

A number of methods are available to fit polynomials 

to data, i. e. power series, series of Chebyshev 

polynomials (see ref. 7.12). The least squares method is 

used here to fit a power series polynomial equation to 

the required data. This would appear to be more direct 

than the alternative methods, though some care must be 

exercised in its application. 

At first the least squares method did not prove very 
successful because it was necessary to invert a badly 

x 
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conditioned matrix (involving elements with extreme values 

of, say, (10)'0 and 1) of order up to 20. After a great 

deal of investigation, the accuracy of the inversion was 

improved (although not sufficiently) by using a "full pivotal" 

inversion method. In addition, the abscissa of each plot was 

transformed, for example, from the original 02x245° to the 

range -12X1 using the simple equation X= [2x 
- 451/45+ 

This latter step led to good conditioning of the matrix to be 

inverted - indeed the range of the elements was reduced to 

about -20 - +20. With this final refinement, excellent curve 

fitting of all derivative data was achieved. Also, differ- 

entiation of a particular equation gave, on comparison with 

graphical differentiation, excellent results for such 

derivatives as dCL/de, obtained from the lift coefficient 

against incidence plot. 
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CHAPTER 8 

DOWNWASH EFFECTS FROM THE HELICOPTER ROTOR 

In the previous analyses on the pallet suspended beneath 

a helicopter, any 'effects' from the helicopter have been 

deliberately ignored. Whilst this is justified for the 

initial stability investigations, it is worthwhile to consider 

what effects the rotor downwash is likely to have. The 

effects of helicopter manoeuvres on the pallet stability are, 

however, beyond the scope of this research. A brief discus- 

sion is now given on the downwash from the rotor in both 

hovering and horizontal forward flight. 

For most practical situations, the pallet is suspended 

between 25 ft, and 200 ft, below the helicopter and the 

suspension arrangement is attached at or near the centre of 

gravity of the helicopter. When the helicopter is hovering 

the pallet is directly beneath the rotor and the full downwash 

impinges on the pallet. At certain speeds of forward flight, 

however, the induced flow field moves away from the vicinity 

of the pallet. An approximate method is later used to 

illustrate this point. 

The field of induced flow from the blades of a single 

rotor in hover is generally in the form of a truncated cone. 

& measure of this downwash is given by the induced velocity 
vi through the rotor blades (normal to the tip-path plane). 
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However from simple momentum theory, this induced velocity 

increases twofold for a distance below the helicopter, equal 

to the rotor diameter when ground effects can be ignored. 

Reference 8.1 gives a good representation of this induced 

flow field (using an approximate theoretical method) for 

hovering and forward flight. 

In most practical circumstances the ground effects 

cannot be ignored because, for example, the helicopter is 

rarely above 200 ft, when loading or unloading the pallet. 

It is then found that the induced flow field changes 

considerably from that discussed above. From the limited 

evidence available (reference 8.2 and 8.3) it can be 

roasonab3. y concluded for the single rotor, that a low velocity 

region exists in the centre of the downwash field. As a 

result the downwash drag on the pallet is reduced at hover. 

In the full scale tests on the single strop suspension of the 

pallet it was apparent that the pallet remained stable whilst 

hovering near the ground. 

There is less possibility of suspending a stable pallet 

beneath a tandem helicopter than a single rotor helicopter 

because there are two regions of small induced velocity below 

each rotor in hovering flight. Hence there might be a 

tendency for the pallet to oscillate between the two low 

velocity points and result in an unacceptable oscillation of 

the suspension arrangement. 
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A typical solution is now given to ascertain when the 

downwash effects on the pallet can be ignored in flight 

(ground effects are assumed negligible). Consider a single 

rotor Westland Whirlwind or Wessex helicopter with an average 

disc loading of 5.1 lb/ft2 (aircraft weight f pallet 

weight/disc area) and a rotor diameter of 50 ft. It can now 

be shown (see reference 8.4) that the induced velocity of the 

air through the rotor (vi) is equal to 

vi = 1.2k f" where P is the disc loading of 5.1 lb/ft2 
, j2p 

p is air density 

and k is a factor dependent on the term . For an increase 

in the forward velocity V, k correspondingly reduces in value 

(see ref. 8.4). 

In hovering flight therefore (where k= 1) 

vi = 1.2 5. l x 104 = 39.3 ft/sec. 
23.8 2A1 

In conjunction with ref. 8.1 the following table can be 

produced to give the angle (%) of the induced flow field 

(with respect to a vertical axis) for a range of forward 

speeds V. This angle is approximately given by 

x= tan~- 
(Vii. 
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Forward Velocity 
V ft/sec 

k vi 
ft/see 

v 
vi 

tan"1( V= x° 
vi) 

0 1.0 39.3 0 0 

5 0.98 38.5 0.13 7.4 

10 0.96 37.6 0.266 14.9 

15 0.94 36.9 0.408 22.2 

20 0.91 35.7 0.56 29.3 

30 0.8 31.4 0.955 43.7 

40 0.68 26.7 1.5 56.4 

60 0.51 20 3.0 71.6 

80 0.38 14.9 5.35 79.4 

100 0.32 12.6 7.95 82.8 

For a typical single strop arrangement with msg =5 lbs, 

mag = 200 lbs, di = 25 ft. and d2 = 25 ft. it can be shown 

(see fig. 8.1) with the aid of the above table that a minimum 

velocity (V) of 30 ft/sec is required in order that downwash 

impingement effects on the arrangement can be ignored (for a 

steady forward velocity). However when d1 and da are both 

100 ft. long, a forward velocity of 2 ft/sec only is required 

to give the sane result. Likewise an increase of the pallet 

weight would also have the desired effect. It should also be 

realised that for a light pallet suspended on short strops, 

it could also swing backward of the rotor wake at certain 

forward speeds. 
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From the brief discussions above it is apparent that the 

downwash impingement effects are important in the lower range 

of forward speeds of the helicopter. Whilst the full scale 

pallet is apparently stable near the ground (in full scale 

hover tests) it is difficult to judge whether it would remain 

stable for small forward speeds (presuming an intrinsically 

stable suspension arrangement of the pallet). Therefore an 

experimental study of downwash effects on a suspended pallet 

would be useful. If a stable suspension arrangement can at 

first be found, the inclusion of the downwash effects (from 

the experimental work) in the linearised analyses would then 

give a more adequate representation of the full scale flight 

conditions. 
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CHAPTER 9 

TIE WIND TUNNEL SIX COMPONENT BALANCE 

In order that some of the longitudinal and lateral 

derivative data can be obtained for a rectangular plate of 

aspect ratio 2, an estimation must be made of the static and 

dynamic forces and moments acting on the plate when in cer- 

tain positions of incidence and yaw. It was found, however, 

that very little previous work had been done for low aspect 

ratio plates, except for the usual measurements of lift, drag 

and pitching moment with incidence variation at zero yaw (see 

refs. 9.1 and 9.2). It has therefore proved necessary to 

carry out experimental work to obtain this data. Two 

separate pieces of apparatus were designed and manufactured. 

The first rig, explained in this chapter, was made to give 

adequate information required for forming both damping and 

stiffness derivatives xu, zw, xe, m8, y,, n*, ly, etc. The 

second rig (described in chapter 10) was designed solely to 

give the damping derivative mq and zq for a rectangular Plato 

of aspect ratio 2. 

9.1 Requirements 

The purpose of the first rig is to facilitate the measure- 

ment of a full set of three static forces and three moments 

acting on a rigidly supported l,. R. 2 flat plate in a wind tunnel. 
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Therefore lift, drag and side forces, pitching, rolling and 

yawing moments should be obtainable for any orientation of 

the plate in the wind tunnel, and subsequently, quasi-static 

damping and stiffness derivatives, i. e. xyY =2 
CL - de) 

etc. 

can easily be obtained. 
/ 

To satisfy the geometrical and dynamical similarity 

between the full scale pallet and the model, the plate was 

manufactured on a$ scale, giving the dimensions 18" span, 

9" chord and 8" thickness and the Reynolds Number was 

4.75 x 105 (i. e. 97 ft. /sec. on the model and 12 ft. /sec. on 

the full scale pallet). A 3' 6" diameter open jet closed 

circuit wind tunnel was used and it was found from experience 

that at wind speeds of 80 ft. /sec. and 108 ft. /sec. severe 

flow pulsations and vibrations of the tunnel structure 

occurred. However, these were not noticeable at a velocity 

of 88 ft. /sec. To obtain a good degree of sensitivity in 

the measuring equipment, an intermediate velocity of 97 ft. /sec. 

was therefore chosen. 

Because the derivative data was required for both wind 

tunnel axes and plate body axes, it proved difficult at first 

to decide on what axes the apparatus should be designed. The 

wind tunnel axes were finally used because the majority of 

derivative data was required on these axes. Therefore, the 

corresponding forces and moments are read on mutually 

perpendicular wind axes, with their origin at the plate 

centre of gravity. 
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At this stage it is advisable to clarify the orientation 

of the plate with respect to each axes, because so often this 

is a point of argument in aircraft work (ref. 9.3). Usually 

the attitude of the plate in flight or in the wind tunnel is 

specified (w. r. t. earth axes) by imagining its normal axis OZ 

set initially in a vertical position 0Zo and its longitudinal 

axis OX set parallel to the wind direction OXo. The plate is 

then given an angular displacement Grabout OZo, followed by e 

about the new ('carried') position of the lateral body axis 

and finally by 0 about the final position of the longitudinal 

axis OX, to give the disturbed position of the plate. However, 

because the suspended steady state position of the pallet is 

set at incidence to the direction of forward flight, a more 

appropriate system of rotations was used to specify the 

disturbed plate position. With the plate axes OZ and OX in 

the undisturbed positions 0Zo and OXo, the plate is then 

given an angular displacement 0 about the OXo axis, followed 

by a8 rotation about the 'carried' OY body axis, followed 

finally by a rotation * about the 'carried' OZ axis (see 

fig. 9.1). With this system of rotations adopted in wind 

tunnel experimental work, it can be appreciated that it is 

necessary to consider only the latter two of the three 

rotations, since the 0 rotation only rotates the vectors of 

the resultant wind axis forces and moments without altering 

their magnitudes. 
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9.2 The Plate Support Design 

Very feet establishments, including Bristol University, 

possessed apparatus to measure the required six components of 

force and moment acting on the supported plate in the wind 

tunnel. Normally most balances measure only lift, drag and 

pitching moment. 

A. pulley system was first considered as a measuring 

system, but this proved extremely complicated at the design 

stage and would have proved cumbersome in use, Hence this 

system was abandoned at an early stage. Subsequently two 

systems were envisaged whereby the forces could be measured 

with the aid of a strain gauge system, i. e. (i) with the 

strain gauges disposed on the rigidly supported plate and 

(ii) with the gauges disposed along the length of the plate 

support (see fig. 9.2). With the former system, the force 

and moment components would be measured on the plate body 

axes. This arrangement would require provision for movement 

in two degrees of freedom, 0 and fir, and a suitably hinged 

support would be necessary. The latter method however would 

require the provision for movements 0, * at the plate centre 

of gravity instead of on the support. Also the components of 

force and moment would be measured on fixed tunnel wind axes. 

The one advantage of the former arrangement over the latter 

is that the manufacture of the apparatus would be more straight- 

forward and machining tolerances would not be so strict. 
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Before a final design was decided upon, a five component 

sting balance, which had previously been used in high speed 

subsonic work, was made available to the laboratory (see Fig. 

9.31 This consisted of steel bar of length 22" varying in 

diameter from 0.5" to 1.75". Strain gauges were glued on 

'flats' disposed along the length such that five components 

of force and moment could be measured. The leads from these 

strain gauges were passed through the sting core into a 25 way 

connection socket fitted on the mounting end. 

After reconditioning the strain gauge wiring throughout 

the sting, it was found that the degree of sensitivity was 

limited for the side forco, rolling and yawing momont 

components, as will be shown later in our discussion of the 

calibration of the sting. However, the apparatus proved to be 

within the minimum requirements of sensitivity and acioquato as a 

plate support and force and moment measuring unit. 

As mentioned previously, all the experimental work was 

carried out in a 3' 6" diameter open jet wind tunnel, on which 

a three component force and moment mechanical balance was 

mounted. Because of the dimensions of the sting, it was 

thought to be more practical to mount the sting rigidly on the 

wind tunnel balance and normal to the tunnel axis, Another 

possibility would have been to support the sting horizontally 

on a rigid bracket mounted onto the tunnel balance, but this 

would have led to the possibility of low frequency large 

amplitude vibrations. Hence with the sting mounted vertically, 
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drag and side forces and rolling, pitching and yawing moments 

were measured on wind axes using the strain gauge arrangements, 

and the lift force was also measured on the same axes using 

the mechanical balance. Throughout the wind tunnel tests 

the sting was protected from serious damage and temperature 

effects by a streamline cowling fixed to the beam of the 

tunnel balance. 

The variable orientation of the plate was accomplished 

by designing a bracket, which secured the plate to the sting, 

allowing a degree of freedom in pitch about the wind tunnel 

axes and a degree of freedom in yaw about the carried plate 

axes (i. e. the support bracket axes also), see Fig. 9.1.. With 

this arrangement, the support bracket was always in line with 

the tunnel axis and therefore an out of balance component of 

side force, rolling or yawing moment was not experienced by 

the bracket. Similarly, its interference effects on the plate 

were small compared with those of a bracket which rotates in 

yaw with the plate. (See Fig. 9.5). In the special case where 

the plate is set at 450 incidence (nose down), with or without 

yaw, it was found that the bracket interference effects are 

still small. 

In order that the plate should have a fixed position of 

centre (with respect to the sting axes), regardless of the 

plate orientation, it proved necessary to design the support 

bracket in the form of a quadrant whose centre of rotation was 
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also the plate centre of gravity. The plate could thus be 

positioned at incidence between 00 and ! }5o by clamping the 

quadrant arms to the support base by means of two locking 

setscrews shown in fig. 9. L.. 

The proportions of the bracket were such that loads 

experienced on the plate could be transmitted to the sting 

without distortion of the quadrant arms. However the struc- 

ture was manufactured with a thin section because of the 

interference effects on the plate. Furthermore, since it was 

sometimes necessary to set the plate at large incidences, it 

was desirable to keep the structural inertia to a minimum to 

reduce the possibility of large amplitude vibrations of the 

sting. Therefore two aluminium quadrant arms of 
3,116" 

section 

were designed to support the plate on a constant 3" radius 

from the support base. This support base was manufactured so 

that it fitted tightly on the tapered end of the sting. To 

withstand yawing moments acting on the plate, the support 

base was keyed to the sting. 

9.3 The Plate Design 

To obtain a Reynolds Number of 1.75 x 101 and keep 

interference effects on the plate small, the plate dimensions 

are made 18" span, 9" chord and 3" thick (8 fu]L1 size). Also 

the same design criterion has been applied to the plate as. 

was applied to the support. That is, the weight of the plate 
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was kept small, to offset the tendency for large amplitude 

vibrations to occur in an unsteady flow regime. If, however, 

large amplitude vibrations did occur, it would prove impossible 

to measure any value of force with the strain gauge arrangements 

For the above plate dimensions a steel or aluminium alloy 

plate would weigh 17 or 6 lbs. respectively. It was found, 

however, that a sandwich plate, consisting of an aluminium 

hexagonal honeycomb core and clad with 1/32" 
aluminium plate 

on both sides, would weigh only 2 lbs., yet still have the 

property of being only 10% less stiff than a solid aluminium 

alloy plate. Hence with a maximum lift force of 12 lbs. 

applied to the plate, it remained substantially undistorted 

(see fig. 5.6). 

As mentioned previously, it was necessary to yaw the 

plate about its oven normal axis. Therefore a 'turntable' 

design was incorporated in the plate. This allowed a 511 dia. 

solid aluminium alloy central core of the plate to remain 

fixed to the two quadrant supports, whilst the remaining part 

of the plate (mainly sandwich plate) could be yawed around 

this central core. Yaw angles in the range - 45° to + 4ß. 5° 

could be set on the plate using the graduated scale and locked 

in position with the aid of four locking screws (see fig. 9.6). 

In this rigid position the locking screws were flush with the 

plate surface and the slideways were covered with Sellotape 
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throughout the experimental work, to eliminate any possibility 

of irregular flow over the plate. Similarly, both plate 

mounting points on the support bracket were streamlined with 

'Plasticine' to reduce the support interference effects on 

the plate. 

9.4 Instrumentation 

The components of force and moment acting on the plate 

were, except for the lift component, measured by means of 

strain gauges disposed along the length of the sting balance. 

These 100 n, 25 mA resistance strain gauges were so arranged 

to form a 'four active arm' Wheatstone Bridge circuit for each 

component of force and moment, as shown in Fig. 9.7. All five 

component circuits were connected in parallel to a stabilised 

4 volt direct current supply, in the form of an Apt Stabiliser 

Unit TCU. 150. The readout signal was monitored on-a volt- 

meter and it could be measured in two ways, (i) the null 

method, and (ii) the displacement method. The former 

consisted of balancing the bridge circuit for each separate 

measurement and furnishing a reading which is independent of 

the supply voltage. Alternatively, the latter gave a direct 

readout of the bridge unbalance, which is clearly more 

expedient than the former method. Because a stabilised 

voltage supply was used instead of a lead acid Li. V battery, 

both methods had the same order of readout accuracy and the 

displacement method was adopted in view of its convenience 

for stepwise readout recording. 
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In order that the five component readout signals could 

be monitored by a voltmeter, a vieston 10 way, 2 pole rotary 

selector switch (Model 8.88) was incorporated in the circuit. 

This was a low impedence switch of contact resistance 0.007 ohms. 

and consequently contact resistance variation had negligible 

effect on the readout voltage, especially when the voltmeter 

internal impedence was 49 k. ohms. The voltmeter used (see 

fig. 9.8) was a Solartron electronic visual display digital 

voltmeter (type L. 1,1i. 1420) with a sensitivity of 1µ volt on 

the required 0-20 m. volt range. With this direct readout on 

the voltmeter screen, it required approximately 30 seconds to 

scan the five components of force and moment. In fact the 

majority of measuring time was taken in measuring the lift 

force on the tunnel mechanical balance. 

9.5 The Sting Calibration 

To give relevance to the voltmeter readout vale ee, it was 

necessary to carry out a set of calibration tests on the five 

component sting balance. (It was in a "cart before the horse" 

manner that these tests indicated the adequacy of tho sting 

for the wind tunnel experiments on the flat plate. ) With a 

more sophisticated five or six component mechanical balance, 

a direct reading of load could be obtained quite independently 

from the other components. However for a sting balance these 

components of force and moment are rarely maaeured independently. 
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For the most accurately manufactured sting, second order 

interactions can occur even though the primary purpose of 

strain gauge balance design is to make each bridge circuit 

sensitive to only one component of load. These interaction 

effects are normally in the form of thermal and mechanical 

effects. 

9.5.1 Thermal Effects 

Thermal interaction effects are usually first order 

terms and in some cases second order terms. The first order 

interactions are due to ambient temperature effects creating 

uniform expansion of the sting. Fortunately the symmetrical 

bridge arrangements eliminated these effects. However 

second order effects are due to the different thermal 

coefficients of each gauge, or to non-uniform expansion of 

the sting, or finally, to temperature gradients over the length 

of the sting. In view of the fact that the laboratory was 

not temperature controlled, it proved impossible to measure 

these second order effects. Consequently, to minimise these 

effects a cowling was mounted closely around the sting (see 

fig. 9.8) which allowed the sting to 'breathe', but eliminated 

any direct wind effects on the sting. Also the calibration of 

the balance was carried out at temperatures very similar to 

those encountered in the tunnel. 
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9.5.2 Mechanical Effects 

Mechanical interaction effects exist due to the following 

causes: - (i) Gauges not perfectly positioned on the sting. 

(ii) Unequal gauge factors. (iii) Badly machined gauge 

surfaces on the sting (see ref. 11.4 for less important 

effects). However, as the balance was available in a near 

working state, those design factors were beyond the author's 

control. 

The majority of the sting calibration tests was not 

carried out with the sting balance in the tunnel. Instead 

the sting was mounted horizontally on a surface table by means 

of a heavy angle plate as illustrated in fig. 9.9. Also the 

sting was very precisely positioned in a roll position using 

a clinometer, so that the strain gauge surfaces were horizontal. 

In order that the applied calibrating forces and moments were 

centred on the plate centre of gravity, the test plate was 

removed and replaced with a loading fixture. This transmitted 

the loads to the balance in the sane manner as the plate does 

in the experimental work. This fixture is illustrated in 

fig. 9,9 and it should be apparent that drag force, pitching 

moment and yawing moment werd applied with the sting in the 

position shown, whilst side force and rolling moment were 

applied with the sting rotated through a right angle. 
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In. the calibration test of the balance, loading 

could be applied, utilizing a hydraulic jack and load cell 

arrangement, or alternatively a dead weight loading arrange- 

ment. This latter technique was adopted because, with 

accurate weights, it was at least as accurate as the former 

method while being much more straightforward. Hence with the 

'long arm' loading fixture mounted on the support bracket, 

forces were applied using cast iron disks hung on a weight 

pan, supported from the underside of the loading fixture by 

a thin cord (see fig. 9.9). Similarly with a fixed load 

applied, moments were also applied in increments by moving 

the loaded weight pan in steps along the graduated arms. 

Alternatively pure couples were applied using two parallel 

long arms in line. With the one arm loaded by means of the 

usual dead weight pan and the other loaded in the opposite in 

line direction by means of an accurately calibrated spring 

balance, a pure couple was applied to represent pitching 

yawing or rolling moment. With these means of loading 

available first order and second order interactions were 

determined. Higher order interactions were ignored as it 

has been found generally that these are negligible (see 

ref. 9.5 and 9.6). 

From the tests above, interactions were determined for 

five components of loading, i. e. drag and side forces, 

pitching yawing and rolling moments. Because the lift force 
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is measured independently on the tunnel mechanical balance, a 

direct reading was obtained. However, this component will 

interact with the other five load components. Hence in 

addition to the horizontal calibration sot up, it is 

necessary to mount the sting vertically in the wind tunnel 

and measure the necessary interactions on the sting due to an 

applied lift force. 

With the assumed first and second order interactions 

occurring between the load components, each indicated 

reading (R1) of a component load will, theoretically, have 

27 first and second order interactions (except for the 

independent lift force) of the form: - 

R, = kix. X +kly. Y +kU. Z +k3j. L +k .M+ klg. N 

+kixa . X2 +lk3a . Y2 +klZ2 . Z2 +klL2. L$ +k, 1a . M2 +k 3. N2 , pia 

+k . X. Y +k XZ. X. Z +kyZ. Y. Z +k . X. M +k . X. L +k=. X. N 

+k1y . Y. M +k1. Y. L +k1) . Y. N +kU1,1. Z. Pr1 +kIZL. Z. L +k1. Z. N 

+k., ZT. M. N +k3j, jL. M. L +k . L. N 

where klX, }, jX, etc. are constant calibration coefficients. 

The experimental determination of these calibration coefficients 

is now briefly discussed below. 

Assuming the sting, loading equipment and readout equip. 

ment were set up for operation on the test bench, the first 

tests carried out were to obtain the linear calibration 

coefficients. Firstly with no load applied, all zero readings 
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of the five load components were measured on the 0-20 mV range 

(sensitivity 1µ V) of the digital voltmeter. A load of 1 lb, 

was then applied to the loading fixture, say in the drag force 

direction, and by means of the rotary switch the five apparent 

load components were measured. This procedure was again 

carried out for incremental loading, increasing to a maximum 

value in excess of the anticipated load experienced in the 

wind tunnel testing. The above procedure was repeated for 

the other four load components measured by the sting balance, 

where the maximum loadings were: - 

Maximum Loading 

Drag Force 9 lbs. 

Pitching Moment 16 1b. in. 

Side Force 8 lbs. 

Rolling Moment 16 lb. in. 

Yawing Moment 56 lb. in. 

Allowable Sting Loading 

105 lbs. 

130 lb. in. 

105 lbs. 

130 lb. in. 

2,000 lb. in. 

At a later stage of the calibration tests, the sting 

balance was mounted vertically in the wind tunnel and lift 

forces in the range 0-10 lbs. were applied using the above 

standard procedure. After plotting the apparent readout 

loads against the individual applied loads, linear relation- 

ships were obtained for all the components; giving the 

following calibration coefficients kix ..., kix etc. 
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Readout Applied Applied Applied1Applied Applied Applied I 

Component Drag Lift Side Pitching Rolling Yawing 

Volts Force Force Force Moment Moment Momont 
m lbs. lbs, lbs, lb. in. lb. in. lb. in. 

Drag 0lß mV/lb. 0. 
J 

0 +0.00083 -0.00192 
mV/lb in " 00 

Force . 

Side 0 0 +0.0186 0 -0.00197 0 
Force 

Pitching t 
-0.1636 -0.0011 

I-0.00567 
+0.0377 +0.00083 0 

Moment 1 

lling 
-0.00775 

R j-0.0013 -0.17 
1+0.00152 +0.0382 +0.00063 

o M 

Yawing 1 +0.00021 0 1 
-0.00192 0 0 +0.00662 Moment ! { 

1 

Sensitivities are measured in mV/lb. applied force or mV/lb. in. 

applied moment - the applied forces and moments acted in the 

usual directions adopted in aircraft stability work. 

As a check, the same procedure was repeated and the same 

values of linear calibration coefficients resulted. Furthermore, 

since the plots of applied load against apparent load were all of 

linear form, it was assumed that the six second order calibration 

coefficients (i. e. kk2 .... klN2 , etc. ) were negligible. If the 

above plots had been non-linear, however, additional plots of 

readout value/applied load against applied load would have been 

necessary to ascertain the second order calibration coefficients 

, a) . (ka .... kIT 
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With the above calibration coefficients determined, it 

only remained to determine the second order coefficients 

k 1XY .... kUN etc. Whenever possible, these were determined 

using a similar procedure to the one above. In this latter 

procedure, however, two loads are applied simultaneously to 

the loading fixture. With the applied load 1. kept constant, 

the applied load 2 was increased in increments and the five 

apparent load readings were recorded after each increment. 

Because the predominant loads acting on the balance were lift 

force, drag force and pitching moment in the wind tunnel tests, 

calibration tests were initially carried out for only the three 

combinations of these loads. With the results plotted in the 

same form as the first linear calibration tests, but now also 

for constant values of applied Load 1 (in all three cases) it 

Was found on comparing the graphs for various constant values 

of applied load 1, that they were of the same slope and hence 

non-linear effects were negligible. 

Because the majority of these second order effects depend 

solely on the flexural stiffness of the sting, it is reasonable 

to assume the remaining second order calibration coefficients 

to be negligible for the following reasons: - Under a maximum 

drag force of 10 lbs, the end of the sting deflected only 
1/64" 

on a 22" sting length. Secondly, the sting was used to a 

maximum of only 10% of the allowable working load for all 

components and thus, although adequate, the sting was over- 
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designed for this application. 

If it had been found that the above second order effects 

were of finite value when applying incremental load 2, with 

applied load 1 set at constant values, a full set of graphs 

would have been obtained resulting in a readout value of one 

component/applied load 2 plotted against applied load 1. The 

typical calibration coefficients kl,, Y .... kljy etc. would have 

been obtained. 

From the calibration tests performed on the sting balance, 

it was concluded that the interactions of the six components 

of load were all of a linear nature. In Section 9.8 the 

linear calibration coefficients will be used in the processing 

of wind tunnel results. 

With the sting mounted horizontally on the test bench, the 

loading fixture was loaded in increments of 1 lb to a maximum 

of 10 lbs in the drag direction. Similarly, a pitching moment 

was applied in increments of 2 lb. in to a maximum of 16 lb. in. 

In both cases the angular deflection of the loading fixture 

was obtained with the aid of a clinometer at each incremental 

stage. The following corrections could then be made to the 

geometric incidence set in the plate support: - 

- 0.125°/ft. lb of pitching moment) increase taken 
as positive 

+ 0.067°/1b Drag anticlockwise. 
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9.6 Sting Positioning 

The setting up of the sting balance axes on the wind 

tunnel axes proved to be a difficult operation. This was 

because the actual wind direction was not known accurately. 

It is obvious, therefore, that the accurate calibration of 

the sting balance would be wasted if it were set up on an 

'apparent' wind direction; for instance, normal to the tunnel 

effuser opening, or the drag axes of the tunnel mechanical 

balance. The only available sensitive apparatus for setting 

the balance on wind axes was the bent tube yawmater. This 

consisted of two pitot tubes, 3/6L1" 
diameter, as shown in 

fig. 9.10. With the tubes bent inwards towards each other at 

45°, instead of straight and parallel, greater sensitivity to 

yaw was obtained. Normally, the tubes were connected to a 

manometer, so that the instrument alignment to the velocity 

direction was adjusted until both tubes of the manometer gave 

the same reading. 

Because of the slight variation of wind direction in the 

wind tunnel, two yawmeters were used and supported 12" apart 

on a thin bar. (See fig. 9.10). This support bar was mounted 

accurately on the sting support bracket (instead of on the test 

plate) and aligned on the sting balance axes. In order that 

the yawmeters could be aligned correctly on the support bar, 

the support bracket and support bar were mounted on the axes 

of an 18" x 18" closed section, open circuit wind tunnel 
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(known for the "straightness" of its flow parallel to the 

tunnel axis and negligible turbulence). The two yawmeters 

mounted on the support bar were then connected to two 'mercury' 

electronic micromanometers. lr! ith the tunnel speed set at 

26 ft/sec (max, speed 40 ft/sec), the yawmeters were positioned 

and locked on the support bar, when the micromanometers 

indicated a zero reading. This support arrangement was then 

subsequently mounted onto the sting balance and aligned in its 

previous position with the aid of the tapered key. 

With the sting balance free only to yaw about its fixture 

position in the open jet wind tunnel, the wind speed was set at 

97 ft/sec and the balance rotated about its yaw axis. It was 

found, however, that a yaw position could not be obtained 

where both yawmeter pressure readings balanced out simultaneously. 

Therefore, the balance was yawed to the position where both 

yawmeters gave the same out of balance reading on their 

respective manometers, and locked rigidly in this position. 

This was not an adequate check of the sting position and 

therefore the above procedure was repeated, but this time with 

the two yawmeters spaced only 6" apart on the support bar. It 

was found subsequently, by means of this repeat procedure, that 

the sting axes viere lined up correctly with the mean flow 

direction of the wind, iith the test plate accurately re- 

positioned on the support bracket instead of the yawmeter 

arrangement, the sting balance was finally in position for 
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measuring the load components on the test plate. 

9.7 'lind Tunnel Corrections 

As mentioned previously, a 3' 6" diameter open jet wind 

tunnel was used for static experimental work on the flat plate. 

With an unblocked working section, the tunnel had a wind speed 

range of 0- 120 ft/sec. These tunnel speeds were measured by 

means of a static pressure tapping at an orifice in the side 

of the tunnel, upstream of the effuser section. A Betz 

manometer was connected to the orifice so that with a pitot- 

static tube mounted at the model position with the tunnel 

empty, the orifice manometer could be calibrated against the 

accurate pitot tube. However, with the sting balance and plate 

arrangement mounted in the wind tunnel, certain corrections have 

to be made when measuring the wind velocity by means of the 

calibrated tunnel manometer. Those corrections due to tunnel 

interference effects and sting interference effects on the 

plate are now further detailed. 

9.7.1 Wind Tunnel Interference Effects 

For an open jet circular section wind tunnel the effects 

can be subdivided into a) Blockage effects, b) Lift effects. 

a) Blockage Effects 

It is usually assumed that the above tunnel velocity 

calibration is valid with the model mounted in the working 

section. This would be a fair assumption with the plate 

mounted at 00 incidence. However, with a maximum incidence 
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setting of 45°, definite blockage would occur; invalidating 

the free stream condition. Thus, for an open jet working 

section, the flow over the plate would be less than the free 

stream velocity. At the time of writing, three dimensional 

work on solid blockage effects in open jet wind tunnels had 

not been undertaken. However, certain conflicting suggestions 

have been made regarding solid blockage corrections. For 

instance, it is stated by Pankhurst and Holder (Ref. 9.7) that 

solid blockage effects could occur with the resultant slower 

velocity over the plate. In Ref. 9.8, it is suggested that 

for a three dimensional wing in an open jet tunnel, the solid 

blockage is quite negligible, even for models at appreciable 

angles of L. ncidence. Because of all the uncertainty in this 

specialised field, it was thought necessary to carry out a 

brief check on the solid blockage effects. 

With the tunnel already calibrated for free stream 

velocity (i. e. tunnel empty velocity) conditions on the tunnel 

manometer, a further test was made with the plate supported by 

the sting balance in the tunnel. An N. P. L. type pitot-static 

tube was also rigidly mounted two chord lengths upstream of 

the plate leading edge on the tunnel axis and connected to an 

independent manometer. 

This above test was carried out with the independent 

manometer constant at 2.15 in. of H2O (i. e. the required 

velocity 97 ft/sec), whilst the plate incidence was increased 
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in increments from 0- 450 for each constant value of the plate 

yaw angle (i. e. 0- 45° in steps of 50). From the results 

obtained, it was shown that a discrepancy of = 1% in dynamic 

pressure occurred with the plate set at 200 incidence. However, 

at a plate incidence of 45°, an error of 8% was apparent in the 

dynamic pressure reading. These results therefore give an 

indication of the blockage effects occurring for an 18" x 9" x 

8" plate set at incidence in a 3' 6" diameter working section. 

It is etressed that only an indication of the effects is 

given, because the plate could affect the static pressure 

reading taken by the pitot-static tube; although with two 

chord lengths between the plate and tube, this would be only 

slight. Also, the dynamic pressure reading given by the pitot- 

static tube was not measured at the plate position and therefore 

slightly inaccurate readings were possibly recorded (owing to 

the lower dynamic pressures occurring at the plate compared 

with the tube position. ) 

As an alternative to the use of the above pitot-static 

tube, a vane type anemometer was used In the tube position. 

Unfortunately, this had a velocity limit of only 40 ft/sec, 

whereas the required tunnel velocity was 97 ft/sec. However, 

tests were made at 40 ft/sec with the plate set at various 

incidences and comparative results between the anemometer and 

pitot-static tube showed no difference between the readings. 

Unfortunately, this agreement could not be reasonably assumed 
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for higher speeds. 

As a further alternative, a hot wire probe was 

manufactured, so that, when calibrated, a measure of the 

tunnel velocity could be made. Whilst in the process of 

calibrating the probe against the free stream velocity, it was 

found that the wind tunnel temperature increased with the 

duration of a test run and greatly interfered with the probe 

filament temperature. Therefore this form of measurement was 

discontinued and the pitot static tube results were relied upon. 

b) Lift Effects 

The lift effect on the plate is another form of wind 

tunnel constraint, although somewhat different from the above 

solid blockage effect. This is due to the fact that solid 

blockage effects can be ignored if the tunnel dimensions are 

large compared with the plate dimensions, whereas the lift 

effects occur always, regardless of the tunnel and plate 

dimensions. Lift effect corrections are made because the 

interference effects of the tunnel boundary constraints induce 

a downwash on the plate such that the measured geometrical 

value of incidence is greater than the effective incidence for 

an open jet tunnel. (See Ref. 9.7 and 9.8). This requires a 

correction, to be applied to incidence and drag, of the form 

Aa=-2 CL 

LCD =-S CL2 
2 Z! 
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where 6=0.251 S= plate area c= plate chord 

C= tunnel area D= tunnel diameter 

S_1,125 
_ 0.117 

.; 
- C 9- 

However, it is shown by Adamson (Ref. 9.9) that for c/D ratio 

s 0.2 a further correction has to be made to allow for a 

further increase in downwash along the chord. The final 

corrections are now given as 

Effective Incidence = geometric incidence -0S CL 
(1 

+ 0.395 cl 
2ýG ý! 

= geometric incidence - 0.0159 CL (radians) 

and Effective Drag = measured drag - 0.0147 C. 

These corrections are shown to apply up to stall conditions in 

Ref. 9.9 and are applied here to pre and post stall results. 

The application to post stall conditions is made, however, for 

completeness rather than correctness, as no correction theory 

is available for post stall incidences. 

No mention has so far been made of the constraints on the 

rolling moment, yawing moment and side force acting on the 

plate. However, very little theoretical work has been 

developed on asymmetric loading corrections, thus only the 

above effective incidence correction is applied. 

9.7.2 Sting Interference Effects 

With the plate supported by the sting balance and 

support bracket in the wind tunnel tests, the resultant forces 
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and moments included the interferences forces and moments of 

these support fixtures. It therefore proved necessary to 

support the plate in close proximity (i. e. 1") to the support 
64 

bracket, but without contact. Thus the plate was rigidly 

mounted from the ground by means of a dexion frame (having 

negligible blockage effects on the tunnel flow) which incor- 

porated a degree of freedom in pitch to allow the plate to be 

set rigidly at incidence. Results for all six components of 

load were subsequently recorded with the plate in various 

attitudes of incidence and yaw between 0 and 450. As was 

anticipated, interference effects were not measured in rolling 

moment, yawing moment or side force. 

9.8 The Experimental Procedure 

With the sting balance and plate orientated normal to the 

tunnel wind direction and the stabilised voltage supply, 

rotary selector switch and digital voltmeter connected in 

circuit with the five component strain gauge arrangements on 

the balance (see Fig. 9.7), the apparatus was then ready for 

wind tunnel tests. 

A two hour warming up period was allowed for the 

stabilised voltage supply (set at 4V d. c. ) 
. Similarly, the 

digital voltmeter was switched on one hour before tests were 

made, with the 0- 20 m. Volt range and low nass filter 

switched into the circuit. After this instrument was adjusted 

for zero, zero load readings were noted for the five components 
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of load. In like manner the zero load reading of lift force 

was noted from the tunnel mechanical balance. 

At the required calibrated tunnel speed of 97 ft/sec, a 

set of readings was taken (for a given incidence) from the 

five load components using the digital voltmeter and the tunnel 

balance for the lift force. At this incidence the six 

components were also recorded for values of plate yaw angle 

between 0- 45°, in increments of 5°. At each increment, the 

tunnel was shut down and the zero load readings checked before 

altering the yaw angle. In the same way, the incidence (nose 

down) was increased in increments of 30 between 0- 30° and 

thereafter 35°, 40°, 45°. At incidences in the 200 - 300 range, 

difficulty was encountered in this stall region because the 

plate support vibrated slightly, thus giving unsteady pitching 

and rolling moment 'apparent' readings. Fortunately, with a 

low pass filter switched into the circuit, it proved possible 

to take a visual mean reading of both these components. 

9.9 Data Processing 

In this section we discuss the manipulation of the wind 

tunnel results into their "true" form, where tunnel and sting 

interference effects are accounted for. The apparent loads 

acting on the sting and support bracket arg: subtracted from 

the combined plate + sting apparent loads - thus giving the 

apparent loads (acting on the plate) in a form whereby tunnel 

corrections can be made. 
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At this stage of the processing it was necessary to 

convert the apparent load data (in mVolt units) into true loads 

(lb or lb. ft). From the sting calibration tests (see Section 

9.5) it was shown that 

Rl = kjX X+ kly .Y+ It, Z. Z+ klM .M+ k1 L. L + k1N. N 

where R1 = apparent load 

klx etc. = calibration coefficients 

X etc. = true loads. 

This m r; 

x11 

yl 

Z1 

y be written in the more complete matrix form; 

1 kXy kXZ kXL 1X 
:1 --XN 

kyX 1 kyZ kyL kyM kyN 

_, 
0 01000 

Li 1; LX kLY kLZ 1 kLlt4 

Ml klix "ßY kAMZ 1CML 1 

Ni 
_1 

TX tY 'ýNZ kNL ß 

i. e. CFJ= LAJ 

ETJ 

X 

Y 

Z 

kLN L 

]CIIN M 

1N 

X= -Drag Force L = Rolling Moment 

Y= Side Force M = Pitching Moment 

Z = -Lift Force N = Yawing Moment 

where PA = vector of apparent loads. 

rT true it 

A= matrix of calibration coefficients. 
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The above equation can therefore be solved to give 

[FT] _ [A ]-i [FA] 

From the previous calibration tests it was found that 
FA I= i 0.04. +"00083 0"0 -"00192 0 

1 0 +"0486 0 -900197 0 0 

0 0 1 0 0 0 

-"00775 -917 -"0013 +"0382 +"00152 +"00063 

-"1636 -"00567 -"0011 +"00083 +"0377 0 
! 

+"00021 -"00192 0 0 0 +"00662 

With the aid of a standard inversion programme 

CAT r 31.56 -1158 +"00165 -"0649 +1.606 +"00614 

+00488 +25.116 +"00156 1.294 -"0495 -"1223 

0 0 +1 0 0 0 

+1.205 +111.58 +90386 31.947 -1.223 "0386 

+136.9 -1.209 +"035 -"793 33.516 "075 

-. 977 +7.308 +"000402 +"377 -- 0648 151.02 

and the true forces and moments acting on the plate were thus 

obtained. The vector FT was then modified to a non-dimensional 

form in order to facilitate the correction process. The 

inclusion of the necessary corrections with the true forces 

then gave 

Actual CD = True Drag Coefficient - 0.01475 CL2 
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and Actual Incidence 0= 

Geometric Incidence - 1.175°/Cm + 0.8410/CD + 0.858°/CL + 0.2740 

where - 1.175°/Cm and 0.8.1°/CD - angular displacement 
corrections 

0.8580/CL - wind tunnel 'lift effect' constraint 

+ 0.274° - measured downwash in the tunnel. 

Initially, downwash of the air stream in the tunnel was not 

anticipated and the constant +0.271. ° was not included in the 

actual incidence term. However, after processing the first 

experimental results, it was found that with the plate in a 

position of zero degrees incidence and yaw, finite values of 

lift force and rolling moment were recorded. Subsequently 

swirl of the wind flow in the tunnel was found to be the cause, 

of which further details are given in Appendix 2. As a result 

of corrections made to the tunnel, a nett downwash (with zero 

swirl over the plate span) or effective incidence of + 0.274° 

was measured relative to the tunnel wind axes. With the 

complete experimental procedure repeated, satisfactory results 

were finally obtained. 

On reverting back to the corrections made to CD and 

Incidence, it was found worthwhile to put the data processing 

procedure in ALGOL programme form for the Elliot 503 Computer. 

With an immense amount of data to process, it would have proved 

worthwhile using an analogue to digital converter (A. D. C. ) to 
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obtain the digital voltmeter readings directly on eight 

hole computer data tape. However, for the amount of data 

obtained, the processing programme proved quite adequate. 
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CHAPTER 10 

DETERMINATION OF THE OSCILLATORY DERIVATIVES 

To complete the required longitudinal derivative data for 

a flat plate of aspect ratio 2, an estimation was required of 

the pitching moment damping derivative mq and the vertical 

force damping derivative zq, both with respect to angular 

rotation q(e). Until quite recently these dynamic derivatives 

were based on 'quasi-static' theory where, for instance, mq was 

calculated on a constant rate of rotation q. Alternatively, 

this derivative was determined experimentally using whirling 

arm apparatus (see Ref. 10.1 and 10.2). In neither of these 

techniques was the previous history of motion of the system 

taken into account and thus the derivative values obtained were 

open to criticism. Because of the apparent importance of these 

derivatives on the stability of the flat plate (see Section 

11.2), an oscillatory technique was required to measure the 

mq and zq derivatives experimentally. 

The oscillatory derivatives are normally dependent on 

Strouhal Number, Reynolds Number, mean incidence, amplitude of 

oscillation, plan form and axis of rotation and would be 

difficult to estimate theoretically. However, only frequency 

of oscillation, wind velocity and mean incidence are of prime 

importance because 'small perturbation' theory is assumed for 
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all the theoretical work. . Also, only a rectangular plate of 

aspect ratio 2, with a degree of freedom 0 about a mid chord 

axis is considered in the experimental work. 

10.1 Requirements of the Oscillatory Apparatus 

In this section consideration is given to the experimental 

ranges of Strouhal and Reynolds Numbers ^s well as mean incidence, 

in order that correct values of mq and zq can be obtained for 

use in the theoretical work in sections 3.0,4.0 and 5.0. This 

is a new field of investigation and as such, an immense amount 

of information is available with respect to the above derivatives. 

However, because of the limited time available, only those ranges 

of Reynolds and Strouhal Numbers encountered in full scale work 

are considered. 

it was mentioned previously in section 9.0 that most of the 

full scale tests were carried out for a Reynolds Number range of 

2.8 x 105 - 3.45 x 106 (i. e. 5 m. p. h. - 60 m. p. h. based on a6 ft 

chord pallet). In the oscillatory experimental work, however, it 

is difficult to satisfy both Reynolds and Strouhal Numbers 

simultaneously. Since, of the two, Strouhal Number has the 

greater effect on the oscillatory derivatives, the experimental 

work is carried out for the correct Strouhal Number range. 

In the estimation of a design criterion for Strouhal Number 

difficulties were encountered because information was not 

available from full-scale tests. Also, it was anticipated that 
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two longitudinal modes of oscillation would occur on the full 

scale plate; the one being a pendulum mode of low frequency and 

the other a flutter mode of greater frequency. Two ranges of 

Strouhal Number should therefore be investigated. However, it 

is reasonable to assume that the mq and zq derivatives would be 

of Beater importance in the flutter mode than in the pendulum 

mode. Hence it is necessary to obtain the higher Strouhal 

Number range pertaining to the flutter mode. For the dynamic 

scale model wind tunnel experiments discussed in section 11.2, 

a conservative range of Strouhal Number (0.5 - 1.0) was used. 

Although this range was determined from strictly an unrepresent- 

ative arrangement of the suspended pallet, the theoretical 

results have since shown this range to be adequate. 

At the time of design: of the oscillatory equipment, only a 

3'-6" diameter open-jet, closed circuit wind tunnel was 

available for the experimental work. Very little was understood 

about the wind tunnel interference effects on an oscillating 

flat plate and so the plate dimensions were kept small in 

comparison to the tunnel dimensions (see Ref. 10,11). Therefore, 

aä scale plate was chosen with dimensions 18" span, 9" chord 

and e" thick. 

In section 6.0 it is shown that stability investigations 

were made in a mean incidence range of 0- 210 (= stall 

incidence). Therefore derivative information was required for 

this range. For academic reasons this range was increased to 
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350 so that investigations of the mq and zq derivatives could 

be made in both pre and post stall conditions. With the 

Strouhal, Reynolds and incidence ranges in mind, the various 

oscillatory techniques were considered as a basis for design 

of the rig. 

10.2 Oscillatory Techniques Available 

Three basic methods were available to measure the mq and 

zq damping derivatives: - i) Inexorable Forcing technique, 

ii) Forcing through. a Spring, iii) Decaying oscillation 

technique. These are discussed briefly below, (more complete 

details are given in Ref. 10.3). The techniques all rely on 

the assumption of sinusoidal motion of the oscillating plate 

and therefcre the aerodynamic reactions can be represented in 

vector form, displaced by a phase angle from the displacement 

vector. Hence either the reaction vectors and phase angles 

are measured or alternatively the components of the reactions 

are measured in phase and quadrature with the displacement. 

10.2.1 The Inexorable Forcing Technique (Rigid Drive) 

This technique is the best method for determining the 

derivatives accurately, although the apparatus design is 

usually quite sophisticated. With this method the model pivots 

about a fixed axis and is rigidly forced through a drive link 

connected to a constant speed motor (see Fig. 10.1a). The 

force reactions and their corresponding phase angles with 

respect to the displacement vector can then be measured at the 
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axis of rotation and the drive point to give the required mq 

and zq derivatives. This technique would prove adequate for 

the study of variations in frequency of oscillation, amplitude 

and velocity. 

10.2.2 Forcing through a Spring Technique (Elastic 
on 

The "forcing through a spring" technique is similar to the 

above rigid drive method, except that two springs are intro- 

duced into the system (see Pig. 10.1b). With the drive motor 

running at constant speed, the plate would settle down to a 

constant amplitude oscillation. In this condition, it would 

then be necessary to measure the frequency and amplitude of 

oscillation, as well as the phase angle between the motion of 

the plate and the drive motor. This method has been applied 

successfully to low-speed work, but the accuracy obtained is 

greatly dependent on the tunnel turbulence level, 

10.2.3 The Dec illation Technic Free 
Oscillations) 

This "free motion" technique provides the simplest 

experimental arrangement of all the techniques. The procedure 

here is to displace the torsionally constrained plate and then 

to release it - allowing it to oscillate freely in the airstream. 

A force transducer, mounted at the torsional axis, then 

measures the lift force and its phase angle relative to the 

displacement (see Fig. 10.1c). From these measurements the 

derivatives are easily obtained. This method is valid only 
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if the tunnel conditions are reasonably steady with a low 

turbulence level. 

On consideration of all three methods, the final choice 

was made between the 'inexorable forcing' and 'decaying 

oscillation' techniques. This was because the 'forcing 

through a spring' technique required as much instrumentation 

as the first method, yet the same order of accuracy is seldom 

obtained and the amplitude and frequency of oscillation cannot 

be varied to the same extent. 

After consultations with Lambourne and ', floodgate at the 

N. P. L. (Teddington), it was decided to proceed with the 'free 

oscillation' technique in preference to 'inexorable forcing' 

in view of the extremely complicated hardware associated with 

the latter technique. This decision led undoubtedly to a 

sacrifice of general accuracy, but, against this, it was 

possible to construct a suitable test facility in the limited 

time available. 

The design of the 'free oscillation' apparatus is now 

described below. 

10.3 General Design Theory 

It has been mentioned previously that the arrangement 

employed to obtain the mq and zq derivatives consists simply 

of a plate free to oscillate about a fixed axis constrained by 

a torsional spring. At this stage we briefly mention the 

theory involved in the 'free oscillation' technique and not 
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the structural detail. 

Assuming small (. ± 30 amplitude) sinusoidal motions, it 

can be shown in Reference 10.3 that from 'wind on' and 'wind 

off' tests, using the general equation for the system (wind on) 

z. e + C. e + K. e = e. M6 + bse (lo. i) 
2K(µ-µo) 
(pot + µo2) 

where Is C and K denote moment of inertia, apparatus damping 

and torsional stiffness respectively. Likewise µ, p and the 

subscript o denate the damping factor, frequency of oscillation 

and wind off conditions respectively. 

In a similar manner it is shown in Reference 10.3 that 

with the lift force leading the motion by an angle e 

Z@ = Zl. e p sin s 

where Z1 and 61 are corresponding peal-, values of the lift force 

and amplitude of oscillation. 

At this stage it must be stressed that M0, Z6,116 and Z@ 

(the latter two damping terms are known as biq and Zq in the 

stability investigations) are derivatives based on a fixed axis 

system and not on the moving axis system, normally used in 

aircraft stability investigations. It is shown by Duncan, 

(Ref. 10.6) that on a transformation of M. and Zq to a moving 

axis system they become Mq + V141vJ and similarly Zq + VZw, where 

Mw and Z.. are acceleration derivatives. However, the required 

Mq and Zq fixed axis, non-dimensional damping derivatives are 
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48 
mQ = 2K (µ - µo) and zq = Z. e77 sine 

PVSc2(p02+µ° 2) 
p© pVSc 

In order that the wind on and wind off tests could be 

compared in the above oscillatory methods, it was important 

that the amplitudes and frequences of oscillation for both 

tests were the same. The latter, however, was not strictly 

possible, although the wind effects on the 'wind on' frequency 

were very small and could be ignored. Also, it was vitally 

important that all inertia forces were balanced out exactly, 

and structural rigidity maintained in all but the required 

pitching degree of freedom (e), otherwise spurious derivative 

values would be obtained. Finally, it is suggested by L4olyneux 

(see Ref. 10,7) that the results might be suspect in the 

'decaying oscillation' technique if the damping factor µ exceeds 

_0.1. This is due to the dependence of the derivatives on 

damping factors in excess of 0.1. 

10.4 The Plate Support Structure 

In this section, the design of the plate support structure 

is discussed in detail. 

The basic oscillatory rig consisted of a large rigid frame 

designed to fit into the open jet wind tunnel working section. 
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Previously, the same -frame had been used in similar work, but 

was modified for the present purposes to support the test 

plate rigidly in all but the pitching degree of freedom (see 

Fig. 10.2). This test plate, with dimensions 1811 x 9" x i", 

was mounted vertically in the main frame by two support arms, 

designed so that the out of balance inertia forces from the 

inertia arms (see Fig. 10.2) were not transmitted to the plate. 

The two support arms were designed to set the plate 

upstream of the main frame in order that aerodynamic inter- 

ference effects from the frame would not affect the results. 

Mounted on the end of each of the above support arms were 

spring bearings, (devoid of frictional forces) from which the 

plate was sv pported by two end shafts. Also a strain gauge 

arrangement was disposed along both support arms so that the 

lift force could be recorded with the plate oscillating in 

'wind on' conditions. 

Before a more detailed description of the oscillatory 

apparatus is given, it is thought worthwhile to give a brief 

resume of the design calculations involved in the manufacture 

of the oscillatory rig. 

10. L.. l Typical Design Calculations 

The design calculations fall into two categories: -- 

a) the stiffness and inertia arrangement and b) the fbrce 

measuring system. 
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10.4.1a The Stiffness and Inertia Design Calculations 

In order that an oscillatory rig could be designed, it 

was necessary to assume a value of mq and then determine the 

correct stiffness and inertia in the oscillating system such 

that the damping factor was . 1-0.1. From Ref. 10.8 it was 

found that a theoretical estimate of the mq derivative for an 

aspect ratio 2 rectangular plate at 00 mean incidence was 

approximately -0.1. At an assumed wind tunnel velocity of 

50 ft/sec for a plate with dimensions 18" x 9" x g", MRq = 

-06 008 slugs fta/sec. Novi from the previous design theory 

Mq = 2Iµ + C for wind on co nditions. Therefore, assuming the 

structural damping = +0.01 and using the limiting damping 

factor µ= -0.1 

I= MCI -0_0.08 slugs ft? 
211 

Knowing I= Mkt where ka = 0.017 ft' for the plate dimensions 

about a spanwise axis. 

The required mass of the oscillating plate ie then - 56 lbs. 

However, a steel plate would weigh only 17 lbs. Therefore, the 

extra inertia forces must be equal to 0.032 slugs ft2. 

By means of an inertia arm positioned on the axis of rotation 

(see Fig. 10.2) with two weights disposed at each end of the 

arm, a further 002 slugs ft2 was provided. Assuming a Strouhal 

Number of 0.5 =c (see section 10.1) it can be shown that the 

required frequency of oscillation (p) of the plate = 
0.5 x 50 - 21rr x 0.75 
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For a 'Wind Off' condition p2 =K T 

Thus K= (5.3 x 27)2 x 0.08 = 1.53 lb. ft/degree (a minimum 
torsional stiffness) 

This torsional stiffness was provided by a simple flat steel 

spring (encastre at both ends), built into the two support 

arms (see Fig. 10-3)- It can then be shovm by simple beam 

theory that the change in slope at the axis of rotation = 9ML . 
EI 

Hence the torsional spring stiffness lb. ft 48EI 
degree) ` =9x 57-3- 

Assuming E for steel = 30 x 10' x 144 lb/ft2, 

and an overall spring length L=1t and spring width b= ft, 

the spring thickness dx 12 x9x 57.3 x 24 x 1728 
2xx 48 x3xx IIM 

= 0.0538 inches 

This thickness has since proved to be an overestimate of that 

used in the experimental work (0.025"). This is not surprising, 

however, considering the approximations made in the calcu- 

lations. Other modifications were also made to the basic 

design at a later stage. 

10.4.1b The Force Measuring System 

In section 10.3, it gras mentioned that a force transducer 

unit was required to measure lift on the axis of rotation. 

The Zq derivative could then be obtained using the record of 

lift force. A strain gauge system was adopted on both support 

arms to measure this force. 
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A four active arm Wheatstone bridge arrangement was 

considered, which included eight strain gauges, i. e. four 

gauges disposed on each support arm (as shown in Fig. 10.4) 

and arranged so that lift forces and not moments were recorded. 

This ordered arrangement is discussed further in ref. 9.4. 

A typical design calculation is now given for the support 

arms, where it is reasonably assumed that the supports act as 

cantilevers fixed to the rigid main frame. At the strain gauge 

positions on the arms, the section was reduced in thickness to 

give increased sensitivity to the strain gauge arrangement, 

without seriously reducing the flexural stiffness. These 

gauge positions were also situated near the ends of the arms 

so that maximum sensitivity was attained. 

At a velocity of 50 ft. /sec. a maximum lift force of 

1.25 lbs. /support arm was anticipated with the plate set at 

20° mean incidence. Assuming a further oscillatory angular 

displacement of 20 from the mean position, the torsional moment 

becomes 1.53 lb. ft. /support arm. It can be shown using the 

moment-area method, that the lateral flexural displacement 

under maximum loading conditions = 251 1663 
EI + EI 

where I= 0_5 x (0.5) 3=1 in. 4' 
12 16x12 

. '. the deflection at the axis of rotation = 3,917 x 16 x 12 
30 x 106 

a 0.012 ins. 
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Similarly the change in slope (i. e. angular rotation at the 

axis of rotation) under maximum loading conditions is 

63. 
+278 ` 

006 
= 0.0026rads. 

In comparison with the 'apparent' plate angle of rotation, a 

maximum error of 7% would occur if the above change in slope 

is not accounted for in the true angle of plate rotation. 

This correction can be incorporated in the calibration tests 

of the rig (see section 10.5). 

With the strain gauge arrangement as shown in fig. 10.5 

it is possible to determine the maximum stress under a 

resistance strain gauge for a direct lift force of 1.25 lbs. 

(maximum) per support arm, i. e. with M=4x1.25 lb. in., 

f= 61 = 1920 lb. /in. 2, 

bd2 

With an allowable working stress of ISO, 000 lb. /in. a only 
1/ 20th of the maximum sensitivity of the strain gauge arrange- 

ý, pd with a mont is uppä. This pe pt . vIty could be . ncrýar 

reduction in the section thickness of the support arm. 

However, the flexural deflections would, as a result, increase 

and coupling between the angular and flexural displacements 

would occur. 

In addition to the brief description of the oscillating 

rig and tho above design calculations, it is now necessary to 

give s, fuller account of the structural design (see fig. 10.2)* 
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From the design calculations, the suggested mild steel test 

plate 18" span, 9" chord and J" thickness was used for all 

the experimental work. The end shafts supporting the test 

plate between the two support arms were made of I" diameter 

mild steel, reducing to 'U" at the plate edges. For a shaft 

less than i" diameter, the distortions would have proved too 

large to ignore in the calibration tests. 

With the end shafts mounted rigidly in the torsional. 

spring units, it would have been difficult to set the plate 

at a mean incidence by fixing the support arms to a quadrant. 

Therefore with the support arms each positioned 4" away from 

the plate edge, a coupling was provided in each shaft to 

accommodate the setting of mean incidence to the plate, 

without disturbing the supports. A coupling was designed with 

slots in one flange such that a mean incidence setting between 

0-35° could be held by three inset locking screws clamping both 

flanges together (see fig. 10.2). Graduations were marked on 

the one flange of a coupling, so that the moan incidence 

could be positioned accurately. 

The support arms were designed basically as suggested in 

the previous calculations (see fig. 10.6) and were mounted 

horizontally in the main support assembly by means of four 

. k"t thick plates bolted to each arm. Both arms protruded 7" 

upstream of these support plates. 
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tw 
The strain gauge arrangement was as shown in fig. 10.4. 

The gauges used were Hawker Siddeley HNR/200/0125/E with 

gauge factor 1.83, nominal resistance 200 ohms +2ö and 

physical dimensions 0.35" x 0.15". 

To ease the difficulty in aligning tho gauges on the 

reduced sections of the support arms, gauge centre lines 

were scribed around the gauge areas on the reduced sections. 

The surfaces, to which the gauges were to be fixed, were 

slightly roughened and thoroughly cleaned with acetone. The 

gauges were then cemented to the surfaces with the recommended 

adhesive, 'Durofix'. Great care was taken at this stage to 

align the gauges correctly in position and simultaneously to 

press them hard against the surfaces. Although this was only 

a five minute procedure for each gauge, it was still necessary 
to cure each one under a heating lamp for 24 hours. As a 

means of protection against humidity and accidental knocks, a 

very low modulus silicone rubber coating was liberally pasted 

over each gauge. 

Integral with the above strain gauge units on each 

support arm were mounted the flat spring stiffness assemblies 
(see fig. 10.6). Each flat spring was found to be adequate 

with dimensions 21" x i" x 0.025" although twice this thickness 

was estimated in the design calculations. Both springs were 

positioned on U-shaped formers and clamped to them using 

t 
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packing pieces and setscrews. 
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By varying the lengths of the 

springs (i. e. by altering the lengths of the packing pieces)! 

the frequency of oscillation of the plate could be sot at any 

desired value within a specified range. 

In order that the torsional spring action could be 

transmitted to the test plate, it was necessary to clamp both 

end shafts to the two flat springs. This was achieved (as 

shown in fig. 10.6) by producing a I" wide groove in the end 

shafts, four inches from the test plate. Eaoh flat spring 

was then locked in a groove by a clamping piece located by two 

setscrews and a taper pin, to eliminate any frictional move- 

ment of the spring relative to the shaft. 

One principal requirement of the oscillatory rig is that 

the angular displacement of the test plate should be recorded. 

This was achieved using a Sperry A. C. Rotary Pickoff mounted 

on the upper support arm. This device was compact, accurate 

and produced negligible frictional camping as well as an 

output signal directly proportional to shaft rotation and it 

proved ideal for this application. With this transducer 

located in the end of the upper shaft, direct angular 

displacement readings could be obtained. 

From the design calculations, it was shown that additional 

inertia was required in the oscillating system, so that the 

damping factor µ >-0.1. Therefore an inertia arm I" diameter 

I 
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.l 

and 2 ft, long (graduated in inch units along its length) was 

mounted rigidly on the lower shaft. Two accurately machined 

masses of 3 lbs, each (within 
. 015b) were positioned on the arm 

at equal lengths from the axis of rotation, thereby giving a 

pure inertial torque. Because this inertia arm was exposed to 

the wind stream, it did prove necessary to mount a curved 

windshield over it. 

10.5 Instrumentation 

In a 'free oscillation' test, three output signals were 

recorded, viz. (i) amplitude of plate rotation, (ii) frequency 

of oscillation, and (iii) effective lift force on the plate. 

These were displayed visually on a Savage and Parsons Ultra- 

Violet Paper Recorder which had galvanometers of sensitivity 

0.055,3 and 10 mA/cm movement and an internal resistance of 

80 ohms. (see fig. 10.7). 

10.5.1 Measurement of Plate Rotation 

In order to obtain the output signal for the plate 

angular rotation, it was necessary to provide a carrier signal 

at 2.4 kc/s for the rotary transducer and this was achieved by 

using a Beat Frequency Oscillator with an 80V output. Tho 

transducer produced a modulated sine wave signal whose 

amplitude was directly proportional to the angle of rotation 

and whose frequency was equal to the plate frequency. To 

obtain maximum sensitivity of the transducer it was necessary 

s 

i 

t 
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to zero its spindle position with respect to its field windings. 

This was effected by using a special spanner which rotated the 

transducer casing on the upper support arm. Before the trans- 

ducer output signal could be monitored on the UV recorder, it 

was necessary to demodulate the signal. The demodulator unit 

already installed on the main frame was found to be quite 

adequate and further details of this IG network are given in 

ref. 10.9. Similarly the attenuator previously installed on 

the frame by Birdsall (see ref. 10.9) was found to be adequate 

in limiting the current through a 0.055 mA/cm sensitive 

galvanometer of the W recorder (see fig. 10.8). Before the 

signal was finally transmitted to the W recorder, however, a 

simple low-pass filter (cut off frequency 8 c. p. s. ) was 

installed in series in order to limit the noise (see fig. 10.9). 

10.5.2 Frequency of Oscillation r. Ieasurement 

As mentioned previously, accurate measurement of plate 

frequency was necessary. This was accomplished by comparing 

(on the UV paper output) the plate frequency with that of a 

signal from a Pulse Generator (sec fig. 10.10 and 10.11). 

This generator consisted of a perspex plate with three equally 

spaced copper insets, rotated at constant speed by a small 

a. c. motor and worm reduction gearbox. Two brushes completed 

the electrical circuit to a 200 gF capacitor and l1 volt d. c. 

supply. Each time a copper insert passed between the two 

brushes, a pulse (varied in magnitude by a potentiometer) 
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was monitored through a3 rWcm sensitive galvanometer on to 

the W recorder screen (see ref. 10.10). This proved more 

suitable than the 50 c. p. s. marker in the recorder, as the 

latter obliterated the transducer signals. 

10,5.3 Measurement of Effective Lift Force 

The resistance strain gauge arrangement designed to 

I 

measure the lift force, could be used with a d. c. or a. c, 

power supply. For 200 n, 30 m type gauges a 24 volt d. e, 

power supply could be used with the 'four active arm' 

wheatstonc bridge arrangement (see fig. 10.4). It can be 

shown, however, that for a2 lb, lift force applied to the 

plate, a d. c. system would produce a 0.5 cm deflection on the 

UV recorder using the most sensitive 0.055 mA/cm galvanometer. 

Unfortunately, at the time of the experiments a stable d. c, 

amplifier was not available. Therefore, an a. c. arrangement, 

similar to that used in section 10.5.1, was used as an 

alternative and the strain gauge arrangement was excited by a 

3 kc/s, 8V S. E. Labs. Oscillator (type S. E. 511, /S). The 

output signal was superimposed on an a. c, carrier, and it had 

to be amplified and demodulated using a standard B. E. Lobs. 

Amp/Demod Unit (type S. E. 423/1). To reduce the noise level 

of the monitored signal on the W recorder, a low-pass filter 

(fig. 10.9) was used in the circuit (see fib;. 10011), With 

this arrangement, a full scale deflection of the calibrated 

effective lift force was obtained using a 0.055 mA/cm 

galvanometer. 
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10.5.4 Measurement of Phase Angle 

In order to estimate the Zq derivative, it was necessary 

to obtain the phase angle by which the lift force leads the 

angular displacement. Three attempts were made to measure 

this angle accurately: - (a) by using a phase comparator, 

(b) by Lissajous figures on an oscilloscope, (c) by direct 

estimation from the recorded truce histories. 

10.5.4a The Phase Comparitor 

A Muirhead phase comparitor was at first used to obtain 

the phase angle. This apparatus made a direct comparison of 

both the effective lift and displacement vectors. However, 

it was found that constant amplitude oscillations were 

required from both signals to give a direct reading of the 

phase angle. This of course was not possible with a decaying 

oscillation technique and as a result this method was 

discontinued. 

10.5.4b Lissajous Figures. 

Ax an alternative to the above method, the lift and 

displacement signals were fed onto the X and Y plates 

respectively of an oscilloscope. The one signal was fed in 

via an adjustable calibrated phase-shift unit, such that the 

usual Lissajous figure could then be transformed to a straight 

line by adjustment. It was found that both signals requirod 

amplification to register a figure on the oscilloscope. 

Because stable d. c. amplifiers were not available, a further 

alternative was required. 
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10.5.4c Direct Estimation from Trace Histories 

The simplest but most laborious method of direct 

estimation from the W paper records was finally used. This 

involved recording the trace histories of both signals over 

a . five second period, with a 1N paper speed of 5 inches/sec. 

For one condition of plate frequency, moan incidence and 
tunnel wind speed, this procedure was usually repeated four 

times.. 

With the aid of an accurate W paper reader it proved 

quite easy to measure the phase angle between the two super- 

imposed signals. Hence for four sets of five second trace 

histories, approximately 60 phase shifts (of good repeatability) 

were measured and averaged to give the phase angle for one 

condition of the oscillating plate. 

An unexpected inconsistency in. the effective lift sine 

curve did occur at mean incidence positions between 20-25°. 

From the static tests it was found that the plate stalled 

between 20-22°. It was therefore anticipated that the lift 

force would change sign in the above range of incidence. 

Although the flow separation over the plate resulted in an 

unsteady oscillatory lift force of greatly reduced amplitude 

compared with smaller angles of incidence, the force did not 

change sign. In view of these unsteady flow effects, 

measurements of phase angle were discontinued above a mean. 
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incidence of 150. The above inconsistencies appear to be due 

to no fault of the rig design, but more so to wind tunnel 

interference effects. At present, however, very little is 

known about wind tunnel effects on oscillating three 

dimensional wings or plates, especially for open-jet wind 

tunnels (see ref. 10,11). 

10.5.5 Wind Tunnel Interference Effects 

To confirm the existence of wind tunnel interference 

effects, similar tests were carried out with the same 

ascillatory rig mounted in the return section of a 7' x 5' 

closed section wind tunnel. The return section dimensions 

were 18' by 12' and thus the tunnel effects on the plate 

were assumed negligible. For the Mq derivative values 

obtained in the open-jet tunnel, it was found on comparison 

with results in the larger tunnel that the interference 

effects in the 3' 6" open-jet tunnel were very pronounced, 

especially near and above stall conditions (see Chapter 12). 

At the time of those latter tests, the necessary equipment 

required to obtain Zq was not available. However interference 

effects would also be apparent in the Zq derivative. 

10.6 Instrument Calibration 

This section deals with the necessary calibrations of 

the rotary transducer, the strain gauge arrangement and the 

torsional stiffness in the oscillatory system. A check was 
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also made on the intrinsic instrument phase lag between the 

effective lift force and angular displacement signals in 

'wind off' conditions. 

The calibration of the plate angular displacement was 

made with the Sperry rotary transducer connected in the 

circuit shown in fig. 10.7. With the plate displaced through 

a small angular rotation on the pickup, it was also necessary 

to account for the angular distortion of the support arms 

(see section 10.4.1b for further details). Dial indicators 

mounted on the leading and trailing edges of the vertical 

plate, and supported from the main frame, were found to be 

adequate for measurement of the actual angular displacement 

under a torque applied by a weight pulley system. Simul- 

tan. eously a comparison was made between the true rotation and 

the rotation recorded by the rotary transducer on the UV 

recorder. This was found to give a linear relationship 

between the two rotations such that a calibration of 0.25 

degrees/cm movement on the W paper was obtained for 

displacements between ± 30. 

Before a calibration test was carried out on the lift 

force measuring arrangement, a check was made to determine 

the possible applied moment interaction effects on the lift 

sensing strain gauge arrangement. This was carried out 

independently on both support arms with the plate oscillating 
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in twiid off' conditions. The upper support arm proved to 

be completely free from any interactions, even when measured 

at a higher amplification than was normally used. However 

interactions did occur on the lower support arm. These were 

thought to be due to an incorrectly positioned strain gauge. 

It was therefore decided to use the upper support arm 

arrangement only to measure the lift force. With this 

arrangement connected to the 8V a. c. supply, the test plate 

was loaded at the axis of rotation in the force direction. 

From the corresponding recording obtained on the W paper, a 

linear calibration of 0.1803 lbs/cm trace movement was 

obtained. 

With the angular rotation of the test plate previously 

calibrated, an accurate calibration of the torsional stiff- 

ness was obtained by applying a pure couple to the plate 

and measuring the true angular displacement on the UV 

recorder. A linear calibration of 80.7 lb. ft. /rad. was 

finally obtained for the torsional stiffness. 

Use of a. c. circuits to measure both the effective lift 

force and angular displacement implied inherent phase lags in 

the measuring instruments. This had to be accounted for from 

'wind off' tests so that the required aerodynamic phase lag 

was determined between the two components in 'wind on' tests. 
A 'wind off' test was then made on the oscillating plate with 
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a light spring arrangement attached to the plate to simulate 

the lift force varying with incidence. The spring stiffness 

was small so that the frequency of oscillation was not 

seriously affected. After analysing the lift force and 

displacement traces, the inherent instrument phase lag was 

such that the angular displacement lead the effective force 

vector by 319.3°. Since the frequency of oscillation for 

'wind off' test and 'wind on' tests varied less than 0.5%, 

the above phase lag was assumed for 'wind on' tests. 

10.7 The Experimental Procedure 

Throughout the experimental work, the oscillatory rig 

and tho measuring instruments remained as shown in fig. 10.6 

and 10.7. Similarly the torsional stiffness and inertia 

remained constant, although the tunnel velocity was varied 

for tests in both the open jet and closed section wind tunnels. 

Before each set of tests the instrumentation was allowed 

a 'warming up' period of an hour, after which all the power 

supplies proved quite stable. With the rig sot normal to the 

open jet tunnel axis and the plate mean incidence set at 00, 

a 'wind off' test was performed on the plate. This involved 

the manual 'bonkirig' of the plate and the recording of the 

free decaying oscillation (from amplitudes of approximately 

30) on the UV recorder at a paper speed of 50 inches/min. 

Simultaneously a pulse was generated with which to compare 
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the recorded frequency of oscillation of the plate. This 

'wind off' procedure was repeated three times to check the 

repeatability of the results. 

The previous procedure was then repeated for 'wind on' 

tests at Oo mean incidence in the 3' 6" open jet tunnel at 

a wind velocity of 38.6 ft. /sec. A resultant Strouhal 

number and Reynold number in the order of 0.4 and 1.81 x 106 

respectively were obtained for these tests. Both parameters 

were outside the design range, but the resulting derivatives 

were still considered adequate for use in the theoretical 

analyses. 

In the 'wind on' tests, ultra-violet paper recordings 

were made at two speeds. With a. speed of 50 inches/min., the 

decaying sinusoidal traces of displacement and lift force 

were recorded along with the frequency comparison pulse. 

Hence the frequency and rate of decay of oscillation could 

be accurately obtained. However, to obtain an accurate value 

of the phase angle (see section 10.6) between the components 

of lift force and angular displacement the paper speed was 

set at 5 in. /sec. At both paper speeds it was necessary to 

repeat the 'wind on' tests three or four times to obtain an 

average value of frequency of oscillation, rate of decay and 

phase angle. The variability was due to wind tunnel turbulence 

level and other unsteady effects varying slightly from one test 
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to another. However the above parameters were always within 

a scatter range of ± 5% for each test. 

To provide a complete picture, both 'wind off' and 

twind on' tests were carried out for mean incidence values 

of 22,5,71,10,12 , 15,20,25,30 and 350 and in all of 

these the trace reading measurements were only considered in 

the range I'6I = 1.5 0-0.5°. 

Similar dynamic tests were also carried out in the 

18' x 12' return section of a 7' x 5' closed section wind 

tunnel, to determine the tunnel interference effects on Mq 

(see section 10.5.5). Because the maximum tunnel velocity 

was only 30 ft. /sec., the resultant Mq derivatives wore 

obtained at a Reynolds number of 1.4 x 10' and an approximate 

Strouhal number of 0.5. 

In all cases it proved to be quite straightforward to 

determine the frequency of oscillation by comparison with the 

pulse trace. Similarly the phase angle was easily obtained 

in the first section of experimental work by the method 

discussed in section 10.5.4c. However a rather laborious 

procedure was involved when determining the rates of decay 

of the angular displacement oscillations between 101 = 1.50 

and 0.5°. (A ft+netion generator was made in order that the 

exponential trace could be distorted to a calibrated linear 

trace, but no success was obtained with the method (see 
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fig, 10.12)). This involved drawing an exponential envelope 

over the peaks of a decaying, sinusoidal amplitude of 

oscillation trace. 

Now e=e µt where p= the required damping factor 

and logs. 
oe = 0.4343 pt 

Hence, from the drawn envelope, a graph of login (amplitude) 

against time usually gave a linear slope 0.4343 µ and the 

damping factor p was obtained directly. This procedure was 

repeated for all trace recordings in both 'wind on' and 

'wind off' tests and the ensuing results for mq and zq are 

given in section 12, 
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CHAPTER 11 

SCALE MODI, DYN MIC WIND TUNNEL WORK 

Full scale tests on a single strop suspension of a pallet 

(flat plate) towed by a helicopter did not prove very satisfac- 

tory for a study of the pallet stability. This was because the 

pallet diverged quickly from an equilibrium position and was. 

promptly jettisoned before the helicopter became uncontrollable. 

In an attempt to reproduce the full scale instabilities, 

Austin and Flower (ref. 11.1) subsequently carried out scale 

model wind tunnel tests on a 12" x 6" flat plate suspended in n 

3' 6" open-jot wind tunnel. Conclusions were drawn from both 

single and twin strop suspension arrangements of the plate. 

However the majority of these were open to criticism because 

dynamically similar conditions were not obtained for the model 

and full scale pallet. Also wind tunnel interference effects 

on the model plate were thought to be appreciable, especially 

with confirmation of these effects in the oscillatory derivative 

work (see 10.5.5). Similar experimental work was carried out by 

Kitchen and Thomas (ref. 11.2) in the same tunnel, and this is 

also open to the above criticisms. 

To obtain a fuller understanding of the modes of oscilla- 

tion encountered by the previous investigators, in the absence 

or tunnel constraints, the author carried out tests on threo 
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different suspension arrangements of a flat plate. These 

tests were perfcrmod in the 18' x 12t return section of a 

7' x 5' closz; d section wind tunnel, and a 16 m. m. film was 

taken to illustrate the different modes of cscillaticn. 

11.1 Dynamic Similarity between the Model and Full Scale 

Pallet 

In order to obtain similarity in behaviour between a 

model and a full scale pallet, it is necessary that the 

geometric and dynamic scales should be the same. 

A, typical resultant force P. r. cting at the eentro of 

gravity of the pallet, can be shown to be a function of the 

following parameters: - 

VI g, Apr pap C, E, N, as 1ly o, b 

where 

= plate density, Pa. = air density, 

E= Young`s Modulus of Elasticity, N= Frequency of Oscillation, 

= Mean Incidence, b= Structural Damping, 

the remaining terms being well known. 

Using the Buckingham irtheorem, it was deduced that the 

following non-dimensional parameters must have the same valuo 

for the model and the full scale pallet: - 
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(i) a= Incidence parameter 

(i, ) Pa 
Pp = Relative density parameter 

(iti. ) Va 
= Fronde No. 

ca 

(iv) == Collar No. 

No 
_ Strouhal No. ývý 

V 

paVC 
(vi) -- = Reynolds No. 

(vii) Geometric parameter 

(viii) b8 Structural damping parameter 

The simultaneous satisfaction of aimila'ity based on the 

eight non-dimensional parameters is obviously impossible and 

therefore parameters of second order importance are ignored. 

Because only rigid modes of oscillation are considered and 

structural damping is assumed very small, Collar No. and the 

Structural damping parameter are ignored. Similarly, although 

Reynolds No. effect should be taken into account it is of 

second order importance in comparison with the remaining 

parameters. 

It is found on consideration of the remaining five 

parameters that it is impossible to eliminate another 

parameter without seriously upsetting the similarity 
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conditions. In the model tests carried out by the previous 

investigators only Froude No., Density parameter and Geometric 

parameter were considered, Incidence parameter and Strouhal 

Number being ignored. For convenience, the Froude No. and 

Density parameter were combined to give a resulting 

Aerodynamic Force/Gravitational Force similarity criterion: 

v -11 
mf 

where 8= Plate Area, M= Muss of Plate 

m indicates model and f indicates full scale pallet. 

Equation 11.1 was also assumed to satisfy the "incidence 

condition", because incidence is a function of aerodynamic and 

gravitational forces. Using the above parameter along with 

the geometrical parameter as similarity criteria, similarity 

is assumed between the model plate and the full scale pallet. 

A typical example is now given, however, to indicate the 

error in the assumed similarity above. 

With a geometric parameter of two, a linear scale factor 
1 

of 12 (i. e. 
/12 

scale model of a. 12' x 6' full scale pallet) 

a pallet mass of 200/g slugs and a model mass of 0.0715/g slugs, 

a mean incidence a of 1.50 was obtained for a full scale wind 

velocity of 94 ft. /aec. (in the theoretical stability results). 

Substitution of the above data in equation 11.1 gives 

m- SmX Mf. 
Vs 144xgx94 = OOg Vf m st 

Hence Vm = 00 x0 . 0715 = 21.4 ft. /sec. 
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It was found from wind tunnel model tests that for a 

velocity of 21.4 ft. /sec., the mean incidence of the plate 

was approximately 450. In fact it is impossible to obtain 

similarity when considering the combined relative density and 

Freude No. paramaters together with the geometrical parameter 

and the mean incidence parameter. Moreover the above 

discrepancy in mean incidence, does increase as large mean 

incidences are considered. 

If the three parameters, Froude No.,, relative density 

and. geometric parameters had been considered soparately, the 

model plate would have been made from the saune material as 

the full scale pallet (i. e. steel). A Freude No. comparison 

for geometrically similar plates would then result in the 

opposite effect to above, i. e. actual wind tunnel plate mean 

incidence would have been less than the calculated value. 

Hence for either of the above methods, similarity conditions 

are greatly in error because of thc; discrepancy in the mean 

incidences. 
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11.2 Wind Tunnel Model Tests 

As a result of the inadequacy of wind tunnel dynamic 

experiments, no serious investigations were made to confirm 

the theoretical stability results obtained in Chapter 13. 

However, it was thought worthwhile to proceed with a limited 

number of tests on a suspended flat plate, in order that the 

form of the instabilities, if any, could be established. An 

indication of the true full scale modes of oscillation might 

then be established. Tests were thus carried out on the 

following forms of plate suspension: - 

(1) Single Strop, (2) Twin Strop (bifilar), and (3) 

Trapezoidal as shown in fig. 11.1. A flat plate with 

dimensions 12" span, 6" chord and i" thick Auld weight 

0.0715 lbs was suspended in the 18' x 12' closed working 

section of a 7' x 5' wind tunnel. The upper strop length 

was usually 2= 611 to 3' 0" long, whilst the corresponding 

normal distance between the pinto centre of gravity and 

the lifting bar (or hook) glas 6" to 1' oil. For all the 

tests the velocity range was 0-30 ft. /sec. 

L 
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11.2.1 The Single Strop Suspension 

The results obtained from these tests were the same 

regardless of the strop length variations. For velocities 

of 7 ft. /sec, and less, the plate remained in a steady 

position. An increase in velocity above 7 ft. /sec. resulted 

in a longitudinal flutter mode which increased in severity 

and frequency (approx. 6 c. p. s. ) until a velocity of 

13 ft. /see. was reached. This flutter mode consisted of a 

rotary oscillation about the plate centre of gravity together 

with a small translational movement (see fig. 11.2). At this 

stage the drag or backswing angle was approximately 20°. 

Above 13 ft. /sec. however, a definite transition to a pure 

autorotational oscillation about the plate longitudinal axis 

occurred (approx. 3 c. p. s. ). Oscillations continued in the 

mode up to 17 ft. /sec., whereupon a further transition to a 

pure yawing mode occurred (approx. 2 c. p. s. ) at an approximate 

drag angle of 30°. Occasionally in this mode the plate yawed 

quite severely and as a result diverged into the wind, where- 

upon it 'flipped` over at the zero incidence position. 

11.2.2 Twin Strop Suspension (bifilar) 

Similar tests to those mentioned above were also carried 

out with a bifilar suspension of the flat plate (see fig. 11, J), 

As anticipated the flutter mode occurred in a similar range of 

velocity as the single strop arrangement. The upper end of 
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V. 

this range was extended to approximately 22 ft. /sec. The 

0 drag angle at this speed was approximately 0 Above this 

velocity a transition to a pure low frequency, yawing mode 

occurred. With short (211) lifting bars, the mode was 

particularly severe, but amplitudes were reduced considerably 

as the lifting bar length was increased. (This, of course, 

is what we should have expected since an increase in the 

lifting bar length increases the torsional restoring moment 

in yaw) . These lateral oscillations were not, however, 

obtained from the theoretical results in chapter 13, because 

lateral stability was predicted for nearly all the 

configurations. 

11.2.3 Trapezoidal Suspension 

With the above suspension arrangements, a strong 

longitudinal flutter oscillation was encountered (for small 

angles of mean incidence of the pallet), in both the 

theoretical and wind tunnel work. In order to eliminate this 

instability without making additions to the basic arrangement 

(i. e. using a drogue chute), an additional structural 

constraint was imposed on the plate using the suspension 

shown in fig. 11.1. With this suspension arrangement it was 

found necesaary to set an initial negative incidence to the 

suspended plate (with the wind off) so that vertical gusts 

did not cause the pl-: te to 'flip' over. 
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From the winch tunnel tests carried out with this 

arrangement, in a velocity range 0-30 ft. /sec., it was found 

at all speeds that the arrangement remained completely steady 

in the airstream, even for a lifting bar length of 2", 

However, below this length there was an indication of the 

flutter mode experienced in the two other suspension arrange- 

ments. Also in comparison with the previous suspension 

arrangements the backswing or drag angle was greatly reduced. 

From these tests it appeared that a stable arrangement for 

suspending the pallet has. been found. Subsequent theoretical 

results, have also indicated the plate to be completely stable 

for certain configurations. 
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CHAPTER 12 

THE EXPERI! ENTAL RESULTS 

AND DERIVATIVE INFORMATION 

12.1 General 

A series of results are given here for a flat plate of 

rectangular planform (with square edges) and aspect ratio 2. 

These results include information from both static and 

dynamic wind tunnel experiments, together with aerodynamic 

derivative data obtained from 'lifting line' theory. For 

convenience, the static wind tunnel results leading to certain 

derivative terms are discussed initially and the dynamic wind 

tunnel results are later included with the required set of 

longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic derivative information. 

12.2 The Static Wind Tunnel Results 

A comprehensive set of results is given in figures 12.1 

.... 12.7 which includes the six components of force and 

moment acting on a flat plate (of aspect ratio 2) for a wide 

range of incidence and yaw angles. The variation in both 

angles is rather excessive (0 -400) in comparison to the 

information required, i. e. incidence range of 0- 210 and yaw 

angle range 0- 10°. However, because of the paucity of 

information on flat plates of low aspect ratio, together with 
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the requirements of data suitable for further investigations 

into the stability of a yawed pallet, a wide range of results 

is obtained. Variations in aspect ratio or plate thickness 

are not considered here, although the experimental apparatus 

has been designed to accommodate these further parameters. 

In fig. 12.1 a plot of lift coefficient, CL, against 

incidence is shown for various angles of yaw of a flat plate. 

Al]. , three parameters are measured in the usual senses, as in 

aircraft stability work, these being defined in Chapter 9. 

The curves are only slightly non-linear up to stall conditions, 

although they become increasingly non-linear above the stall 

position. In comparison with Scholz'work (ref. 9.2) on flat 

plates (with a leading edge section similar to that shown in 

fig. 12.1) the curves are satisfactory, although the results 

in ref. 9.2 indicate weak non-linearities near 00 incidence. 

These effects would be due to the plate thickness, because 

the span/thickness ratio is approximately 100 compared with 

L. 8 in the present investigations. 

Figure 12.1 shows the stall position of the plate to be 

21°, when wind tunnel interference effects are accounted for 

and this compares quite favourably with results in references 

9.1 and 9.2. Furthermore, in the investigations carried out 

by Winter (ref. 9.1) on flat plates with square edges, 

Reynolds' number effects are shown to be negligible for the 
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velocity range considered here. 

The results for the yawed plate follow the anticipated 

trends, because the lift curve slope is only altered slightly 

in the incidence range 0- 15° when the plate is yawed (see 

ref. 12.3). However, above 150 incidence an increase of yaw 

angle delays the stall position to the extent that for a yaw 

angle of 40°, the stall position is 26°. In addition, the 

strength of the trailing vortices suppress the flow separation 

on the leading edge (in a similar manner to a delta wing) and 

as a result larger values of CL are obtained. 

The drag coefficient against incidence curve shown in 

fig. 12.2 gives a remarkably constant CD curve for all values 

of yaw, considered in the incidence range 0- 200. However, 

above the stall position there is a definite divergence of 

the curves which is mainly due to the increase of form drag 

with a corresponding increase in yaw angle. Similarly at 

00 incidence and yaw the value of CD is greatly dependent on 

the form drag resulting from the plate thickness. This is 

confirmed by ref. 9.2, where for the plate with a span/thick- 

ness ratio of 100, a value of "02 is given for CD. 

Throughout the wind tunnel experiments the pitching 

moment coefficient Cm (see fig. 12.3) is measured about the 

half chord axis as this is more convenient for the 

substitution of data into the analyses. In comparison with 
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Cm measured about the quarter chord line, the results are very 

non-linear and open to criticism, even when directly used to 

determine derivative data for small perturbation theory. For 

these initial stability investigations, this point is over- 

looked because the pitching moment coefficient is not used in 

the important derivative terms. 

As anticipated, an increase in yaw angle affects the 

pitching moment coefficient quite appreciably, as experienced 

previously with the lift coefficient. 

Fig. 12.4 shows the CN against incidence curves (for 

zero yaw) obtained by Winter (ref. 9.1), Scholz (ref. 9.2) 

and the present writer. The agreement is seen to be good. 

Also, a measure of the centre of pressure position (e) with 

respect to the plate centre of gravity at 00 yaw is given. 

This is estimated in the usual manner knowing the lift, drag 

and pitching moment coefficients at a set incidence. At 00 

incidence, this compares favourably with the theoretical 

estimate of 0.22 - 0.25 for a flat plate of infinitesimal 

thickness (see ref. 12.1). 

The results for the side force coefficient C C. against 

yaw angle (see fig. 12.5) for various values of incidence 

appear to be of a similar order to those given in refs. 7.8 

and 12.2, although a direct comparison is not possible 

because a different order of rotations is adopted here for 

convenience. 
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It is apparent that between 00 and 60 incidence the 

effects of yaw on the side force are not large, although a 

further increase of incidence to the stall point increases 

the side force appreciably. The Cy term is clearly dependent 

on the induced flow over the plate tips (see ref. 12.3). At 

finite angles of yaw (in the usual positive sense) the 

induced effects will be greater on the port side than on the 

starboard side because of a 'shadow' effect. Hence side 

forces will result from this asymmetric induced loading and 

will increase with increase of incidence up to the stall 

position. However, it is apparent from fig. 12.5 that they 

break down at post stall incidences. 

In addition to the induced forces, a component of side 

force will also act on the plate due to form drag. At small 

angles of yaw these act in a negative y direction. However, 

at large yaw angles it is apparent (especially at a large 

incidence - see fig. 12.5) that the force then acts in a 

positive y direction as a result of the port side of the 

plate contributing to force. Hence for the 10.30 incidence 

curve, the side force coefficient changes sign as shown in 

fig. 12.5. 

A similar set of results to the above is determined for 

the rolling moment coefficient C1 against yaw angle for 

various incidence values (see fig. 12.6). Owing to the 
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asymmetric induced loading acting on the yawed plate at 

incidence, unequal lift is set up on the two halves of the 

plate. Thus a nett rolling moment occurs about a wind x-axis. 

Clearly, the induced loading contributes mainly to this 

component because it is at a maximum at the stall incidence 

and decreases as the incidence is increased beyond stall. 

Figure 12.7 shows curves of the yawing moment coefficient 

Cn plotted against yaw angles for various values of incidence. 

This moment is dependent on the local induced drag on the two 

halves of the plate, and is therefore dependent on the induced 

lift (and associated with rolling moment). As a result, the 

asymmetric loading on the plate creates a yawing moment about 

a wind axis and this moment therefore increases with increase 

of yaw angle in an incidence range 0- 210 (see fig. 12-7)t 

but thereafter generally decreases as incidence increases. 

From the results of the lateral force and moment 

coefficients against yaw angle, it is apparent that the 

curves are reasonably linear for a yaw angle in the range 

0- 10° and hence satisfactory estimations can be made of the 

non-dimensional derivatives y,, 1,, n, for the incidence 

range considered. Also, by the method discussed in Chapter 7, 

I! il 

the yv, lv, ny, y¢,, l¢ and r derivatives can be determined 

using the results given in figures 12.1 to 12.7. 
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12.3 The Aerodynamic Derivative Information 

The derivative data included here is derived by experi- 

mental techniques, determined with lifting line theory or 

alternatively estimated on quasi-static assumptions. In the 

majority of cases (see Chapter 7) data are not available to 

make even an approximate comparison. This is undoubtedly 

because the derivatives are never estimated for rectangular 

wings with an aspect ratio less than four. Hence only a brief 

account of some of the derivatives is given here, since direct 

comparisons are not possible. 

The longitudinal stiffness derivatives at 00 yaw, derived 

from figures 12.1 to 12.3 and developed on wind axes, are 

shown in fig. 12.8. With an increase of incidence as (i. e. 

leading edge down) below the stall condition, the non- 

dimensional ze and me derivatives decrease appreciably in 

magnitude whilst at the same time xe increases. However, it 

is found in the 'derivative importance' tests that these terms 

have negligible effects on stability in the present problem 
(see Chapter 13). 

Furthermore, in fig. 12.9 the longitudinal damping 

derivatives at 00 yaw (based on quasi-static assumptions) are 

derived from figs. 12.1 to 12.3 and illustrated for an 

incidence range 0- 1i. 0°, although they are required up to the 

stall incidence only. It is apparent that the . "; W, z 
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derivatives., together with the nn derivative above 100 

incidence are negative below the stall position, whilst the 

remaining zu, mu and xw terms are always positive. However, 

from the 'derivative importance' tests (see Chapter 13), the 

; -u derivative is, generally, far more important than the 

others in affecting the longitudinal stability of the system. 

Hence the mu and mw derivatives (determined from the non- 

linear curves in fig. 12.3) are of secondary importance in 

these initial stability investigations. 

The importance of the non-dimensional mq and zq rotary 

damping derivatives at 00 yaw has been mentioned previously 

in Chapters 7 and 10. Curves of these terms are shown in 

fig. 12.10 for Strouhal and Reynolds' numbers approximating 

to the required values (given in Chapter 10). 

For the mq derivative two curves are available for 

cor, ent: - The 'uncorrected' curve is obtained from experi- 

mental dynamic work carried out in the 3'6" open-jet wind 

tunnel, whilst the 'corrected' curve is similarly obtained 

from work carried out in an 18' x 12' closed working section. 

Although the two curves are determined at slightly different 

Strouhal and Reynolds' numbers, this is thought to have a 

negligible effect on the derivatives. Hence, for reasons 

unknown at present, the former tunnel imposed a premature 

stalling effect on the freely oscillating plate set at 
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incidence. Unfortunately, this cannot be confirmed by 

recourse to previous investigations, because there is a 

scarcity of information on three dimensional wind tunnel 

effects for oscillating models (see ref. 10.11). Since the 

interference effects are negigible in the 18' x 12' working 

section, the corresponding results are used in the analyses. 

At 00 incidence the mq derivative is in good agreement 

with a theoretical estimate of -0.101 given by Glauert in 

ref. 10.2 and an experimental value of -0.13 given for 

similar Strouhal and Reynolds' numbers by Acum in ref. 7.2. 

However, values are not given of the mq derivative at finite 

incidences, except in ref. 10.5 where results are obtained 

for a rectangular cambered wing (A. R. 2) in the incidence 

range 0- 100. These do not compare with the results in 

fig. 12.10 because they are negative throughout, whereas the 

values here become very positive above 20 incidence. It 

would appear, therefore, that the profile (i. ea square leading 

edge) has a very important bearing on both the sign and 

magnitude of this derivative. 

The zq derivative shown in fig. 12,10 is only determined 

experimentally in the 3'6" open-jet wind tunnel and therefore 

the derivative remains uncorrected for wind tunnel inter- 

ference effects. Because of the unsteady flow effects (see 

section 10.5.4c) acting on the oscillating plate when 
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approaching the stall position, values of zQ are determined 

only for an incidence range of 0- 150. However, a line is 

continued to the stall point (based on quasi-static 

assumptions) where zq would be zero (see Chapter 10). It 

can then be conveniently used for any incidence in the 

incidence range of the longitudinal stability investigations. 

It is apparent in fig. 12.10 that zq remains negative 

throughout the range of incidence investigated. Unfortunately 

this cannot be confirmed completely by recourse to previous 

investigations, although Glauert determined a theoretical 

value of -0.382 for zq based on a steady rotation of the 

plate at 00 incidence. 

The lateral damping and stiffness derivatives shown in 

figs. 12.11 and 12.12 are given, based on both wind and 

principal axes in the incidence range 0- 15°. Except for 

the non-dimensional derivatives nr and lp, which compare 

favourably with those in ref. 7.10, there are no other 

derivative data available (for aspect ratio 2 flat plates or 

wings) with which the remaining terms can be compared, 

Except for the rip lp, nr, 1r derivatives, however, the 

remaining terms are derived from the static wind tunnel 

results given in figs. 12.1 to 12.7, where the general form 

of the latter is in agreement with previous investigations. 
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CHAPTER 1 

RESULTS OF TAM ANALYTICAL STUDIES 

The results included in this chapter are derived from 

stability investigations for the three types of suspension 

of the pallet. An immense amount of data has been 

accumulated and' because of the limited space available, 

only typical results are shown. 

In an effort to explain the mechanism of instability 

encountered with the single strop suspension of a pallet, 

discussions of the separate longitudinal and lateral 

analyses are presented. The results obtained for these two 

types of motion are discussed more simply when further 

separated into the various modes of oscillation. Subsequent 

brief discussions (similar to the above) are also included 

for the twin strop and trapezoidal nonfigurations. 

For the longitudinal and lateral analyses there are 

generally two and three modes of oscillation respectively. 

However, in some cases, subsidences and divergencies occur 

as substitutes for oscillatory modes. 

13.1 The Single Strop Configuration 

Longitudinal and lateral stability investigations have 

been carried out for the single strop configuration in a 

similar manner to that described in chapter 6. Purth©rmore 

the results were obtained for a variety of parameters (see 
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section 6.2.1). These parameters include the pallet weight 

(mag) 
, lift'Ing hook weight (mfg) j strop length (di) 

, normal 

length between the hook and pallet (da) and the 'steady 

state' incidence (a. ) of the pallet. 

13.1.1 The Longitudinal Moden 

At this stage it must be mentioned that the longitudinal 

theories derived for the single and twin strop configurations 

(see chapter 4) are, identical and therefore the results given 

here are applicable to both. 

Two separate longitudinal modes of oscillations are. 

obtained. These are (a) mode 1-a low frequency 'pendulum' 

mode involving rotation about the helicopter attachment 

point(s), and (b) mode 2-a high frequency 'flutter' mode 

involving rotary motion about the pallet centre of gravity 

with only a small translational movement of the pallet. No 

system displayed either a divergence or subsidence. 

13.1. la Mode 1 

In this low frequency 'pendulum' mode of oscillation 

it is apparent from fig. 33.1 (where tho non-dimensional 

damping factor r1 is plotted against forward velocity V) 
that r1 is negative and therefore for the velocity range 
considered the mode of oscillation is quite stable and small 
disturbances aro damped out. It is also apparent that the 
degree of stability increases with velocity upto a point,. 
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It is shown in fig. 13.1 that for all forward speeds 

of the helicopter, an increase of d1 appears to have a 

destabilising effect on the pendulum mode. The effect is 

more apparent for smaller lengths of da, i. e. 25 ft. The 

variation of the length d2 has a similar effect on stability 

as the length dl, although this is only noticeable at 

higher velocities (as shown in fig. 13.1). 

Although illustrative data is not given, the results 

show that for a pallet weight 5 50 lbs the effects on the 

damping factor r1 of varying the weight of the lifting hook 

(in the range 0.5 - 10 lbs) a: e negligible. However, it is 

likely that when the weights of the hook and pallet 

approach each other, the effects would not be negligible. 

Furthermore, an independent increase of the pallet weight, 

between 50 and 1000 lbs appears to have an insignificant 

destabilising effect on the mode of oscillation in comparison 

with variations of d1 or d2. Therefore, the resultd show 

that the more stable configuration is with d1 = d2 = 25 ftP 

msg = 0.5 lbs and m2g = 50 lbs for the range of variables 

considered. 

In fig, 13.2 a plot of the non-dimensional frequency 

parameter e, is given for a variety of pallet weights whon 

mag =5 lbs, d1 = da = 50 ft. This plot is a typical 

example and is given in order that a comparison can be made 

between the various longitudinal and lateral frequencies of 
the various configurations. 
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An attempt is made to give a brief resume of the 

important derivative terms for this oscillatory mode. 

Fig. 13.3 is given as a typical example, where the most 

important derivatives are illustrated. It must be realised 

that the figure gives, only a relative (not absolute) 

representation of the derivatives for a particular 

combination of the physical parameters (see section 6.1). 

From fig. 13.3 it is obvious that the non-dimensional 

damping derivatives xu, zu, xvf and zW are the important 

terms for this mode, although zu, xtiv and zyI assume only 

minor importance in the low velocity regime. All other 

non-dimensional damping and stiffness derivatives are 

insignificant, Hence if the quasi-static assumptions 

are questioned when deriving xu, zu, Xy and zW, it would 

be worthwhile to obtain their correct values for the true 

ranges of Reynolds and Strouha]. numbers. 

13.1. lb Mode 2 

In relation to the 'pendulum' mode, thin is a high 

frequency ('flutter') mode of oscillation (see fig. 13.2 and 

3.3.6) and the frequency for the full scale system could 

be of the order of 1 c. p. s. Unfortunately, it is possible 

to show only a small proportion of the many results, 

obtained for this mode. 

For the chosen eombinstion of parameters, the system 

becomes unstable (i. e, ra > 0) for forward speeds in 

excess of 214 f'b. /sec. when considering the worst 
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arrangement, i. e. mfg = 0.5 lbs, mag = 50 lbs, di = 25 ft, 

da = 25 ft. This trend in the results is clearly confirmed 

in figs 13.4 where a plot of the non-dimensional damping 

factor, r2, against forward velocity, V. is given. Parther- 

more, fig. 13) shows that for a general increase in the 

distance between the helicopter and pallet (in the range 

of 50 ft - 200 ft) there is a corresponding reduction in 

the damping factor r2. An increase of the lifting hook 

weight, mfg, from 0.5 lbs to 10 lbs also has a large 

reducing effect on r2. 

Prom the results given by the typical graph fig. 13.4, 

a graph of critical velocity (i. e. with r2 = 0) against 

the pallet weight is given in fig. 13.5. This shows the 

critical velocity to be unaffected due to variations of 

the strop length dam, when the pallet weight is in the 

range 50 - 1000 lbs. On the other hand, an increase in 

the strop length dd between 25 ft and 100 ft has the 

effect of increasing the critical velocity for all the 

pallet weights considered. This effect is more pronounced 

when the lifting hook weight is 10 lbs rather than 0.5 lbs. 

Therefore an increase of mg between 0.5 lbs and 10 lbs 

increased the value of the critical velocity, and the most 

stable configuration is with di = 25 ft to 100 fts 

dß = 100 ft and rag = 10 lbs for the ranges of parameters 

considered. 
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As before, a plot of the non-dimensional. frequency 

parameter sß (see fig. 13.6) against forward velocity is, 

given for comparison with other oscillatory modes. 

Investigations have been made to ascertain the more 

important stability derivatives for the 'flutter' mode of 

oscillation. The complete set of longitudinal derivatives 

has been considered, but only the important terms are 

shown in fig. 13.7. where a plot of the relative derivative 

importance is given against forward velocity. 

It is clear from the results obtained that the mq 

damping derivative is extremely important in the stable 

and unstable regimes of velocity. For small velocities 

in the stable regime, only the mq derivative is important. 

However, with increase of velocity up to and including the 

unstable regime of velocity it is generally apparent that 

the zq damping derivative has an effect equally as 

important as the mq term. It would seem therefore that 

justification has been given for deriving both the nit, and 

zq terms for the correct ranges of Reynolds and Strouhal 

numbers. 

In the various configurations investigated tq and 

zq are of prime importance, although as is shown in fig. 

13.7 other derivatives of lesser importance also have 

strong stabilising and destabilising effects which cannot 
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be neglected. This is illustrated for two configurations 

in fig. 13.7, However a closer study of the importance of 

the derivative effects on stability is ignored here because 

of the limited time available. 

13.1.2 The Lateral Modes 

There are usually three lateral modes of oscillation 

of the pallet. These are found to be (a) mode 1-a low 

frequency yawing mode at low velocities which combines with 

a lateral pendulum displacement at higher velocities; 

(b) mode 2-a moderate frequency lateral pendulum mode 

which changes to a combined yawing-pendulum mode at higher 

velocities, and (c) mode 3-a short period lateral mode 

(comparable with the longitudinal flutter mode) with only 

a. small translational movement of the pallet, 

13.1.2a Mode I 

This mode of oscillation comprises a predominant 

yawing motion for all forward speeds, although at high 

values of incidence for each configuration (i. e. ae > l00) 

the yawing motion combines with n small pendulum sidealip 

displacement (of both masses). For small disturbances the 

mode remains completely stable, but for large diaturbancos 

instability is likely owing to the lack of structural 

constraint on the yawing displacement. 

For the pallet weights considered in those inv©ctiga. 

tions it appears that variations in the structural 

parameters mfg, di and da have negligible effects on the 
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damping in the system. It is necessary therefore to 

illustrate one set of stability curves for a configuration 

(see fig. 13.3). From this figure it is apparent that the 

minimum non-dimensional denping factor r1 is -0.018 for 

all pallet weights, The damping factor for a. pallet 

weight of 50 lbs tends to remain at this value for higher 

angles of incidence than does that for a pallet weight of 

1000 lbs. 

In addition to the previous figure, a graph is given 

of the non-dimensional frequency parameter si against 

forward velocity (see fig. 13.9) for the typical structural. 

arrangement when mfg - 5,0 ibs, d1 = d2 a 50 ft. A compar- 

ison with other graphs of frequency parameter shows this 

particular graph to be somewhat unusual. This would appear 

to be due to the dimensional frequency parameter's strong 

dependence on forward velocity as a result of the yawing 

constraint being purely aerodynamic. 

A derivative importznce investigation has been carried 

out on this mode of oscillation, and as shown in fig. 13.10 

the expected result is obtained. That is, the lateral 

damping derivative nr is predominantly important for the 

complete velocity range of all configurations conaid©r©d. 

It is interesting to note, however, that at higher values 

of incidence (and, of course, velocity) where the modal 
form changes from a pure yawing motion to a combined 
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yawing and small sideslip motion, the damping derivative nv 

becomes important (see fig. 13.10). Furthermore, fig. 13.10 

illustrates the importcnce of the stiffness derivatives y*, 

no, n,, ]* and yo at higher forward velocities in this 

particular mode. 

13.1.2b Mode 2 

The mode of oscillation is found to be of an oscillatory 

lateral pendulum nature at small forward velocities, but 

changes to a combined yawing-pendulum mode at higher 

velocities. This transition seems to occur for all the 

pallet weights considered, when the 'steady statet incidence 

is in the range lo - 30. For values of incidence greater 

than 30, the yawing displacement is predominant over the 

sideslip displacement. Furthermore, except for small 

values of incidence, i. e. < 1° (see fig. 13.11), the mode 

is generally unstable for all the configurations considered. 

The importance of the structural paremotoro ml g, m2 t 
di and da on the stability of this lateral mode are 

illustrated in fig. 13.12 whore a plot of critical velocity 

(i. e. rß = 0) against the range of pallet woight is given. 

Prom a detailed comparison of the results it in found that 

the weight of the lifting hook (mag has tt negligible 

effect on the ä-upping in the system for the rango of 

pallet weights considered. On the other hand, figs 13.11 

and 13,12 show that an increase in the pallet weight 
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between 50 - 1000 lbs has a ytabilieing effect on the mode 

and correspondingly increases the value of critical velocity. 

Fig. 13.12 also shows that an increase in the strop lengths 

di or da have a moderately destabilising effect on the 

system. 

In comparison with the previous mode it is found that 

(from fig. 13.9 and 13.13) the non-dimensional frequency 

parameter for mode 2 is generally larger, and the typical 

curves adopt the more usual shape found with other strop 

arrangements. In fact they compare quite favourably with 

those of the longitudinal mode l of the single and twin strop 

arrangements (fig. 13.2) . 

It is interesting to note from fig. 13.14, where a 

plot of relative derivative importance is given against 

forward velocity, that a large number of lateral damping 

and stiffness derivatives assume importance. Although one 

configuration only is shown, the curves given are typical 

of those for other configurations considered. The yv, lp, 

1. and nv damping dorivatives are clearly the most important 

derivatives at small and moderate velocities. At higher 

velocities the damping derivative nr becomes mo1o important 

because of tho combined yawing-sideslip motion. Ito 

importance is secondary, however, in comparison with the 

stiffness derivatives, yy, no, y*, 1 *0 
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13.1.2c Mode 

This mode of oscillation is a 'short-period' mode and 

is similar in form to the 'flutter mode ' in the previous 

longitudinal studies, because it consists of a rotary 

motion about the longitudinal axis of the pellet (with only 

small translational movements of the pallet). In contrast 

to the two previous lateral modes, this modal form remains 

the same throughout the range of the investigations. 

Whilst the mode always remains stable, the degree of 

damping in the system depends greatly on most of the 

structural parameters. This is illustrated in fig. 13.15 

whore. a comparison is made between the most stable and 

lightly damped arrangements. 

Although detailed results are not shovin, it is found 

that increases of both the lifting hook weight (mag) and 

the strop length d2 above 0.5 lbs and 25 ft respectively 

have strong destabilising effects on the mode. On the 

other hand variations in the strop length c' have negligible 

effects on stability. Also fig. 13.15 shows the increase 

of the pallet weight (mag) to have a stabilising effect on 

the lateral mode. 

Having analysed the importance of tho derivntivoß on 

this mode it has proved unnecessary to give an illustration 

of their rolativo values. Thin is bocauso tho &unping 
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derivative : Lp is predominantly important throughout iahe 

investigations. All the other derivative terms are 

completely negligible. 

Finally fig. 13.16 shows a typical forra of the non- 

dimensional frequency parameter (s3) against forward 

velocity curves for this particular mode of oscillation. 

&s usual, the typical arrangement of mg =5 lbs, 

d1 = d$ = 50 ft is considered. 

The results obtained so far for the single strop 

configuration have been discussed separately for the 

longitudinal and lateral modes; assuming small disturbances 

throughout. However, for the unstable modes with oscilla- 

tions of increasing amplitude, it is obvious that second 

order terms (previously neglected) increase in importance 

and coupling would most probably occur between the 

lcngitudinal and lateral oscillations, especially if the 

modes are of similar frequency. For these present investi- 

gations: modes of common frequency only are considered 

briefly, although it is realised that non-linear coupling 

could occur between two modes having frequencies related 

by integral multiplying factors. 

From a comparison of the frequencies for tho 

longitudinal and lateral ! short periods modes of oscilla- 

tion (see fig. 13.6 and 13,16) it is apparent that the 
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derivative : gyp is predominantly important throughout the 

investigations. All the other derivative terms are 

completely negligible. 

Finally fig. 13.16 shows a typical form of the non- 

dimensional frequency parameter (s3) against forward 

velocity curves for this particular mode of oscillation. 

As usual, the typical arrangement of mg =5 lbs, 

di = d8 = 50 ft is considered. 

The results obtained so far for the single strop 

configuration have been discussed separately for the 

longitudinal and lateral modes; assuming small disturbances 

throughout. However, for the unstable modes with oscilla- 

tions of increasing amplitude, it is obvious that second 

order terms (previously neglected) increase in importance 

and coupling would most probably occur between the 

lcngitudinal and lateral oscillations, especially if the 

modes are of similar frequency. For these present investi- 

gations, modes of common frequency only are considered 

briefly, although it is realised that non-linear coupling 

could occur between two modes having frequencies related 

by integral multiplying factors. 

From a comparison of the frequencies for the 

longitudinal and lateral 'short period' modes of oscilla. 

tion (see fig. 13.6 and 13,16) it is apparent that the 
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longitudinal mode has unstable properties and both modes 

have very similar ranges of frequency. It is therefore 

likely that coupling would occur between the two modes. 

This would result in an oscillatory divergence that could 

be similar to the instability encountered with the full 

scale pallet. 

Furthermore, non-coupling could occur between the 

longitudinal 'pendulum' mode and the unstable lateral 

mode 2 (see fig. 13.2 and 13.13), because both modes of 

oscillation are in a similar frequency range. Clearly, 

the extension of these initial investigations is beyond 

the scope of the work here, although these coupling 

effects should not be ignored when more detailed studies 

are carried out. 

In an effort to eliminate the instabilities eneoun. 

tered in the lateral considerations of the single strop 

configuration, the twin strop configuration is considered 

because it imposes a constraint on the yawing and rolling 

displacements of the lifting bar and pallet, 

13.2 The Twin Strop Configuration 

A wide range of promising results has been obtained 

for the twin strop configuration using a similar method 
to that adopted for the single strop configuration (see 

chapter 6). In addition to the previous variables, the 

4 
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lifting bar length (2a) is also considered in the range 

6 ft to 18 ft. Furthermore, special attention is given 

to the particular case where the lifting bar length 

approximates to the span of the pallet, i. e. 12 ft. (The 

reason for this is given later in this chapter). As 

mentioned previously' the longitudinal modes of the single 

and twin strop configurations are identical - hence, the 

lateral modes only are studied here. 

13.2.1 The Lateral Modes 

As with the single strop, three lateral modes are 

evident here. No arrangement displays either a divergence 

or subsidence at any forward velocity considered. The 

three modes are: - (a) mode 1-a low frequency stable 

mode which has a predominant lateral pendulum action for a 

range of small to moderate velocities (although at higher 

velocities the modal form is a combined sideslip - yawing 

displacement), (b) mode 2 -- a low frequency stable or 

unstable yawing mode throughout the range of velocities 

investigated, (c) mode 3-a high frequency stable mode of 

a similar form to the third lateral mode of the single 

strop configuration. In this the pallet rotates about a 

longitudinal axis in a rolling sense whilst executing only 

small translational movements. 
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13.2.1a Mode 1 

This lateral mode has a pendulum motion of 'steady 

state' incidences up to 30, but above 30 the motion changes 

to a combined yawing-sideslip form. A comparison should be 

made with the lateral mode 2 of the single strop arrange- 

ment which shows the some trend. Whilst the latter 

arrangement appears to have a generally unstable form, the 

corresponding mode of the twin strop arrangement remains 

stable for the greater part of the investigations (see fig. 

13.17). It is apparent, therefore, that the constraint 

imposed on both yawing and rolling displacements of the 

lifting bar and pallet gives an improvement in the 

stability of the system. 

If we refer to fig. 13.17 we observe a measur© of the 

non, -dimensional damping factor ri and its dependence on 

thu structural parameters. A more detailed examination of 

the results is therefore necessary. 

It has become apparent from those investigations that 

the lifting bar length (2a) has an important bearing on 

the stability of the twin strop configuration and that, in 

the mange of lengths considered, i. e. 6 ft to 3.8 ft, an 

increase in length has a distinct dostabilising effect on 
the system at high values of incidence (i. o. greater than 

100). In fact the occasional configuration becomes 
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unstable when the lifting bar length is 18 ft and the 'steady 

stater incidence 150. Otherwise at incidences below 100, an 

increase in length between 6- 18 ft is not so markedly 

destabilising. It is clear, however, that further investi- 

gations must be made on this point to determine the optimum 

length between 0 and 18 ft where maximum damping occurs. 

Prom fig 13.17 it is shovm that the effect of increasing 

the pallet weight (mag) appears to shift a. particular curve 

of damping into a higher velocity range. Further, variation 

of the lifting bar weight (mg) has a negligible effect on 

stability for the range of structural param©ters considered. 

It has also been found that an increase in the strop length 

d1 between 25 ft and 100 ft has a marked stabilising effect 

for all configurations. This is more apparent for a lifting 

bar length of 6 ft than for a bar of length 18 ft. Further- 

more, an increase in the length da between 25 ft and 100 ft 

has a destabilising effect on the mode and this effect 

increases with an incroase in the strop length di. 

Reference to the corresponding mode of the single strop 

arrangement illustrates the fact that an increase of dl or 
d2 has a destabilising effect. In conclusion, therefore., 

for the range of parameters considered, the most heavily 

damped system is that in which the lifting bar longth'and 

strop lengths di sind d2 are 6 ft, 100 ft and 25 ft 

respectively. 
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As previously, a plot of the non-dimensional frequency 

parameter (s1) is given in fig. 13.18 for the case 

myg _5 lbs, 2a = 12 ft and d1 = do = 50 ft. A discussion 

on the importance of the frequency parameter is given later. 

Because of the importance of this lateral mode, it is 

worthwhile to make a brief investigation into the relative 

importance of the derivatives. A graph is therefore given 

in fig. 13.19 of the important terms. This shows the 

general case where at small forward velocities tho damping 

derivative yv is predominantly important. This is expected 

in view of the sideslip motion at low velocities. As the 

velocity increases, so the mode changes to a combined 

yawing-sideslip motion and the derivative nv takes on 

importance - as shown in fig. 13.19. In addition to this 

term, however, the stiffness derivatives yo and y, become 

important with the increase in forward velocity. The 

remaining derivative terms are consistently negligible in 

-comparison for the range of lifting bar lengths considered. 

Although the derivatives (yv, nv, yy, yy) have been obtained 

from static wind tunnel tests (see chapter 7) and would 

appear to be accurate, the yv and nv terms, at least, slhould 

really be determined by an oscillatory teehnic1uo in order to 

ascertain their accuracy. 
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13.2. lb Mode 2 

This mode of oscillation takes the form of a pure low 

frequency yawing mode for all forward velocities and is 

quite stable for the majority of arrangements considered. 

It is noted, however, that certain arrangements do in fact 

become temporarily unstable at certain forward velocities. 

The similarity between the modal form of this mode and the 

lateral mode 1 of the single strop arrangement is very 

apparent, although there is no tendency for the latter to 

become unstable. Furthermore, the curves of fig. 13.8 and 

13.20 are seen to be similar. 

Whilst there is a distinct difference in terms of 

stability between the two typical examples shown in 

fig. 13.20, this is found to be the exception because the 

majority of results exhibit stability. In fact variations 

(in the usual ranges) in the lifting bar length (2a) and 

weight and length(da) appear to have only small effects on 

the non-dimensional damping factor r2. Consideration of 

the increase in the lifting bar length (2a) between 6 ft 

and 18 ft shows an increase in the damping factor between 

lengths 6 ft and 12 ft. An increase in the lifting bar 

length between 12 ft and 18 ft, however, generally has the 

opposite effect. In addition to this, variations in the 

weight of the lifting bar have negligible effects on 

stability, except for pallet weights < 50 The whero there 

is no definite trend. 
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The variations in the structural parameter di appear 

to have the grontor effect on the damping factor ra. It. 

is found that an increase in di between 25 ft and 100 ft 

has a strong dostabilising effect on the system. This is 

especially marked when the lifting bar length (2a) is 6 ft. 

An increase up to 18 ft,, however, shows this effect to 

fall off somewhat. In the particular case, for example, 

given in fig. 13.20 the unstable curves are obtained with 

2a- 6ft and d1 = 100 ft. 

2a = 12 ft or 18 ft and di 

On the other hand, with 

- 100 fty the mode remains 

stable. 

Varirttions in the strop length d2 are, in comparison 

to d1, found to have only small stabilising effects on the 

configurations rind this is only for lifting bar lengths 

less than 6.0 ft. For values greater than 6.0 ft, 

variations have no effect on the damping factor. Finally, 

yin increase in the pallet weight between 50 - 1000 lbs has 

the effect of shifting the stability curves for lesser 

weights to higher velocity regions (see fig. 13.20). 

Whilst this is also the case for the isolated unstable 

instance given in fig. 13.20, it is apparent there that 

the increase in pallet weight has a destabilising effect. 

In fig. 13.21 the usunl plot of frequency parameter 

corresponding to mode 2 (with mg =5 lbs, 2a = 12 ft, 

a, a dg = 50 ft) is given for comparison with various 

i 
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other modes of oscillation. The frequency range is 

understandably greater than for the lateral mode 1 of the 

singe strop arrangement. 

The usual plot of the relative derivative importance 

against forward velocity, V, is given in fig. 13.22. As 

expected, the damping derivative nr is predominantly 

important up to moderate 'steady state' incidences. Only 

at incidences above 100 where higher forward speeds are 

attained do the derivatives nv and y* take on importance. 

Comparison with the corresponding mode of the single 

strop arrangement (see fig. 13.10) show those results to 

be similar. 

13.2.1c Mode 

It is apparent that this 'short period' mode of 

oscillation is very similar to that discussed with the 

single strop configuration. This is further confirmed by 

the fact that the modal shape remains unaltered throughout 

the range of forward velocities considered; the mode 

being stable and similar, in many respects, to the 

longitudinal "flutter" mode, From an inspection of fig. 

13.23 it is shown that the mode-can be very stable for one 

arrangement, whilst exhibiting neutral stability for 

another arrangement. This will be enlarged upon below. 
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From a general study of the results obtained for 

various values of the lifting bar length, i. e. 6 ft, 12 ft 

and 18 ft, it is found that the extreme lengths lead to 

more stable systems than does the 12 ft length. However 

on comparison with the similar lateral mode 3 of the 

single strop arrangement it is found that the latter 

arrangement is more heavily damped. This trend was 

expected for the twin strop configuration because the 

lifting bar must constrain the rolling motion of the 

pallet, so that the rotary damping derivatives, in roll 

have a smaller effect. For the particular case when the 

lifting bar length and the span of the pallet are equal, 

i. e. 12 ft, the mode is in a. state of neutral stability, 

i. e. ra = 0. This is because the pallet remains level for 

this 'short period' mode and the rotary damping derivatives, 

have a negligible effect on stability. 

Except for the particular case when the lifting bar 

length is equal to the span of the pallet, it is found 

that an increase of d2 greater than 25 ft (in the usual 

range) has a strong destabilising effect on the mode. On 

the other hand, variations in the strop length di have 

virtually no effect on the stability of the, mode. 

As expected from the 'single strops results, an 

increase in the weight of the lifting bar (mg) in the 

usual range has º strong destabilising effect. in 
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comparison, the fig. 13.23 shows that an increase of the 

pallet weight above 50 lbs has a stabilising effect on the 

system. The investigations thus show that the most stable 

system considered for this mode is one with mpg = 0.5 lbs, 

d2 = 25 ft and di taking a value between 25 ft and 100 ft. 

In addition to the above graphs, fig. 13.24E gives a 

set of curves for the non-dimensional frequency parameter, 

s3., plotted against forward velocity when mfg =5 lbs, 

2a = 12 ft and di = da = 50 ft. On comparison with the 

similar mode for the single strop configuration, it is 

found that the constraint of the extra strop increases the 

frequency parameter - as expected. As a result the 

possibility of coupling (on a1: 1 frequency basis) between 

this lateral mode and the longitudinal flutter mode would 

be less likely, although not impossible for the smaller 

pallet weights. 

A plot of the relative derivative importance against 

forward velocity is not necessary for this mode, because it 

has been found that the damping derivative In is 

predominantly important at all velocities. All other 

derivative terms are in fact negligible in comparison. 

The results obtained for the lateral oscillations of 
the twin strop configuration are rather encouraging. 
Practical considerations notwithstanding, it is apparent 
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that a considerable improvement in stability can be obtained 

in comparison with the single strop configuration. Unfor- 

tunately the saran cannot be said of the longitudinal 

stability of the twin strop configuration (which, of course, 

is precisely similar to that of the single strop configuratii 

If the possibility of introducing aerodynamic surfaces 

(in order to improve the longitudinal stability of the twin 

strop configuration) is excluded, it is necessary to 

constrain the longitudinal movements of the pallet by 

structural means. Hence a bifilar arrangement in the form 

of the trapezoidal configuration appeared to be the type of 

suspension required, although it was realised that the 

necessary lateral constraints on the pallet would be 

partially removed. However, since the lateral and longi- 

tudinal modes are separable, it is possible, at this stage, 

to examine the possibility of conferring longitudinal 

stability, in the knowledge that (if a stable longitudinal 

configuration is achieved) a combined twin strop/trapezoidal 

suspension might well be designed to eliminate instability 

in both sets of modes. 

13.3 The Trapezoidal Configuration 

With the trapezoidal configuration it is apparent 

that, in comparison with the previous twin strop configura. 

tion, an extra parameter has to be included with the 

previous terms betau; e the lower strops (d2 and d3) are of 
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unequal length. This unfortunately leads to a rather 

impractical investigation (see chapter 6) because incidence 

as has to be chosen independent of velocity, V. In practice 

this is, of course, not the case. A satisfactory assessment 

of the stability of the configuration can be obtained, 

however, if initial integer values of d3, as, V, m1, ma and 

2a are-chosen. 

13.3.1 The Longitudinal Modes 

The longitudinal studies of the trapezoidal configura- 

tion are shotivn to be similar to those pertaining to the 

single and twin strop configurations. Furthermore, the 

results for this configuration show a vast improvement on 

previous symmetric considerations. 

As anticipated, two modes of oscillation are obtained, 

as follows: (a) mode 1-a low frequency pendulum mode 9 

and (b) mode 2- a high frequency 'flutter' mode. Both 

these forms are similar to those of the single and twin 

strop configurations. 

13,3.1a Mode 1 

This low frequency pendulum mode is found to be of an 

oscillatory form for the major part of the investigations, 

although for small pallet weights, i. e. in the order of 

50 lbs, there is a definite trend towards the development 

of either a subsidence and divergence or two subsidences, 
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ýý` Otherwise, the mode remains stable for all the other pallet 

weights considered, i. e. 100 < m2g < 1000 lb for all 

forward velocities. It is interesting to note that for the 

oscillatory modes, variations on the pallet weight between 

100 and 1000 lbs have only small, indefinite, effects on 

the damping factor for all the configurations considered 

(see fig. 13,2-5). 

In a similar manner, it is found that variations in 

the lifting bar length between 3 ft and 9 ft have very small 

effects on the damping and show no definite trend. Further- 

more, variations in the weight (mpg) of the lifting bar in 

the usual rango of 0.5 lbs - 10 lbs appear to have negligible 

effects on stability. Similarly, increases in the lengths 

d1 or da in the range 25 ft - 100 ft have very small effects 

on the stability of the mode and can be discounted. 

Although only two values of pallet incidence (%) are 

considered here, i. e. 0.250 and 2.00, it is apparent that 

the mode is usually slightly more stable for the larger 

incidence. Prom a consideration of the important derivatives 

pertaining to this mode (which are later discussed), the 

aerodynamic damping is found to increase with pallet 

incidence. 

The effects of variation of the physical parameters 

in the trapezoidal configuration, are illustrated in 

fig. 13.25 for two particular cases, i. e. two extreme caeoc 
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of damping. Clearly, the effect of varying the parameters 

has but a small overall effect on the damping factor. In 

addition to this figure, a graph is given of the non- 

dimensional frequency parameter c1 against forward velocity 

(see fig. 13.26). This will be used later for comparison 

with other oscillatory modes of the trapezoidal configuration. 

In order to illustrate the relative derivative 

importance for this mode, a typical graph is given (fig. 

13.27) of the important terms plotted against forward 

velocity. For the two configurations considered, the 

damping derivative xu is predominantly important at small 

forward velocities. However for an increase of velocity 

zw takes on some importance, whilst the importance of the 

xu term falls off. It is also found for the isolated case 

(and also when the lifting bar length does not equal the 

chord length of the pallet) that the stiffness derivative 

m0 assumes major importance at the higher velocities (see 

fig. 13,27). 

13.3. lb Mae 2 

The mode is similar to the 'flutter' modo of the single 

strop configuration. Furthermore, it is apparent from the 

immense amount of results obtained, that a general improve- 

ment in stability has been achieved in comparison with the 

results given in section 13el. lb. As with the previous 
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mode, investigations are made with values of lifting bar 

length 3.0 ft and 9.0 ft, in addition to the particular 

case of 6.0 ft. Whilst the two former sets of results 

follow similar trends, different trends are found when the 

lifting bar length is 6.0 ft. In fig. 13.28 the extreme 

(stable and unstable) results, for the parameter ranges 

considered, are given as in illustration of the variation 

of stability in this mode of oscillation. 

The results indicate that an increase in value of the 

'steady state' incidence of the pallet (aa) from 0.250 to 

20 has a strong destabilising effect for all the variations 

of the parameters considered (see chapter 6), This is 

undoubtedly duo to the corresponding decrease of the 

aerodynamic damping on the pallet. 

An increase of the lifting bar weight above 0.5 The 

up to 10 lbs also has a strong destabilising effect on all 

the systems except those when the lifting bar length is 

equal to the chord length of the pallet, i. e. 6 ft. In 

this particular case, the systems all exhibit near neutral 

stability and no definite trends are apparent. 

From fig. 13.28 it is shown that an increase in the 

pallet weight (for both arrangements) gives rise to an 
increase in stability of a system, It has been found, 

hoviever, that this is not true for all the configurations. 
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For example, when the lifting bar length is 3.0 ft, an 

increase in the pallet weight (in the usual range) has a 

strong stabilising effect as shown in fig. 13.28. However, 

for the two cases of lifting bar length 6.0 ft and 9.0 ft, 

it is found that no general trend is apparent. This could 

be due to the different 'steady state' positions the 

arrangements take up for such values of lifting bar length 

as 6.0 ft and 9.0 ft. 

Variations in the lifting bar length (2a) have a great 

bearing on whether a system is stable or unstable. This is 

emphasised by the fact that for all the configurations 

considered (in their usual ranges), the arrangements are 

always stable when 2a = 3.0 ft or 6.0 ft, although the 

latter case always exhibits near neutral stability. On the 

other hand when 2a = 9.0 ft the mode does become unstable 

for certain configurations (usually when the incidence, a21 

is of 20). Because of these rather complicated effects it 

will be necessary, therefore, to carry out further invest- 

igations to predict the optimum value of 2a, for the 

maximum stability of a configuration. 

Further to the above complexities, it is noticeable 

that an increase in the length d3 greatly reduces the 

value of the clamping factor ra for all the arrangements 

considered. However, variations of the strop length di have 
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negligible effects on stability and therefore these trends 

are indeed, very similar to those encountered with the 

single and twin strop in longitudinal mode 2 (see section 

13.1,1b) . 

In addition to the usual plot of damping factor, a 

typical plot is also given (see fig. 13.29) of the non- 

dimensional frequency parameter against forward velocity. 

On comparison with the previous longitudinal mode (see 

fig. 13.26) there is a remarkable difference in the 

frequency ranges. Similarly, a comparison with the corres- 

ponding mode of the single- and twin strop configurations 

(see fig. 13.6) shows an increase in the frequency range 

for the trapezoidal configuration compared with the two 

former arrangements. 

An endeavour is made to establish the important 

derivative terms involved in this 'flutter'mode. Two config- 

urations are considered for illustration in fig. 13.30. For 

the configurations whore the lifting bar lengths are 3.0 ft 

and 9.0 ft the damping derivative mq is always predominantly 

important at small forward velocities as shotim. However, 

the zq sind mc. derivatives prove to be consistently 

important at higher velocities. Furthermore, the stiffness 

derivative m0 occasionally takes on major importance at the 

higher volocities. Considering the particular case where 
the lifting bar length is equal to the chord length of the 
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pallet, i. e. 6.0 ft in this case, the above derivative 

terms have a negligible effect on stability because of the 

structural constraint imposed on the pitching of the pallet. 

Instead, it is found that the damping derivatives xu and zw 

are consistently important. As shown in fig. 13.30, the xu 

term is predominantly important at small forward velocities, 

whereas at higher velocities the zy. J term becomes, primarily 

important. All other derivative terms appear to have a 

negligible effect on the damping of this particular 

configuration. 

13.3.2 The Lateral Modes 

The modes of oscillation obtained from the lateral 

otudies of the trapezoidal configuration appear to i 

similar to those for the single and twin strop configurs. - 

tions. Those are: (a) mode 1 -a stable mode of low 

frec! uency dominated by a yawing motion; (b) mode 2-a low 

frequency stable mode with a combined sideslip - yawing 

motion, and (c) mode 3-a 'short period' oscillatory mode 

which is similar to mode 3 of the single and twin strop 

configurations. 

13.3.2a Mode 1 

This mode of oscillation exhibits a stable yawing 

nature for the usual range of variables considered. On 

comparison with the single and twin strop configurations, 
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its shape conforms with the lateral modes 1 and 2 respectively, 

although certain other characteristics, e. g. frequency 

parameter, are dissimilar. A graph of the non-dimensional 

damping factor r1 against forward velocity is shown in fig. 

13.31 where curves for two different configurations are 

given. For the variations in the parameters, these are 

found to be the most stable and unstable arrangements. 

Variations in this small damping factor are minor for 

corresponding major changes in the values of the structural 

parameters. 

On considering these structural parameters in more 

detail it is found that, for example, an increase in the 

lifting bar length (2a) between zero and 9.0 ft generally 

has a destabilising effect on the system. For the larger 

lengths, i. e. 9.0 ft, there are found to be a number of 

inconsistencies in this trend when the forward velocity is 

greater than 50 ft/sec. In a similar manners it is found 

that an increase in the pallet weight between 50 lbs and 

1000 lbs generally has a stabilising effect on a system, 

although for the larger lifting bar lengths this trend is 

not definite for forward velocities greater than 50 ft/sac 

(approximately). On the other hand, variations in the 

lifting bar weight (m,, g) appear, as expected, to have a 

negligible effect on the damping factor ri. 
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The 'steady state' incidence of the pallet is found to 

have an important effect on the amount of damping of this 

mode. Clearly an increase in the overall effective damping 

of the important derivative terms nr, nv and yv (see fig, 

13.33) increases the stability of the mode. It should be 

noted, however, that these effects are more apparent at 

lower, rather than higher velocities in the usual range, 

An increase in the strop length di (in the range 

25 - 100 ft) appears to have a small reducing effect on the 

damping factor. This effect is more prominent at larger 

values of the lifting bar length, i. e. 9.0 ft. Also, an 

increase in the strop length d3 has a similar effect on the 

stability of the system, although this is not quite so 

definite for the longer lifting bars. 

Figure 13.32 gives an illustration of the non- 

dimensional frequency parameter, s1, plotted against 

forward velocity for the typical configuration of 2a = 9.0 ft, 

m2g =5 ibs, as = 0.250, d: 
L = d3 = 50 ft. On comparison 

with the curves (fig. 13.9 and 13.21) for the corrosponding 

lateral modo of the single and twin strop arrangements, the 

frequency range given in fig. 13.32 is obviously greater 

than that for the single strop arrangement, and, rather 

surprisingly, less than that for the twin strop arrangement. 
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A plot of the relative derivative importance is given 

for the mode in fig. 13.33. Curves for two configurations 

are given and both illustrate the importance (as expected) 

of the damping derivative nr. It is interesting to note, 

also, that the damping derivatives nv end yv have an 

important effect on the stability of the mode. All other 

derivative terms are found to be completely unimportant. 

13.3.2b Mode 2 

It is found that this mode of oscillation is a stable 

low frequency mode, comparable with the previous mode. For 

the range of configurations considered, it is found that 

the motion involves combined sideslip and yaw. In the 

lower velocity range the motion tends to be dominated by 

sideslip for all configurations. An increase of velocity, 

however, produces a changeover to a predominant yawing 

motion. Although the mode is generally stable, as mentioned 

previously, it should be noted that at high velocities, 

i. e. 90 ft/sec, pallet weights in the order of 50 lbs do 

lead to a tendency for the motion to change from oscillatory 

to a divergence and subsidence. This change in illustrated 

in the fig. 13.3L1. 

In fig. 13.34 typical stability curves of the non- 

dimensional damping factor, ray are plotted against forward 

velocity for the two configurations shown. It is apparent 
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that the damping factor is even smaller than in the previous 

mode. The two sets of curves given show the difference 

between the two extremes of damping for this mode. Whilst 

this is easy to demonstrate from the results, it has proved 

rather difficult to determine the effects of the individual 

structural parameters on the damping factor. As shown below, 

this is because the effects are small and show no definite 

trend. Therefore, whilst an estimate of these effects is 

given, a closer study of the mode must eventually be carried 

out. 

In the lower velocity range it has been found that 

variations in the lifting bar length (2a) have a negligible 

effect on the damping factor for all the configurations 

investigated. However in the higher velocity range, the 

damping factor shows a dependence on this length. No 

definite trend emerges, however, but the effects, in any 

event, are small. Similarly, variations in both the 

incidence (a2) and the weight of the lifting bar (mag) have 

very small effects on the damping factor r2 and show no 

definite trend whatsoever. 

An increase in the strop length d1 for the usual range 

of 25 ft to 100 ft has a moderately destabilising effect on 
the mode. Increase of the strop length d8, however, appears 
to have a small, indefinite, effect on the damping factor r,,. 
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Finally, the variations in the pallet weight between 

50 lbs and 1000 lbs are sahown in fig. 13.34 to exhibit no 

definite trend, although their effect on the damping can be 

quite strong for certain configurations. 

As usual, a plot of the non-dimensional frequency 

parameter s2 against forward velocity is given in fig. 13.35 

for the configuration 2a = 9.0 ft, mig =5 lbs, ds = d3 = 50 ft 

and a2 = 0.25°. On comparison with the two longitudinal 

modes of the trapezoidal configuration, it is found that 

the frequency range is similar to the longitudinal mode 1. 

Unless one of the modes becomes unstable, however, it is 

unlikely that the one mode could couple unstably with the 

other. 

In fig. 13.36 the results of the most important 

derivatives plotted against forward velocity are given. It 

is apparent that the damping derivative yv is important for 

the majority of the velocity range considered. Furthermore, 

the damping derivative nr is important at low forviard 

velocities, but only, as shown, for the smaller lengths of 

the lifting bar (i. e. 3.0 ft). Also, very occasionally, 

the derivative lp takes on minor importance. All other 

derivative terms, however, have a negligible effect on the 

damping of this lateral mode. 
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13.3.2c Mode 

A short period mode of oscillation is obtained here 

for the trapezoidal configuro. tion, which is similar to the 

corresponding modo of the single and twin strop configura- 

tions. The mode therefore remains stable for the range of 

configurations investigated. The variation in the non- 

dimensional damping factor r3 against forward velocity is 

illustrated in fig. 13.37 for the two extreme cases of 

damping; thus demonstrating the importance of some of the 

structural parameters. 

An increase in the weight of the lifting bar in the 

range 0.5 lbs to 10 lbs has a distinct destabilising 

effect, whilst on the other hand, an increase in the pallet 

weight has the usual effect of stabilising the mode of 

oscillation (see fig. 13.37). Also, an increase in length 

of the lower strops has the usual effect of decreasing the 

influence of the aerodynamic damping. 

Variations of the upper strop lengths, dlp and the 

length of the lifting bar (2a) are found to have their 

usual negligiblo effects on stability. 

The typical plot of the non-dimensional frequency 

parameter s3 against forward velocity is given in fig. 13.38 

for comparison with other modes of oscillation of tho 
trapezoidal configuration. It is apparent that the 
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frequency range for this mode falls below that of the 

longitudinal mode 2. It is therefore unlikely that the 

two modes would couple together unstably' unless of 

course one mode becomes unstable and frequency demultipli- 

cation occurs. 

A plot of the important derivative terms has not been 

given because it is found that the damping derivative lp 

is, consistently, the important term for all the configura- 

tions considered. All other derivative terms appear to 

have a negligible effect on the damping in this mode. 

In conclusion, the trapezoidal configuration exhibits 

very promising properties. It has been shown that the 

longitudinal and lateral instabilities of the single and 

twin strop configurations can both be eliminated by 

incorporating a lifting bar and extra upper strop in the 

original single strop arrangement. 
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CHAPTER 24 

CONCLUSIONS 

By use of the linearise d equations of motion and the 

resulting stability equations, it has been possible to 

investigate the nature and stability of the motions of a 

pallets suspended via various strop configurations, beneath 

a moving helicopter. 

From the investigations of the single strop configura. 

tion, it was concluded that, even for small disturbances, 

both longitudinal and lateral instabilities can be encoun- 

tered for a practical range of forward velocities. Two 

modes (one longitudinal and one lateral) were, found to be 

unstable over the complete range of speeds investigated - 
the remaining modes all being stable. It was not surprising, 

therefore, that the full scale pallet (suspended by a single 

strop arrangement beneath a helicopter) became unstable, in 

practice, at all reasonable forward speeds. Although the 

frequency ranges of the unstable longitudinal and lateral 

modes were found to be dissimilar, it is possible that non- 
linear coupling of the two modes occurred to give the 

combined instability exhibited, 

The severe longitudinal {. nstability of the pallet 

occurred for forward speeds of the helicopter greater than 
24 ft/sec (depending on the weight of the pellet) and 
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appeared to be due to insufficient aerodynamic damping in 

pitch on the pallet (i. e. a deficiency of the mq damping 

derivative). Whilst it might be difficult to change 

effectively the damping by alteration of the aspect ratio 

of the pallet, it is possible that the addition of a tail 

section or some equivalent aerodynamic surface could 

increase the aerodynamic damping in pitch sufficiently to 

obviate the instability. 

The severe lateral instability was found to occur for 

forward speeds greater than 18 ft/sec (depending on the 

pallet v'eight) and the corresponding mode was found to 

consist of a sideslip-yawing motion of the complete arrange- 

ment. It was apparent, therefore, that either (a) a 

constraint should be imposed on the sideslip or yawing 

displacement of the pallet, or (b) the aerodynamic damping 

must be improved for such yawing- sideslip displacements 

for example, by provision of a tfin'. 

Throughout the theoretical investigations, the aim 

was to keep the profile of the pallet and the geometry of 
the strop arrangement as simple as possible. Therefore, 

before pursuing more complicated and less practical 

arrangements, it was necessary to investigate the twin 

strop and trapezoidal configurations. 
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Adoption of the twin strop configuration to support the 

pallet obviously had no effect on the longitudinal motions. 

However, a vast improvement was made on the stability of the 

severely unstable lateral mode encountered with the single 

strop configuration. In fact, one result of providing a 

twin strop configuration was to confer complete stability 

on the combined yawing-sideslip mode for all practical 

forward speeds. One other result, unfortunately, was to 

reduce the stable range of the yawing mode, although the 

instabilities were found to occur when the length of the 

lifting bar was of the same order as the chord length of 

the pallet. Clearly, further investigations were required 

in order to determine the unstable velocity range for this 

case. 

The trapezoidal configuration had the advantage over 

the single and twin strop configurations of improving 

considerably the stability of the unstable longitudinal. 

mode of oscillation of the pallet. Such was the extent of 

the improvement, that for certain values of the structural 

parameters (see chapter 13) the configuration was longitu- 

dinally stable for forward speeds between 0 and 100 ft/see, 

The structural constraint imposed a limitation on the 

'steady state' incidence (a2) and pitching displacement of 
the pallet and, as a result, the aerodyn^. xaic damping was 

sufficient to promote stability, 

k 
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In a similar manner, it was found that the trapezoidal 

configuration conferred complete stability on the three 

lateral modes of oscillation for all practical forward 

speeds of the helicopter, and for all the various configura- 

tions considered. Neither of the three modes showed any 

tendency to become unstable. 

Whilst the longitudinal and lateral studies on the 

trapezoidal configuration have given encouraging results 

for the limited r: uzge of investigations, it is apparent 

that more studies are necessary to gain a fuller under- 

standing on the stability of the configuration (see 

chapter 13). 

If for a practical reason, the trapezoidal configurD, 

tion proves to be an unsuitable means of suspending loads 

beneath a helicopter (e. g. because the longitudinal 

stability of the helicopter plus pallet is inadequate) then 

the twin strop arrangement could quite possibly be adopted. 

A droque chute could then be used as a possible means of 

conferring stability on the troublesome longitudinal mode. 
Clearly, further investigations would be required to 

confirm this. 

The aerodynamic derivative data obtained by the static 

and dynamic wind tunnel experiments have proved to be 

satisfactory for use in the stability investigations and. 
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have contributed to the existing aerodynamic derivative data 

for flat plates at large angles of incidence and yaw, It 

is unfortunate, however, that the few rotary damping 

derivatives (obtained by the 'lifting liner theory) could 

not have been determined by the more accurate experimental 

methods. However, this would have boon very time consuming 

in the limited time available. 

From the wind tunnel dynamic tests it is interesting 

to note the dependence of the damping derivative mq on the 

mean incidence of the pallet and especially the transition 

to the unexpected values of negative damping. Further 

investigations are clearly warranted here. Similarly, the 

effect of the wind tunnel interference on the mq derivative 

requires further study, as this is a relatively unexplored 

field of investigation. 

These initial studies on a pallet suspended beneath a 

helicopter have shown the importance of the theoretical 

approach when ad hoc full scale tests have failed to 

produce satisfactory results. With further investigations 

into the trapezoidal configuration, it would appear to be 

possible to obtain a stable form of external transportation 

via a helicopter, for even a larger range of forward speeds 
than those investigated, If a more stable arrangement than 

the trapezoidal configuration ware required, it is possible 
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that investigations into a triple strop configuration, 

i. e. a combination of the twin strop and trapezoidal 

arrangement would give promising results. Also, in a 

similar manner, further theoretical studies could be made 

on the suspension of bulkier loads (provided derivative 

data were available) which have shown (see ref. 14.1 and 

14,2) certain instabilities in full scale tests. 
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CHAPTER 15 

SUGC STD FURTHER RESEARCH 

The work described herein forms a significant part of 

a large field of investigation which has, until quite 

recently, remained virtually unexplored (see chapter 1). 

As a result a considerable amount of research can be 

carried out, which could contribute to the encouraging 

results already obtained with the trapezoidal configuration. 

An elucidation of some of the more important extensions of 

the present work are now given: - 

From an examination of the results obtained for the 

trapezoidal configuration studies (see chapter 13), it is 

apparent that the length and weight of the lifting bar have 

a most important effect on the overall stability of the 

configuration (especially in the short period longitudinal 

mode). It is therefore desirable that a more thorough 

investigation into the significance of these two parameters 

be undertaken. Furthermore, a wider range of tsteady state 

incidences of the pallet should be investigated to confirm 

whether an improvement on the present results can be 

obtained. 

Stability investigations on the trapezoidal eonfigura. 

tion have so far taken the corm of ascribing fixed values 
to the strop lengths d, and d3, the pallet incidence, c2 
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and the weights of the pallet and lifting bar for chosen 

values of forward velocity. A simple computation has 

then given the required strop length d (see chapter 6). 

Now that a completely stable range of results has been 

obtained, it will be more practical to fix the structural 

parameters (for the maximum apparent stability), allow 

the incidence, a2 to vary with forward velocity and 

confirm the stability of the fixed configuration over a 

suitable range of velocity. 

For reasons given in chapter 1, attention here has 

been focused on a rectangular pallet of aspect ratio 2. 

However, it might be conceivable that a more stable 

trapezoidal configuration could exist with a pallet of 

different aspect ratio. This would, of course, involve 

further experimental measurements of the stiffness and 

damping derivatives. 

As already mentioned in the previous chapter, it is 

possible that for certain practical reasons, the 

trapezoidal configuration might prove unsatisfactory. 

An arrangement in the form of a triple strop configuration 

could well prove a good alternative form of suspension 

(owing to a greater stiffness in roll). This is a 

compromise between the twin strop and trapezoidal configur- 

ations and would consist of the pallet suspended by the 
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usual four lower strops - these strops being attached to a 

cruciform lifting bar. (The two front strops would be 

attached at one point on the main beam of the bar, whereas 

the two rear strops would be attached on either end of the 

cross beam of the bar. ) By means of three upper strops, 

the configuration can then be suspended from three 

attachment points on the helicopter. Unfortunately, time 

did not allow a theoretical study of this configuration. 

The import, -nee of the rotor dovnwtsh effects on the 

suspended pallet is outlined in chapter 8. It is apparent 

that the downwash impingements on the pallet would affect 

the aerodynamic forces acting on the pallet. Therefore, 

with a fuller understanding of the rotor downwash effects 

at forward velocities of the helicopter, it might be 

possible to incorporate a representation of these into the 

equations of motion. Now that an intrinsically stable 

configuration has been found for uniform conditions, this 

is clearly the next most important field of investigation, 

With the aid of the 'derivative importance' technique 

it has been possible to ascertain the important derivatives 

for a particular mode of oscillation. In the present work, 

however, the derivatives were assumed to be linearly 

dependent on displacement and velocity. Therefore, it 

could well prove useful to introduce certain non-linearitiea 
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(pertaining to the important derivatives) into the 

theoretical investigations and analyse the effects, 

maybe on a large analogue computer. 

In the present work it has boon assumed in all 

the studies, that the strops are of a rigid form and 

massless. Further extensions of these initial assump- 

tions should be made so that the effects on stability 

could be observed, when say the mass of the strops is 

introduced into the analysis. The hypothetical 

configuration on which the theory is based would then 

approximate more closely to the actual physical situation. 

Fiiinliy, now that a stable configuration has been 

obtained, it will be necessary to evaluate the combined 

stability of the helicopter and pallet, although it would 

involve a considerable amount of additional theory. 

However, it may be feasible to 'patch' the equations on 

a large analogue computer. 
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APPENDIX I 

A TYPICAL STABILITY INVESTIGATION 

As an aid to the understanding of the stability investi- 

gations discussed in chapter 6, it is worthwhile to consider 

a typical solution for, say, the longitudinal motions of the 

single strop arrangement. 

Take, for example, the following system 

mig =, 0.5 lbs, mag = 200 ibs, dl = 25 ft., d2 = 25 ft. and 

assume a pallet incidence of 0.25°. For this incidence the 

following data are obtained from predetermined polynomial 

equations: - 

-. 048, zu _ -. 0123, mu =" 0114, xw, = +-037P zwy = -1.63, 

mw = 1.36, xq = 00 zq = -1.17, mq = -"117, xe = +"087, 

ze = -3-2v me =. 2-72.9 CD =" 0148 , CL = --0123# Cm = . 014 and 

e=0.27. In addition c=6 ft., 8=6x 12 = 72 fta, 

ki = 1.732 ft. and p= 23.8 slugs/ft-3 

Now the forward velocity V can be determined from e qn. 6.5. 

Hence 
2 x200x25x10 V= -3-19 

" 
-X7 22-f(- x 25 +" 0123 X" 27 x6 -25 x -0123-+. X "27 x 

tan (0.250 ) 

= 14"49 'ft/sec. 
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Also, from eqn. 6.6 

ai tan -1 . 048 = 0.2450 
2(0-5 + 200) x 104 +" 0123 

\23.8 x 14.492 x 72 

and from chapter 3.0 the relative density parameter and Froude 

number are thus 

µi = 200 x 104 = 1.45 and F= 14.492 = 0.2574 
2.2 x 23-8 x2x 25 25x32.2 

With the above values substituted into the longitudinal non- 

dimensional equations (see chapter 4.0) it can be shown that 

= 0.6914,2 = 0.6897,21 = 0.6897, ßa2 = 0.693 

BS = 0.0331, BS = 0.0297, BS = 0.0298, BS = 0.0297 
11 12 21 22 

2s1i = 5.654, X12 = 0.0502, CS21 = 0, CS22 = 5.3636. 

Now the expansion of the determinant ISSI 
gives the 

characteristic equation p4XS'- + pa%83 + P2X82 + p1? S + Po = 0, 

whereupon using A 
11 ..... CS : - 22 

P4 = A$ii 
22 

- 
°"12 °"2 

0.00 8 
1 

Pa 
ii 

B RSa2 + 
az ýgii 

A S12 B_0.00181 Sia "'Szi - 
ai Sia 

" P2 
ii 

C 
'S22 

+A + S22 C 
i I. 

+AC-AC 
-Si 2 '-S 21 '-S23, Si 2 

+ Bsi1 BS22 - !! Si a '- Bsai = 7.491 

Pi = BSit 2S22 + BS.. 2S11 = 0.3342 

Po = 
-CSit 

ES22 
- 

CSiz Uzi = 29.525 
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The roots of the characteristic equation are found to be 

r1 + isi = --0223 + 2.000051 

ra + 182 = -"4449 + 46.671 
Because both roots have negative real parts, the system has 

two oscillatory damped modes of oscillation. 

The modal form pertaining to the particular root, say 

r2 + isa is determined by substitution of the root into 

adj[SS], where adj[SS] is given by 

22 

S22r2 - ua2 
) + BS22 ßr2 + 2S22 

22 
' -As 

12. 

(r`ý e2 )- BS 
2. 

r2'ß CS12 

. r2. u2 + i(2A: 
S . t", 2) +8 - i(2A0r . r2. s2 + BS 

*82) 
28 22 12 12 

2 (r2 G22) 
2 

+ BS21 
. r2 +C S21 -82) + ' Asit(12 

22 
r2 + CS 

X7ii 11 

. r2. c2 - i(2AS + BS . S2) + i(2A8 . r2.02 + BS . ß2) 
L, 21 21 11 11 

giving 

1-1503.9 - 27.41 , 1502.1 + 27.261 

1502.1 + 27.39i, -1500.1 - 27.171 

or 11 , -"9988 + "0000351 [-1503.9 - 27.41,1502.1 + 27.261] 
i. e. kk$UP8 

where the column matrix IqeI is the modal column pertaining 

to the root r2 + 182. Similarly, the above procedure is 

repeated for the root ri + is: L& 
With the roots and their corresponding { q81 and [p8 

terms determined, it is a straightforward procedure to 

obtain the relative importance of the derivatives on the 
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APPENDIX 2 

WIND TUNNEL CALIBRATIONS 

As a result of work carried out in the 3' 6" open-jet 

closed circuit wind tunnel it was founid in the preliminary 

investigations (see section 9.9) that finite values of lift 

force and rolling moment acted on the flat plate when set at 

00 incidence and yaw in the wind tunnel. These terms were 

not small enough to be ignored and therefore investigations 

into their causation were made. 

Swirl of the wind flow along the tunnel axis was 

considered to be the major contribution to the unusual loading 

on the plate. Therefore it was necessary to measure the angle 

of the wind flow on the lateral axis of the plate (with the 

plate and support arrangement removed). 

A calibrated yawhead (similar in principle to the 

yawmeter) was used to measure the downwash angle of the wind. 

This yawhead was built into a long tube mounted across the 

tunnel working section on the plane of the flat plate. The 

yawhead itself consisted of two pressure tappings mounted 

in line (i. e, circumferentially) on the machined periphery of 
the tube and directed into the wind. With the two tappings 

connected to a sensitive manometer it proved possible to 

rotate the tube about its axis until the manometer gave a 
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zero difference pressure reading. A steel block was mounted 

on the end of the tube so that the calibrated angle of the 

pressure tappings could be easily measured using a clinometer. 

In addition the tube could be translated laterally to any 

desired position across the tunnel working section. 

Tests were carried out with the above arrangement for the 

required wind speed (i. e. 'Reynold's number 4.75 x 108 for a 

9" chard length) and a measure of the downwash angle of flow 

of the wind was obtained across the complete tunnel working 

section. A plot of these results is given by the uncorrected 

line in fig. A2.1 where the vertical and horizontal axes 

denote the downwash and tunnel diameter respectively. It can 

be seen that a resultant swirl did exist in the tunnel and for 

the span length of the plate (18"), quite a severe swirl 

differential occurred across the tunnel lateral axis. This 

resulted in values of rolling moment and lift force (using 

the approximate strip theory technique across the span of the 

plate) comparable with those experienced in the preliminary 

static experiments. 

The only available method for correcting this swirl was 
to manipulate the static guide vanes downstream of the tunnel 

fan. This proved to be an arduous trial and error process, 
moving the eight vanes independently and then obtaining a 
measure of incremental downwash across the tunnel working 
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section. After two months work a satisfactory downwash 

distribution was obtained (as shown by the corrected line in 

fig. A 2.1) . Although the downwash was severe at the 

extremes of the tunnel diameter, it was virtually constant 

over the majority of the plate span (i. e. 18"). Again simple 

strip theory was used to obtain the rolling moment and lift 

force, with the result that rolling moment was negligible 

whilst the lift force was 0.19 lbs. (i. e. for a downwash 

angle of 0.247°, assuming a dCL value of 0.69 lb/degree from 
do 

chapter 12). This unwanted downwash angle was taken into 

account in the wind tunnel corrections (see chapter 9). 

With the tunnel corrections made for swirl, it proved 

necessary to recalibrate the tunnel mean velocity against 
the tunnel manometer using an external pitot-static tube 
(connected to an external manometer) in the empty tunnel 

section. 

k 
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APPENDIX 3 

A. TYPICAL TRANSFORMATION 

OF THE WIND TUNNEL RESULTS 

The wind tunnel (static) results obtained with the 

apparatus described in chapter 9, must be processed to give 

longitudinal and lateral derivative data based on principal 

and wind axes of the plate. The results are such that the 

forces and moments are measured on wind axes (at the centre 

of gravity of the plate) regardless of the orientation of 

the plate in tunnel (plate position is defined by a6 

rotation followed by a 1r rotation as described in chapter 9) . 
The results are therefore in a suitable form whereby certain 

wind axis derivatives can be obtained directly, i. e. N o. To 

obtain other derivatives, i. e. Yv certain force, moment and 

angular displacement transformations have to be performed on 

the wind tunnel results in order that displacements and 

corresponding forces and moments arc measured on the same 

axes. A typical transformation is now given to illustrate 

the determination of the principal axes derivatives Yv, Lv 

and Kv. The transformation is considered in two parts for 

convenience, (i) angular displacement transformation, and 
(ii) force and moment transformations. 

In order that the component of sideslip velocity v (see 

section 7.3.2) can be obtained, the plate should be yawed. 
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through an angle ß (ray) followed by an angle 8. This final 

plate position can only be obtained in the wind tunnel, 

however, if the plate is assumed to have a degree of freedom, 

0, in roll preceding the e and * rotations respectively. With 

61 and ß1 denoting negative rotations of the plate in the 

wind tunnel, in addition to 0 measured in a positive direction 

and ßa and 8. denoting the required rotations (both measured 

in negative directions) the following relationships can be 

dev eloped using simple vector algebra: - 

cosßs -sinß1 0 core 0 sine,. 100 io 

sinß1 cosß1 0 0 10 0 cos¢ sind 3o q3,1 
k 001 L sin: e1 0 cos 61 L0 -sino cosh ko 

for the tunnel rotatio ns and 
i 00862 0 sinQ2 cosß2 -sint 20 

io 

=010 sin 32 008(32 0 7o 
.,., ... A3.2 

k 
-sinO2 0 cos62 

_ 
0 01 ko 

for the required rotations, where ¬i, 3, kJ are unit vectors. 
Ii, S, k1 and [ io, '3 

o, 
ko ] denote the final and initial 

positions of the plate axes Ox, Oy, Oz respectively, When 

both transformations are assumed to give identical final 

positions of the plate axes, the following identities are 

obtained from equations A3.1 and A3.2. 
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cos p1 cos 6i = cos e2 cosßa 

cOB sine, sind + sinß1 cos O= cos 6a sinßa 

cosßi sine., coso - sinßi sinn = sin 6a 
..... A3.3 

sinßIL cos ei = sinßa 

cosß1 cosh - sin13 sines, sine = 008132 

cosß1 sinn + sin3 sin61 coso =0 

siinei _ sin02 cos02 

-cosec sine = sine2 sinl32 

cos81 cosO = cos02 

From these identities it can be shown that 

-" sin 8 A3. ß 6- sin 3 
(cost 0atan2 (31 + 1) 

0= tan-: L (tan P. sin e) and ßa = sin-' (sin 13 cos e1) . 

However it is apparent that one set of rotations (say (3. and 

e2) cannot be chosen in order that c, O and ßi can be 

determined. Therefore 02 and ß1 must be chosen and used in 

equation A3.4 to give e1,0 and ßa. Use of the above 

equivalent angular displacements can now be made to transform 

the wind tunnel forces and moments to principal forces and 

moments for the final plate position. 

The wind tunnel forces and moments (X, Y, Z, L, M, N) 

acting on the plate are known for values of 6 and ßi 

respectively. Because the angle 0 precedes 0 and ß1 it is 

necessary to consider these forces and moments rotated 
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through an angle 0 on the tunnel axis. Unfortunately, this 

does not position the terms on the final principal axes of 

the plate. Thus it is found to be necessary to transform 

the forces and moments to wind tunnel axes when the angles 

'fit 61 and t3. respectively are applied to the plate. This 

transformation is given by 

Z1 coo. 0 Biro 000 Zo 

Xi 010000 X0 

. 
Y1 -sine 0 cos; 5 000 Yo 

..... A3.5 

Mi 000 coso 0 2b Mo 

Li 000010 Lo 

- 2bsin; i 
INi 000c0 cosh No 

where Zo .... No are the wind tunnel results and Z1 .... N1 

are the forces and moments measured on wind axes for the plate 

position denoted by ¢, 01 and Pi. Because ¢, 0 and (31 are 

equivalent to P2 and 6 2, it is now a simple matter to trans- 

form the forces and moments to the principal axes of the 

plate using direction cosines for the rotations Aa and 02 

respectively. Hence 
r 

Za 100000 Zi 

X2 0 c08ß2 -811432 000 Xi 

Y2 =0 sinA2 C0802 000 Yi ..... A3.6 

M2 000 cosi3a ~820 Ml 

L2 000 sinßa cos ßa 0 Li 

Na 000001 N1 
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now a relatively simple matter to obtain plots of Y3, L3 and 

No against v (i. e. V sinßa) for various angles of incidence. 

For a range of ß2 (--5° to +5°) the slopes of the lines 

(assumed linear) are measured and the Yv, Lv and Nv deriva- 

tives derived relative to the principal axes of the pallet 

(see chapter 12). 
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APPENDIX 4 

TRANSFORMATION FORMULAE 

In the stability investigations the lateral derivative 

data is required on principal and wind axes of the plate. 

However, not all the derivative information can be obtained 

directly on both sets of axes from the wind tunnel static 

results or the lifting line theory. Therefore it is 

convenient to have the facility for transforming the deri- 

vatives from wind axes to principal axes or vice-versa. A 

typical set of transformation formulae is now derived for 

the lateral damping derivatives (similar techniques are also 

used for the stiffness derivatives). 

We now consider the wind axes Oxyz set with the Ox axis 

horizontal. The principal axes Oxgiz however are set at an 

angle a2 (i. e. leading edge down) and displaced by a distance 

ec as shown in Fig. P4.1 (this represents the distance between 

the centres of pressure and gravity on the plate for a known 

value of a2). In order that the principal axes derivatives 

can be obtained from wind axes derivatives, the following 

relationships are derived using Fig. A4. l. 
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.4. 
U+u Iosaa 0 -sina2 0 ec sina2 0U +u 

v01000 ec v 

W+w= sina2 0 Iosaa 0 -ec Iosaa 0W +w' 
.... A4.1 

p000 Iosaa 0- sires p' 

q000010 q` 

!. r .#,. 000s ina 20 cow r' 

and 

X' Iosaa 0 sina2 000X 

Y010000Y 

Z 
-sina2 0 Iosaa 000Z 

... Ali. 2 L000 cosa2 0 sin% L 

l4{ ec sina2 0 -ec cos% 010M 

-N' 0ec0 -Olna2 0 cost .N 

Consider now the rotary derivatives Lp, Np, Lr, Nr (Yp 

and Y. are ignored on wind and principal axes) determined (on 

wind axes at the plate centre of pressure) from lifting line 

theory. These can be expressed in a partial derivative form 

(for the variables v, p and r) based on principal axes as 

follows: - 
.ýi. L= aL = aL av + aL HP + aL ar 
p cp av "a p" Tp ' ip" 

aN` = aNýav + aN" a+' NP. 
gyp, UV- '3p. 'jp up, p' 

.... A14.3 
L, = aL' = aLf av + aL" a+ OLD ar 

r c'fr' Uv 3r' ýp 
F' 

c'a`r' 

aN' = aN'av + aN'Fr + aN'ar Nrr 
WW. 0 UI v fir ' Zr fir' 
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With aL OF 
..... aNf determined from egn. A4.2 i. e. = LV cos«2 

v är C-) v 
+ Nv s ina 2 

and öv ...... Or determined from eqn. A4.1 i. e, ö= ces«a 
Tp' fir' 

R 

then the above eqns. A4.3 can be reduced to the following 

nom-dimensional form: - 
iý2 

lp, = 1p cos a, 2 + (rip + lr) 81na2 Iosaa + nr sin a2 

,= nP cos2a2 + (nr -1) cosa2 sina2 - Ir sin2a2 ..... A4,4 rIp 
2 

lr, = lr cos as + (nr - ip) cosaa sina2 - np sin 
2 

as 

+ (lv Iosaa + nv sina2)ec 
2b 

aa 
nr, = nr cos as - (lr+np) sinaa cosa2 + lp sin as 

+ (nv cosa2 - 1v sina2) ec + yv(ec 
a 

2b \2b 

The principal axes derivatives are now in the form whereby wind 

axis derivatives (measured about the centre of pressure) can 

be used. If the transformations are required for a positional 

change on wind axes only (i. e. the ec displacement), then the 

cosa2 and sina2 terms are 1 and 0 respectively in eqn. A1i. 4. 

The yv, lv and nv sideslip velocity derivatives are 

determined from experimental work based on the principal axes 

of the plate. In order that they may be used in eqn. A4.4. 

it is necessary for these terms to be derived on wind axes 
(at the plate centre of pressure). A similar transformation 

1` 
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technique to the above, but in the opposite sense gives 

00 yv yv' 

lv = lv. cosa2 - nv. sina2 + yvec sinaa ..... m. 5 
2b 

nv = nv-r Iosaa + 1v, sina2 - yvr ec cosa2 
2b 

Alternatively, yv lv and nv can be determined on wind axes (at 

the plate centre of gravity) when ec is made zero in eqn. A4.5. 

With the above simple transformations available, the 

lateral damping derivatives can be used for analyses based on 

wind axes or principal axes of the plate. 


